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PREFACE 

The discovery and the geological aspects of iron 

ore on the Mesabi Range have been res~arched consider-

ably. Similarly, the legendary role of Mesabi ore in 

our national economic life has received considerable 

attention. Less known, however, is the record of the 

iron ore miners' attempts to improve their standard of 

living through unionization. The oldtimers' expres-

sion that "You should've seen how things.were long ago" 

aroused this writer's curiosity and gave rise to this 

study of the development of labor unionism in the iron 

min_ing industry in the Virginia-Eveleth district, one 

particular area of the eastern Mesabi. 

The period ~der consideration is predominantly 

from 1905 to 1943. Though mining operations began prior 

to 1905, activities such as the strike and other overt 

expressions of labor dissatisfaction were of little sig-

nificance in the pre-1905 era. Even strikes occurring 

between 1905 and 1916 were without_lasting effects, as 

far as unionism is concerned, but they did at least have 

greater momentary impact on the people living in the 

Virginia~Eveleth district. Several sociological studies 

of the Mesabi make reference to the 1907 and 1916 strikes; 

little is mentioned of pre-1905 activities. 
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Concerning 1943 as the concluding year of this study, 

that was the time the Oliver Iron Mining Company recog-

nized the miners' unions of the Virginia-Eveleth district. 

During the preceding year, the two locals had secured 

charters from the CIO, thereby gaining the strength nec-

essary to maintain their existence. As of May 22, 1943, 

unionism in the Virginia-Eveleth district may be said to 

have entered a new phase characterized by the consolida-

tion of gains made through affiliation with the United 

Steelworkers of America. Consequently, the years after 

that date are not within the scope of this thesis. 

In undertaking this study, the writer attempted to 

secure information from newspapers, the mining companies, 

and the labor unions. Unfortunately, the historical rec-

ord is far from complete. For some of the years encom-

passed by this study, the writer failed to obtain access 

to the VirginiauDaily Enterprise because Mr. Burt D. 

Pearson, the edito~ of the Virginia newspaper, was of the 

opinion that the papers were in poor condition. But the 

editor did give assurance that the Virginia papers were 

available in St. Paul at the Minnesota Historical Society. 

When the writer appeared at the Historical Society, he 

was disappointed to learl?- that s_C?.~~ of. t~e 1916 issues 

were missing, along with all the issues from 1917 to 1924. 

It was fortunate that the Duluth News Tribune covered the 

1916 strike extensively, but the writer hoped to secure 

local information on the aftermath when the Duluth staff 

no longer gave extensive coverage of labor developments at 
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Virginia. Since Mr. Pearson failed to give permission to 

use the Virginia newspapers, the writer appealed to Mr. 

L.· R. Asbach, the general manager. Again the writer was 

rebuffed on grounds that the papers were brittle and in 

poor condition. The secretary indicated that the papers 

had not been used in a long time. This undoubtedly was 

true, for the writer managed to get a glimpse of the 1906 

bound volume. To his amazement, he discovered the papers 

in excellent condition, contrary to the judgment of the 

officials of the Virginia newspaper. 

Besides using newspapers, the writer secured informa-

tion by conducting a few interviews. With men involved in 

the union movement after 1935, the writer was quite suc-

cessful, but with the oldtimers, the interviews were 

futile, partly because of a language barrier and consider-

ably because the sands of time have eroded their memories. 

As a result, reference is made to a sociological study by 

Professor John Syr.j_amaki, whose research on the Mesabi 

about 1939 enabled him to gain access to some sources 

relevant to this study on labor unionism. 

Likewise the efforts to secure materials from the 

mining companies were not very fruitful. An interview in 

Duluth, August 8, 1968, with Mr. Alfred Wilson, Assistant 

Director of Public Relations, United States Steel, Lake 

Superior Division, indicated that the u. s. Steel Corpora-

tion had undergone reorganization at_ various times. In 

the process, district oftices were eliminated and records 

have been lost. Mr. George Zeller, Director of Public 
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Relations, United States Steel, Lake Superior Division, in 

an interview at Duluth on August 20, 1968, indicated that 

he was not familiar with the Oliver Iron Mining Company's 

policies or activities in relation to unionism in the mines 

of the Virginia-Eveleth district from 1905 to 194). How-

ever, he suggested that the writer see Mr. John H. Hearding 

of Hibbing, who had been an Oliver official in the Eveleth 

area. The writer's flinterview" with Mr. Hearding was with-

out results, for the mining official's response was, "I'm 

not going to talk. I'm no longer with the mining company. 

You should contact the officials in personnel relations 

that are presently employed by the Oliver." 

Two off~cials of the Virginia-Eveleth district Mr. 

·wilson suggested the writer see were Mr. Daniel Dodge and 

Mr. James Steel. On August 12, 1968, at Minntac, Mountain 

Iron, Minnesota, Mr. Dodge related that he and Mr. Steel 

were not in the Virginia-Eveleth district until 1947, that 

he would not permit any company men under him to give 

hearsay information, and that no records are available. 

An interview with Mr. Steel on October 19, 1968, confirmed 

Mr. Dodge's statement about the lack of records. Mr. Steel, 

who has a high regard for historical research and for pre-

serving historical records, indicated that during the 1930's 
many of the Oliver files were dumped down the mine shafts 

·at the Alpena mine in Virginia. Lack of space necessi-

tated that time books, pay roll statements, and other 

matters relating to labor be destroyed •. 

Just _as today the Oliver Iron Mining Company, as a 
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subsidiary of U. s. Steel, exerts the dominant influence 

on labor in the mines, the comnany exerted the dominant 

influence in the early mining era, too. Nonetheless, the 

writer, hoping to gain information about a different ooer-

ator, inquired of an official in the Industrial Relations 

Department of Pickands Mather & Co. According to the offi-

cial, whatever records the department has are not within 

the period covered by this study. 

Besides the incomplete records from mining com-

panies, there is the shortcoming of the unions' records. 

Though the writer was fortunate in securing the recording 

secretary's book from the Virginia local, he was not so 

fortunate in securing the re~ording secretary's book of 

the Eveleth local. All efforts to secure the lost Eveleth 

records were negative. Because many of the written records 

of the Virginia and Eveleth locals are no longer available, 
-

and since the newspaper coverage of union activities was 

not complete from l.933 to 1943, the writer held interviews 

with miners active in the labor movement during those years. 

A debt of gratitude is owed to many institutions and 

individuals for aid rendered in this study. Among those 

the writer wishes to thank are the following: the staffs. 

of the public libraries at Virginia, Eveleth, Gilbert, 

Hibbing, and Duluth; the library staff at the University 

of Minnesota, Duluth; the staffs at the St. Louis County 

Historical Society and the Minnesota Historical Society; 

the University of Minnesota Library, Immigrant Archives; 

Joseph Orehek of the Eveleth News-Clarion; United Steel-
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workers of Amerioa, Looal 1938, Virginia; United Steel-

workers of Amerioa, Distriot 33, Duluth; United Steel-

workers of Amerioa, Hibbing; George Zeller and Alfred 

Wilson, the Direotor and Assistant Direotor of Publio 

Relations, respeotively, United States Steel, Lake Super-

ior Distriot; James Steel, Sam Swanson, Ellard Prinkkila, 

John Gruden, Elio Pietrini, Louis Indihar, Sam Aluni, 

George Brajkovioh, and others in the Virginia-Eveleth area 

who were of aid either in lending materials or direoting 

the writer to souroes of information. T~ough many people 

have oontributed information, nevertheless, a defioienoy 

exists in the historioal reoord. Despite these defioien-

cies, the writer hopes that his reoent role as a mendioant 

·of mining news will benefit those who have a ouriosity 

about the development of labor unionism in the iron mining 

industry of the Virginia-Eveleth distriot. 
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CHAPI'ER I 

THE PRE-1905 HISTORICAL SETTING 

Approximately sixty-five miles northwest of Duluth, 

Minnesota, lies the area that has formed the Virginia-

Eveleth district of mining operations on the Mesabi Range.~ 

Mining activity in this district began in.earnest in 1892 . 
after a Captain Cohoe struck ore with his first test pit 

only thirteen feet below the surface at the Missabe Moun-

tain mine at Virginia. 2 July, 1892, saw David T. Adams 

discovering traces of iron ore one mile north of Eveleth.J 

Not long after the discoveries of Cohoe and Adams began 

the important consolidation movement. Leases of the Adams 

mine were turned over to the Lake Superior Consolidated 

Iron Mining Company in 1893.4 An experienced mining man 

from Michigan, Captain Edward Florada, met Henry W. Oliver 

.in 1892 and interested him in leasing the Missabe Mountain 

1 . See Fig. 1, p. 2. 
2Harlan Hatcher, A Century of Iron and Men (New York: 

Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 1950), p. 160 • 

.3John H. Bearding, "Pioneer Mining Man Describes 
Early Days in Eveleth District,'' Skillings' Mining Review, 
XII (Aug. 18, 1923), 1. 

~argaret E. More, History of Eveleth Minnesota 
·(Eveleth: Eveleth News-Clarion, 1947), p. 1. 
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Fig. 1--Map indicating location of the Virginia-
Eveleth district within the Lake Superior Region. 
Source:· US Steel News, II (June, 1937). 
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mine.5 These leases along with the transfer of other 

leases throughout the Virginia-Eveleth district were to be 

of significance, for many of the mines came to be control-

led by the Oliver Iron Mining Company,6 a subsidiary of 

the United States Steel Corporation,? whose policy towards 

labor organization was the prevention of effective union-

ization until the early 1940•s. 

Scarcely had the mining operations begun when the 

depression of 1893 made its influence felt. Van Brunt, 
I 

describing conditions at Virginia, stated that "Common 

labor brought only $1.10 at the mines--the few that were 

being then operated--and payment oftener than not was in 

kind."8 Conditions at Eveleth were similar. Prospecting 

declined, and men who had been paid $40 or more a month, 

plus their board, could not get a day's work anywhere.9 

The 1893 economic difficulties were followed by the 

first of several futile strikes in the Virginia-Eveleth 

5nvirginia, Minnesota," Skillings' Mining Review, 
XLV (June 9, 1956), 1. 

6Hereafter the Oliver Iron Mining Company will be 
referred to primarily by its popular name ''Oliver" or by 
O.I.M. 

7For more details on the consolidation movement, 
along with information on discoveries of iron ore on the 
Mesabi Range, see William Watts Falwell's A History of 
Minnesota, (St. Paul: Minnesota Historical Society, 1930), 
IV, 1-59. 

8walter Van Brunt, ed., History of Duluth and St. 
Louis County, (Chicago: American Historical Society, 
1921), II, 591. 

9Ibid., p. 514. 
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district. In May, 1894. a strike which began at the Frank-

lin mine spread to the Auburn, Norman, Oliver, and Lone 

Jack mines in the Virginia area. After one Finn was shot, 

further violence was prevented by the appearance of the 

militia. Within a week the strike collapsed and the de-

mands of the strikers for a wage increase from $1.25 to 

$1.50 and $1.65 were compromised at a contract figure of 

thirty cents a ton. 10 July, 1894, saw another strike in 

the Virginia area when several steam shov~l operators at 
I 

the Missabe Mountain mine demanded, but were refused, an 

increase of wages from $100 to $125 a month. 11 

Two years later, in 1896, unionization efforts were 

undertaken in Virginia and Eveleth. The Northern Mineral 

Mine Workers' ·Progressive Union demanded. that "wages be 

raised to accord with the dangers involved in mining 9 the 

adoption of safety devices, precautions against water flow 

and stale air in the mines, an eight-hour day, bi-weekly 

rather than monthly payment of wages, adoption of an em-

ployers' liability bill, choice of physicians under the 

hospital set-up on the Range, establishment of an office 

of state mine and county inspector, and a grade school 

education for miners' children. 1112 Because of mining com-

pany opposition, the local chapters of the union ceased to 

10John Syrjamaki, "Mesabi Communities: A Study of 
Their Development" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Yale 
University, 1940), p. 208. 

llibid., p. 209. 
12Ibid., pp. 209-10. 
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exist soon after they had been created. 

Despite company opposition to unionization in 1896. 

the iron ore miners renewed their efforts, for in June, 

1903, the International Brotherhood of Steam Shovel and 

Dredge Men organized a local chapter at Eveleth. 13 At 

the time, the Adams-Spruce and Fayal mines were employing 

approximately 2,600 men. 14 Of that number no statistics 

are available as to how many were members of the Interna- w 

tional Brotherhood of Steam Shovel and Dr~dge Men, but . 
whatever strength the union had must have been insignif-

icant because by 1909 the charter of the Eveleth local had 

been surrendered. The mining company had again refused to 

recognize a union of iron ore miners. 

On June 1, 1904, one year after the International 

Brotherhood of Steam Shovel and Dredge Men established a 

local at Eveleth, the area again experienced a strike. As 

in the 1894 strikes of the Virginia-Eveleth district, the 

issue was wages. Though the average wage per day for all 

employees of the Oliver was $1.97 during the 1904 sea-

son,15 the surface men working for Drake & Stratton, a com-

pany then undertaking stripping operations at the Fayal 

mine, refused. to work because of a fifteen cent reduction--

13G. o. Virtue, The Minnesota Iron Ranges, Bulletin 
of u. s. Bureau of Labor No. 84 (Washington, D.C.: Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1909), p. 394. 

14Eveleth-Mining News, July 18, 1903, p. 1. 

15see Table l, p. 6. 
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from $1.75 to $1.60. 16 After two days of attempting to 

break the strike, the company responded by declaring that 

operations would close down indefinitely. Though eight reg-

ular deputies arrived from Duluth, and shovel and dinkey 

crews were sworn in before the justice of the peace, the 

company's efforts to provide protection did not produce 

the desired result of securing a sufficient working force. 

TABLE l 

AVERAGE RATE PER DAY OF OLIVER . ; 
EMPLOYEES, 1901-1906a 

1901. • • • • $2.121 
1902 • • • 0 • 2.164 
1903 • • • • • 2.168 
1904. • • • • 1.974 
1905 • • • • • 2.153 
1906 .. • • • • 2.286 

acompiled from a letter, Thomas Fo Cole, 
president of O.I.M., to James Gayley, first vice-
president, Nov. 23, 1907. In files of Mr. James 
Steel. 

Two days after the strike began, violence erupted. 

In the ensuing encounter between strikers and deputies, 

several strikers fell from deputies' revolver fire. The 

.exact number of wounded was never learned, but one victim, 

whose gray felt hat showed three punctures, was conveyed to 

the local hospital, where he was treated for a scalp wound 

and then released. Within a week, the strike came to an 

end. 

The failure of the strikers is not difficult to 

16Eveleth Mining News, June 3, 1904, p. 1. 
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explain. Many idle men walking the streets of Eveleth 

were willing to work for $1.60. One striker interviewed 

by the Eveleth Mining News declared that he did not under-

stand how the company expected men to live on $1.60 a day 

because miners had to pay $20 to $24 a month for boarding, 

had to buy rubber clothing for work in the pit, and had 

work only twenty days a month. 17 Such explanation, how-

ever, meant little to the unemployed of Eveleth who were 

seeking employment regardless of the wage~ 

Besides the supply of labor that the company was 

able to draw upon in breaking the strike, the company was 

able to remove the "undesirable influence 0 of the leaders 

by discharging them. 18 Nearly all the old foremen were 

re-employed, but certain men considered agitators were de-

nied re-employment. The Eveleth Mining News, June 10, 
1904, further asserted that in order to avoid the danger 

that comes from hiring one nationality predominantly, man-

agement saw to it that the new labor force was mixed. Thus 

the strike came to an end. 

Two months later, the Drake & Stratton Company was 

again beset with a strike when common laborers renewed 

their demand for the wage increase from $1.60 to $1.75. 
Regarding the wage rate, the local newspaper stated that 

nearly everyone was of the belief that $1.60 was too little 

for a person in the Virginia-Eveleth district because the 
t_ 

17Ibid., p. 1. 
18Eveleth Mining News, June 10, 1904, p. 1. 
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cost of living in northern Minnesota was considerably 

higher than elsewhere, and the wet weather and short 

working season aggravated the economic conditions.19 Con-

sequently, about 125 strikers caused two shovels at the 

Fayal mine to cease loading from stockpiles, but operations 

resumed the same day. 

After the incident at the Fayal, the strikers, hav-

ing proceeded to the Adams mine, influenced the stockpile y 

laborers to cease work, thus preventing s~ipping from the 

stockpiles. Though the strikers did not gain a signifi-

cant number of workers to join them, some of the leaders 

were sufficiently determined that they asserted to the 

Fayal mine superintendent that he had better leave Eveleth 

within two hours, the strikers having accused him of being 

the cause of low wages. 

Deputy sheriffs were sworn in and the office force 

and mining captains were armed. The striking employees of 

the stripping firm, however, made no attempt to execute 

their threats. When the strike ended within a week, the 

$1.60 rate for surface employees continued to prevail. 

Many of the employees who were dissatisfied with the rate 

left Eveleth for the western harvest fields. 20 As a con-

sequence of the ensuing scarcity of laborers, Drake & 

Stratton raised wages from $1.60 to $1.75 on October 1. 21 

19Eveleth Minin~ News, Aug. 5, 1904, p. 1. 
20Eveleth Mining News, Aug. 12, 1904, p. 1. 

21Eveleth Mining News, Oct. 7, 1904, p. l. 
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The theme of wage dissatisfaction was given ad-

ditional attention as 1904 came to an end, for at that 

time socialism was growing in the Virginia-Eveleth district. 

On November 4, 1904, a George R. Kirkpatrick, speaking at 

Eveleth's Uraania Hall, stated to about 250 people, many 

of whom were workers, that the mass of working people are 

entitled to a greater share of the prosperity. 22 

Thus the years spanning the opening of the mines to ¥ 

1905 were marked by sporadic incidents in.which employee 

dissatisfaction with the wage structure led to overt ex-

pression in the form of strikes. It is impossible to de-

termine the extent of dissatisfaction among the workers, 

but whatever displeasure prevailed was sufficient to dis-

rupt operations temporarily, as was evidenced by the 

strikes of 1894 and 1904. That concerted action by the 

workers failed was indicated by the company refusal to 

grant wage increases. The decade prior to 1905 was mere-

ly the prelude to further failure by the miners to form 

an effective collective organization. 

22Eveleth Mining News, Nov. 4, 1904, p. l. 

.. 



CHAPTER II 

THE PRELUDE TO THE 1907 STRIKE 

The dissatisfaction over wages in 1904 was not 

unique to the Virginia-Eveleth district. Economic stagna-

tion was nationwide. Yet, as January, 1905, showed its 

Janus face, an air of optimism began to ~ervade the mining 

industry. Officials of the Troy mine at Eveleth, which 

had closed May 31, 1904, felt that by the height of mining 

activity in the summer of 1905, the Troy's quota of one 

·hundred men would be working. 1 Employment at the Lincoln 

mine at Virginia reached a level of 240 men. 2 By May, 

1905, two other Virginia mines, the Higgins and the Minorca, 

were employing 80 and 110 men respectivelyo3 Wages, too, 

were cause for optimism, for between 1904-1905, surface 

miners experienced a 10 per cent wage increaseo The wages 

varied from $1050 for some unskilled labor to $5.50 for 

steam shovel engineers. Though the wage rates for general 

surface laborers varied from $1.75 to $2.00, the principal 

wage was $1.95. Underground laborers' wages varied from 

$1.80 to $2.00. Thus there were some grounds for optim-

lEveleth Mining News, Jan. 27, 1905, p. 1. 
2Eveleth Mining News, Apr. 7, 1905, p. 8. 

3virginia Enterprise, Apr. 28, 1905, p. 1. 

-10-
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ism.4 

Not everyone, however, was affected by the air of 

optimism. Six Finns, believing that conditions were no 

longer so severe in their native land, decided to return 

to Finland.5 That more people would return to Europe was 

the hope of those who were concerned lest the flood of 

immigration would depress wages. Editorials of the local 

newspapers repeatedly asserted that the bulk of the im-

migration from southeastern Europe was undesirable and 

that workmen needed protection not by high tariffs but by 

stricter immigration laws. The population had increased 

to such extent that the 1905 census figures for Eveleth and 

Virginia were 6,648 and 6,056 respectively.6 

When one considers the composition of the population 

of the Virginia-Eveleth district, one finds an additional 

factor that helps to explain the failure of unionization 

not only for the pre-1905 era but for the years at least 

to 1920. A communication barrier prevailed among the nu-

merous nationality groups.? Effective organization re-

quired a common language in order that the miners could 

clearly understand their objectives and the methods of 

attaining them. The multiplicity of foreign tongues 

could hardly be expected to make for unification. More 

4Eveleth Mining News, Oct. 3, 1906, p. 4. 

5Eveleth Mining News, June 2, 1905, p. l. 

6Minnesota Fifth Decennial Census: 1905, p. 177. 

?see Table 2, p. 12. 
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than a decade after 1905 had to pass before the English 

language enabled a more effective communication bond to 

be established. 

TABIE 2 

PRINCIPAL FOREIGN-BORN ELEMENTS OF THE 
POPUIATION OF VIRGINIA, EVELETH, 

AND FAYAL TOWNSHIP, 1905a 

BIRTHPI.ACE LOCALITY 
VIRGINIA 

120 
557 
296 

EVELETH FAYAL 

Germany 
Sweden 
Norway 
Denmark 
Canada 
Ireland 
England 
Russia 
Poland 
Finland 
Austria 
All others 

Foreign-born 
Total 

Native-born 
Total 

Population 
irotal 

7 
337 

53 
71 
89 
77 

1,193 
136 
123. 

3,059 

2,997 

6,056 

38 
325 

77 
6 

151 
39 

119 
65 

1 
1,145 

676 
333 

2,975 

2,357 

5,332 

14 
85 
22 

1 
16 
10 
20 

8 
5 

152 
430 
164 

927 

389 

1,316 

acompiled from the Minnesota Fifth 
Decennial Census, 1905, p. 177. Fayal town-
ship is considered in the Eveleth mining area. 

Diverse as the population was, efforts, nevertheless, 

were made towards unionization. In the 1904 annual con-

vention of the Western Federation of Miners (W. F. M.), 

a representative of the .federation who had been on a tour 

to the Duluth area to solicit aid for strikers in Colorado 
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became impressed with the possibilities of organizing the 

Lake Superior region. In May, 1905, J. c. Sullivan, pres-

ident of the Colorado State Federation of Labor and organ-

izer for the Western Federation of Miners, appeared at 

Korby Hall in Virginia to explain the purposes and benefits 

of organization. 8 At the time, among the guiding principles 

enunciated by the Western Federation of Miners were the 

following: "that all differences between employers and 

employees shall be settled amicably by arbitration where 

possible, that no common labor in this section shall receive 

less than $2.00 per day, and that no barnacles in the shape 

of walking delegates are permitted to fasten upon and live 

·from the labor of other members of the organization. •29 As 

a result of Sullivan's efforts, a local branch of the 

Western Federation of Miners was formed with a charter mem-

bership of fifteen. 10 Not much time was necessary for the 

organizer to become discouraged, for he soon discovered 

serious problems. Among them were the language barrier, 

the lack of understanding of unionism, inefficient officers, 

and in some cases dishonest ones. 11 Nevertheless, by Octo-

ber 13, 1905, the Virginia branch of the Western Federation 

of Miners had about two hundred members, and the Eveleth 

Bvirginia Enterprise, May 19, 1905, p. 1. 

9v1rginia Enterprise, Oct. 13, 1905, p. 1. 

lOvirginia Enterprise, May 19, 1905, p. 1. 

llvirtue, Q.P.. cit., p. 395. 
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local numbered about seven hundred. 12 By November 24, 

1905, the Eveleth Mining News was able to report that the 

Eveleth Miners Union No. 47, W. F. M., was holding weekly 

meetings and that delegates from other Mesabi Range com-

munities were meeting at Eveleth on November 24, for the 

purpose of organizing a district union. Since the pro-

ceedings of the convention were se@ret, no information was 

provided in the press. Secrecy was maintained for the 

same reason as in the pre-1905 period, na~ely, fear that 

the company would discharge those considered agitators. 

As if the problem of company opposition were not 

enough for unions to cope with, there was the additional 

·problem of corruption within the union. The secretary of 

the Eveleth Miners Union No. 47 appropriated union funds 

for his own use. Just how damaging this was to the union's 

attempts to increase its membership cannot be ascertained. 

That the incident did cause some concern within 'the union 

ranks can be seen by the fact that one union miner, feeling 

impelled to write to the editor of the Eveleth newspaper, 

expressed his hopes that the incident would have no detri-

mental effect upon efforts to increase the union member-

ship. As to the financial loss incurred by the union 

through the defalcation, a portion of the loss was re-

covered through reimbursement of $298.02 from the American 

Bonding Company.13 

12virginia Enterprise, Oct. 13, 1905, p. 1. 

13Eveleth Mining News, May 9, 1906, p. 1. 
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An increase in union activity became noticeable as 

1906 progressed. Thus in July, the newspapers of the 

Virginia-Eveleth district commented about union appeals to 

attend rallies at which leaders of thew. F. M. spoke. A 

frequent theme of federation speakers was that labor alone 

produces the wealth of the world and that labor is entitled 

to the wealth it produces. As the theme suggests, a so-

cialist element was prevalent. Even before 1906 was there~ 

a socialist movement afoot contributing s~mewhat to labor 
' 

solidarity. A convention of Range Finnish socialists 

brought hundreds of people to Virginia, where a picnic 

was held and speeches were given on the principles of 

socialism.14 

On another occasion, speakers at a July 25, 1906, 

meeting at Eveleth included not only President McNair of 

the Eveleth local and James Sullivan of Virginia, but 

Teofilo Petriella, an Italian organizer and socialist from 

Michigan. Lest the speakers' messages fall on deaf ears, 

the union attempted to close the communication gap by 

providing leaders who could speak in a foreign tongue. 

Petriella, for example, spoke in Italian and English. 

Austrian, Finnish, and Scandinavian leaders spoke in their 

respective languages. 15 Under the influence of such lead-

ers as Petriella, the local unions of the Western Federa-

tion of Miners grew. What the membership of the Virginia 

14v1rginia Enterprise, Aug. 11, 1905, p. 1. 
15Eveleth Mining News, July 25, 1906, p. 1. 
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and Eveleth locals was by the time the shipping season of 

1907 began cannot be determined, but it is believed that 

for the entire Mesabi there were approximately 2,500 

miners 1n the Western Federation of Miners.16 

At the time Petr1ella came to the Virginia-Eveleth 

district as an organizer in 1906P the W. F. M. contained 

within its leadership a number of socialists, although 

the constitution and bylaws of the federation had not yet 

expressed a straight-forward socialist pr~gram. On July 1, 

1907, however, the headquarters of the federation at Denver, 

Colorado, declared that the convention of the Western 

Federation of Miners,· by a vote of 283 to 66, had adopted 

a new preamble for the constitution. The changes, which 

in effect pledged all members to socialism, read as follows: 

First--We hold that there is a class struggle in society 
and this struggle is caused by economic conditions. 
Second--We affirm the economic condition of the pro-
ducer to be that he is exploited of the wealth he pro-
duces, being allowed to retain barely sufficient for 
his necessities. 
Third--We hold that the class struggle will continue 
until the producer is recognized as the sole master of 
the product. 
Fourth--We assert that the working class, and it alone, 
can and must achieve its own emancipationo 
Fifth--We hold, finally, that an industrial union and 
the concerted political action of all wage workers, is 
the only method of attaining this end. 
Sixth--Therefore, we, the wage slaves employed in and 
around the mines, mills, and smelters of the world, 
have associated in the Western Federation of Miners, 
mining department of the Industrial Workers of the 
World.17 

16Hyman Berman, nEducation for Work and Labor Soli-
darity: The Immigrant Miners and Radicalism on the Mesabi 
Range" (unpublished manuscript on file at the Immigrant 
Archives, University of Minnesota Library, n.d.), p. J9. 

17nuluth News Tribune, July 2, 1907, p. 3. 
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The attitude of the Eveleth newspaper towards social-

ist agitators can be discerned from its editorial reacting 

to utterances of a socialist speaker on the evening of the 

Fourth of July, 1907: 

We have a lot of respect for true Socialism, which we 
conceive to be an effort to carry the political theory 
of Democracy into the realm of economics, but for windy 
agitators of the breed under consideration we have some-
thing several degrees below contempto His inflammatory 
mouthings can not possibly lead his auditors to benefit 
conditions in any way, they can only incite towards 
striking and revolution. Unluckily a good many people"-:, 
who have twice as much to eat in this country as they 
had in any other and five times as much clothing and 
shoes for themselves and children are not satisfied 
with the great progress they have made and are gulled 
into believing all the wealth of the world has been gob-
bled up by the capitalist classo Thus they are easy 
subjects for brain storms of the kind that lead to un-
reasonable demands and violence in demanding. It is 
this class that Mr. Agitator appeals to.18 

By the time socialist speakers were airing their 

philosophy to Fourth of July crowds, rumors were already 

spreading that a strike was in the making. Labor topics, 

such as dissatisfaction with the contract system whereby 

the miner was paid so much a cubic yard, became more prom-

inent in daily conversations. The men preferred to be 

paid a specified sum per dayo However strong the dissat-

isfaction may have been, by July 6, the Western Federation 

of Miners denied that a strike was impending for the sum-

mer of 1907, but that the summer of 1908 would find strikes 

occurring in all the mines of the country. 19 One Finn 

from Virginia, on July 15, said, "Rumors of a strike on the 

18Eveleth News, July 6, 1907, p. 2. 

19 2 Ibid., p. • 
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range are absurd. 1120 That the rumors of a strike were 

not mere foolish prattle became evident shortly after the 

Western Federation of Miners' denial of a strike for 1907, 

because on July 20, the strike had. passed beyond the rumor 

stage and had become a realityo 

20~uluth News Tribune, July 16, 1907, Po 3. 



CHAPTER III 

THE 1907 STRIKE 

On July 17, 1907, officers of the district union of 

the Western Federation of Miners met at Virginia, where-

upon a new constitution was drawn up. Among the articles · 

was a proposed wage scale providing for tpe following rates 

per day for an eight-hour shift: $2.50 on surface work, 

$J.00 on underground work, $J.00 for firing, pumping, shop, 

and blacksmith work, and $5.00 for engineering and mechan-

·1cal work. Another article provided that a special com-

mittee, rather than individual members of the local, would 

have the right to enter into contracts with the company. 1 

Besides the district meeting at Virginia, several 

meetings were held at Eveleth on the same day. One out-

come was that the union membership was strengthened, but 

how much is difficult to say. Though union officials 

claimed that membership at Eveleth increased by one hun-

dred, exact figures on federation strength on the ~nge 

were not known. 2 

Two days after the meetings at Virginia and Eveleth, 

a committee of the federation demanded of the Oliver that 

lEveleth News, July 17, 1907, p. 1. 
2Ibid. 
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the contract system be abolished, that the working day be 

reduced from ten to eight hours, and that the wage rates 

proposed at the district meeting be put into effect.3 

Before the demand was answered, the men struck. Theim-

mediate cause of the strike seemed to have been the dis-

charge by the Oliver of two hundred men at its Mountain 

Iron mine, which is adjacent to Virginia. '~he strike 

was called in self-defense for union recognition • • • • ri4 .. 

Not everyone was in agreement with ~he federation's 

action. Finns outside the federation, for example, were 

opposed to a strike on grounds that the lateness of the 

mining season would not be favorable. In addition, some 

of the Finns were satisfied with the prevailing wages.5 

Common laborers were earning $60 to $70 a month and miners 

were earning from $75 to $90. 6 A further deterrent to 

strike support was the belief that merchants would refuse 

credit to the strikers. In addition, there were Range 

people who looked with disfavor on the violence that was 

associated with the Western Federation of Miners. At the 

time, thew. F. M. was receiving attention because of the 

trial of William Haywood, the secretary-treasurer of the 

organization. The relation of the Haywood trial to union-

3charles B. Cheney, "A Labor Crisis and a Governor, 11 

Outlook, IXXXIX (May 2, 1908), 24. 
4Neil Betten, "Strike on the Mesabi--1907, 11 Minnesota 

History, XL (Fall, 1967), 342. 

5Eveleth News, July 17, 190?, p. 1. 
6 Ibid., p. 2. 
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ism in Minnesota was described by one writer as follows:. 

urt was a bad time for the Western Federation of Miners 

to start trouble in Minnesota. The Haywood trial, then in 

progress, was giving the Federation a bad name for deeds 

~of blood and violence, and Minnesota resented invasion by 

such a malodorous organization. 11 7 Finally, with a strike 

of laborers at the docks of Duluth, Superior, and Two Har-

bors already in progress, the mining companies would not 

feel the pressure to move their ore. By 20, the dock 

strike had caused over 75 per cent of the Adams-Spruce 

labor force to be laid off.8 

With such conditions prevailing, how much support 

did the strike muster on July 20? The Eveleth newspaper 

asserted that people in authority claimed that the labor 

agitation was being caused by 25 per cent of the mine em-

ployees, most of whom were unmarriedo9 Who 11people in 

authority" might be is not identified. That the unmarried 

were the more predominant of the agitators is likely, for 

the single men were a highly mobile group that could move 

elsewhere if unfortunate consequences befell them as a 

result of union activity. So mobile were the single men 

that some companies made efforts to retain as. large a num-

ber of married men as possible. 10 Naturally the married 

7Cheney, Q.!?.. cit., p. 25. 
8Eveleth News, July 20, 1907, p. 1. 

9Ibid. 

lOvirtue, .QJ2.• cito, p. 360. 
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men, having family responsibilities, were less enthusias-

tic for the strike because of the effect the loss of wages 

would have on their families. "Many of the people were 

foreigners who had just come to America a few years before. 

They couldn't stay on a strike because the family would 

starve. 1111 They had no surplus funds, nor did they have 

the credit facilities workers of today have. 

Concerning the wages the men were receiving, an 

assessment of the degree of satisfaction with the prevail-
1 

ingrates is difficult to make. Newspapers of the time 

convey the impression that the miners were satisfied with 

the wages. A contrary view was expressed by one informant 

·interviewed. When informed what the newspapers said about 

wages, he declared that the newspapers were partial to 

the mining companies and that if the people of 1907 were 

polled as to whether they were satisfied with wages, the 

results of the poll would express a view much different 

from that of the newspapers•. 12 What the prevailing rates 

were in 1907 can be seen in Table 3 (page 2J). 

During the first few days of the strike, the federa-

tion directed its activities at the mines of the U. s. 
Steel Corporation, but within a week, mines of the other 

companies were also affected. At Eveleth, the first day 

after the strike had erupted was characterized by a lit-

llsam Aluni, retired businessman, personal interview, 
Virginia, Minnesota, Aug. 15, 1968. 

12Aluni, -interview. 
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TABLE 3 

EMPLOYEE WAGE RATES FOR 1907a 

JOB 
AVERAGE RATE 

PER DAY 
$5.310 

2.936 
3.325 
2.346 

Mining Captains~ •••••••••• 
Shift Bosses •••••••••••• 
Foreman Blacksmiths ••••••••• 
Blacksmiths and Helpers ••••••• 
Foreman Carpenters ••••••••• 
Carpenters and Helpers ••••••• 
Master Mechanics •••••••••• 
Machinists ••••••••••••• 
Steamshovel Men ••••••••••• 
Locomotive Engineers and Firemen • • 
Mine Engineers and Chemists• ••• ~; 
Office Force, etc •••••••••• 
All Other Company Account Labor, •• 
All Contract Labor • •••••••• 

General Average of All Labor, 1907 
General Average of All Labor, 1906 • 

• 

3.523 
2.483 
4.945 
2.460 
3.225 
3.152 
2.998 
2.792 
2.182 
2.753 

2.438 
2.272 

acompiled from a letter from Thomas F. 
Cole, president of O.I.M., to James Gayley, 
first vice-president, Nov. 22, 1907. In the 
files of Mr. James Steel. 

tle more than the usual milling of people on the streets. 

Virginia witnessed a parade of about 1,500 marchers. 13 A 

few days later, some mines that had ceased operations were 

partially resuming work; others, on the other hand, closed 

as incidents of rowdyism arose. At the Fayal mine, for 

example, rocks hurled by strikers at the employees of Drake 

& Stratton, a stripping company, forced the employees to 

stop working.14 On July 23, 3,500 miners paraded through 

the streets of Virginia and forced approximately 1,800 

lJnuluth News Tribune, July 23, 1907, p. 1. 
14Ibid. 
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employees to leave work at the Franklin, Bessemer, Union, 

Alberta, Commodore, Larkin, and Minorca mines. 15 The 

opinion began to grow that as soon as the dock strike was 

resolve~, work at the mines would be resumed under guard 

of deputy sheriffs, and the militia would be used to quell 

disturbances. That the potential for disturbance was not 

without foundation was in evidence by a run on firearms 

and ammunition at Eveleth. 16 On July 25, when Minnesota's~ 

Governor Johnson appeared at Eveleth to ~nvestigate the 
I 

strike, the mayor asserted that he had personal knowledge 

of 131 rifles stored by strikers, and an alderman reported 

that hardware dealers of Eveleth had informed him of un-

·usually heavy sales of rifle ammunition to strikers.17 

Some of the people, in order to "get away from it 

all," began to depart for other parts of the country, de-

spite assurances that the mining company was willing to 

take back all the men desirous of returning to work. 18 

Others departed for the old country because they had no 

intention of establishing permanent residence at the time 

they had emigrated from Europe. Their intention was to 

earn a little fortune--which relatives, friends, and trans-

portation companies had indicated could be made on the 

15nuluth News Tribune, July 24, 1907, p. 1. 

l6Eveleth News, July 24, 1907, p. 1. 
17nuluth News Tribune, July 26, 1907, p. 1. 
18nuluth News Tribune, July 25, 1907, p. 3. 
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Range--and return to Europe. 19 Herein lies another ex-

planation why formation of an effective union was dif-

ficult. The strength which comes from unity of purpose 

was lacking because a significant number of immigrants were 

of the belief that wages were sufficient and that life for 

them in the United States was to be but temporary. The 

exodus from Eveleth was described thus: 

Hundreds of people have already left Eveleth. The 
D. M. & N. morning train yesterday took out 125 per- ··• 
sons. They are going at the rate of several hundred 
a day, most of them to the old country. Some have 
trunks and others carry all their possessions in satch-
els and suit cases. Many are going to their claims in 
the woods or to visit friends who have homesteads. 20 

Despite such departures, the superintendent of the 

·Fayal mine indicated that there were still enough men to 

do the work, and that he expected to have no difficulty in 

filling his crews when mines resumed operations. 21 In the 

past, mining companies were able to secure workers through 

labor agencies. 22 Consequently, if at the end of the 

strike a shortage of labor existed, the mining officials 

would have little difficulty in overcoming a deficiency, 

for Duluth alone had twenty-three such agencies. 23 

Even if there were labor agencies not able to 

19syrjamaki, Q.12.• cit., p. 49. 
20Eveleth News, July 24, 1907, p. 1. 
21Duluth News Tribune, July 25, 1907, p. J. 
22see Fig. 2, p. 26. 
23James s. Steel, "Iron Arrowhead 11 (manuscript on 

file at u. s. Steel, Wolvin Building, Duluth, 1963), p. 56. 
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Oliver Mining co., 
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........ 

ORDERS AND CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. 

c/6~~c#mzl· 
. March 4, 1907. 

Will !'OU use any good, first clnss -Austrians this seas:·m on 
' your work on tho Iron n~np:e? We would be pleased to RU'J)I>lY you y.rj_ th 

' .P.ustrir-ins, and cr-tn .furnish you all 7{0l~ vrarit, and c::-u1_ give you entire 

satisf.'~ction in :fu.rnir;htne same. We have a great many inquiries_ :from 

Austrian\ crews who have worlrnrf :for you bef"ore, nn!·~ -r.re would rather send 

them to you ·1:r you v,ant the1ri thn.n to send them some other place. \'ie 

have Austrian agencies in Chicaeo, st. Louis, Pit tsbu.re;h and B"...tffn.lo, nnd 

can su_oply this olaHs of' labor in an7 numbP.=rs. 

Kindly let us hear ~rom you, and oblige. 

Your~ tru1~,, 

Fig. 2--Letter used by a labor agency inquiring 
whether Oliver needs workers. Source: James s. Steel, 
"Iron Arrowhead" (manuscript on file at U. s. St~el, 
Wolvin Buil~ing, Duluth, 1963). 
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overcome a labor shortage, it is certain that the federa-

tion would have had difficulty in exerting the kind of 

pressure necessary to overcome a giant corporation such as 

U. s. Steel, whose mines were predominant in the Virginia-

Eveleth district. The Eveleth newspaper declared that the 

mining companies had been preparing for the 1907 strike 

and were ready to fight the strikers to the finish. 24 Ac-

tually, the Oliver Iron Mining Company's policy towards 

labor unionism goes back to 1901. As a s~bsidiary of the 

U. s. Steel Corporation, the Oliver was governed by the 

guidelines established by the executive committee of U. s. 
Steel, and what the basic guideline was is recorded in the 

executive_ committee's minutes for June 17, 1901, which 

contained the following resolution: 

That we are unalterably opposed to any extension of 
union labor and advise subsidiary companies to.take 
firm position when these questions come up and say 
that they are not going to recognize it, that is, any 
extension of unions in mills where they do not now 
exist; that great care should be used to prevent 
trouble and that they promptly report and confer with 
this corporation.25 

According to Professor Gulick's study, the president 

of U. s. Steel was instructed to convey this resolution to 

the subsidiary corporations. 26 Thus, the Oliver as a 

subsidiary, was probably directed to take a firm position 

24Eveleth New~, July 24, 1907, p. 1. 

25charles A. Gulick, Labor Policy of the United 
States Steel Corporation (New York: Columbia University, 
1924), p. 97. 

26Ibid. 
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against labor unionism. If the resolution Gulick quotes 

was not actually sent to the president of the Oliver, one 

could nevertheless come to the same conclusion that the 

Oliver's policy--and other companies' as well--was to be 

firm against labor unions; the company's actions whenever 

unionization was attempted indicated the policy. 

On July 25, the Duluth News Tribune announced that 

the u. s. Steel Corporation intended to fight without 

compromise what it considered the small percentage of 

miners who were actually memb11rs of the \·!estern Federation 

of Miners. Thomas F. Cole, p~eside~t of the Oliver, de-

clared, "We will make no concessions as to wages, hours, 

·or anything. If the men will not return to work on the 

old terms, the mines will lie idle until we fill their 

places. 1127 

Mr. Cole's statement notwithstanding, the strike 

gained momentum, but to what degree the movement had sin-

cere support is difficult to assess. The strikers would 

march from town to town, swelling their ranks at each 

mine, as many of the miners left their work because the 

strikers told them that it was necessary to quit. By 

July 25, over 1,500 workers had left the Adams-Spruce 

mine, and about 1,000 had left the Faya1. 28 

Governor John A. Johnson decided to investigate, 

since the situation seemed to be growing serious, accord-

27cheney, 2.R• cit., p. 25. 
28nuluth News Tribune, July 24, 1907, p. 10. 
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ing to messages the governor had been receiving from the 

mining companies and local officials requesting that troops 

be sent to the Range to prevent bloodshed and the destruc-

tion of property. Making a personal appearance at Eveleth, 

he was welcomed by 1,500 strikers from Virginia, Eveleth, 

and the surrounding locations. The governor held a private 

meeting with Mayor Jesmore of Eveleth, County Commissioner 

Neil Mcinnis, Postmaster J. c. Poole, Superintendent J. H. w 

Hearding of the Adams-Spruce mine, Superi~tendent W. P. 

Chinn of the Pickands-Mather Co., Alderman Solomon Sax, 

Alderman Theibeaut, and Representative John Faarii, after 

which he addressed the people waiting outside the City 

Rall. In his address, the governor declared that he had 

received a message from St. Louis County Sheriff Bates, 

who feared that rioting and lawlessness were imminent. 

The governor stated that the government is not instituted 

for a particular class, but for everyone. After express-

ing his opinion that the strike should be amicably settled 

in a short time, he declared, "There must not be any riot-

ing or bloodshed. The man who wants to work has a perfect 

right under the law to earn his own living. If he does 

not like the work at which he is employed, he has the 

right to quit and seek employment elsewhere."29 An out-

burst of applause greeted the governor when he said, "Men 

have a right to organize for the protection of their own 

interests. They can work or leave it alone, just as .they 

29virginia Enterprise, July 26, 1907, p. 1. 
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may see fit, but they have not the right to say that an-

other man must not work.uJO Johnson related that he had 

obtained a promise from President McNair of the local union 

that the local strikers would not interfere with men want-

ing to return to work. Finally, he reiterated his declara-

tion that property must·not be destroyed and lives must not 

be endangered, and expressed his hope that the strike lead-

ers and mine owners would get together to settle their dif~ 

ferences peaceably. 

In conferences with President McNair, Secretary 

Movern, and other union leaders at Eveleth, the governor 

had been told that in the Eveleth district, of 400 Italians, 

·250 belonged to the federation; of 800 or 900 Austrians, 

600 belonged to the union; and. of 500 or 600 Finns, about 

one-half were organized.31 They further asserted that the 

federation was making large gains in membership. In one 

conference, when the governor asked why the miners pro-

ceeded to strike ten days before the date they had granted 

the company to accede to their demands, one of the leaders 

claimed that the notice concerning the strike date was 

conditioned by the understanding that the company would 

not discharge men. On the day following the notice, how-

ever, the company, without explanation, laid off two hun-

dred men at a Mountain Iron mine near Virginia. From the 

Mountain Iron incident, the strike spread throughout the 

30Ibid. 

31Eveleth News, July 27, 1907, p. 1. 
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Range, with Eveleth the center of federation activities 

on the eastern Mesabi.32 

After the governor finished his conferences and 

address at Eveleth, he proceeded to Virginia where he 

conferred about the strike with the mayor, the secretary 

of the local federation of miners, and representatives of 

the Finnish, Italian, and Austrian nationalities. The 

union secretary, Andrew Cervini, told the governor that 

he had no objections to any man accepting a position with 

the mining companies, but he was certain that not enough 

men could be found to work. At the time of Johnson's de-

parture from Virginia, the mines were still closed, but 

·rumors about the resumption of operations a few days 

hence were already circulating. 

What assessment can be made of Governor Johnson's 

action? According to one contemporary writer, the gover-

nor demonstrated that a tense labor situation could be 

handled without bayonets. Despite frequent requests for 

troops by the mining companies and local officials, the 

governor withheld the militia. Though he did not end the 

strike, "he did succeed in preserving peace and order 

without resort to martial law. The fact is significant 

that throughout the strike the only harm done to persons 

was inflicted by armed deputies on fleeing foreigners who 

failed to understand their orders to halt. 1133 Governor 

J 2Ibid. 

J3cheney, 2.12.• cit., p. 24. 
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Johnson1s mission to the Virginia-Eveleth district made 

the strikers see that the protection of the law was for 

them as well as for the mining companies. Although neither 

side was completely satisfied, the general public was 

thankful that the violence of Colorado mining strikes did 

not occur on the Mesabi. 

However much the governor may have wished a return 

to normalcy in the Virginia-Eveleth district, the resump- y .. 
tion of pre-strike life was not yet to obtain. Having 

concluded that conditions on the Range did not warrant 

state intervention, Johnson returned to St. Paul. Although 

the tempo of marchers did not become more pronounced im-

mediately after his departure, violence seemed impending 

when u. s. Steel officials, municipal executives, and the 

county sheriff und.ertook elaborate preparation for pro-

tecting the men about to return to work, the corporatio~ 

having decided to resume operations. No sooner did the 

news spread that the Adams-Spruce mine would reopen when 

the superintendent, John Hearding, indicated that condi-

tions were unfavorable for opening.34 The Western Federa-

tion o·r Miners claimed that the company decided not to 

resume operations because of the Oliver's inability to 

secure men. 

If men were not available in the Virginia-Eveleth 

district as the union claimed, there was no denying that 

men were available elsewhere. On July JO, the Duluth News 

34nu1uth News Tribune, July 29, 1907, p. J. 
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Tribune reported that seventy-five strikebreakers princi-

pally from St. Paul, Minneapolis, Stillwater, and other 

towns within a radius of two hundred miles had reached 

Duluth, and of that number some had gone to the Range.JS 

A labor agency named Fedders had been sought to procure men 

to take the places of the strikers.36 

At the time strikebreakers began to appear on the 

Range, rumors began to spread. that upon resumption of workw 

the Oliver would discriminate against the. Finns, who were 
I 

playing a prominent role in the strike. Concerning the 

rumors, the superintendent of the Fayal mine declared: 

It has just come to my knowledge that there is a 
report about town to the effect that we would dis-
criminate against Finns. There is not a word of 
truth in that statement. Everyone can go to work 
who wants to. Anybody who has a family or anybody 
who has not a family can get a job. All they have 
to do is to ask for it. It would not be business 
and we could not do it. We would be only too. glad 
to put all men to work. I understand that some of 
the leaders are using this as an argument to hold 
the men in line~ This idea is false and there is 
no truth in it.J? 

Superintendent Hearding of the Adams-Spruce made a similar 

statement. Despite what these officials asserted, the 

company's actions were at variance with their public 

statements. Before the strike, Finns on the Mesabi Range 

comprised 25 per cent of the labor force in the mines, but 

one year later, the Finns comprised 10 per cent of the 

35nuluth News Tribune, July JO, 1907, p. J. 
J 6Frank L. Palmer, Spies in Steel: An Expose of 

Industrial War (Denvers Labor Press, Inc.,·1928), p. 58. 
37Eveleth News, July Jl, 1907, p. 1. 

··• 
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mine employees.38 One person interviewed indicated that 

the discriminatory practice of the mining companies in 

1907 to a large extent accounts for the great number of 

Finns living on farms today in the Virginia-Eveleth 

vicinity.39 Syrjamaki, in his sociological study of Mesabi 

communities, indicated the same conclusion. 40 

About the same time rumors were spreading that Finns 

were to be discriminated against, the labor trouble at the~ 

ore docks was settled. This development ~aving arisen, the 
1 

mining companies again desired the resumption of ore ship-

ments from the mines. Thus, July 31 found 150 men resuming 

work at the Fayal mine, and the following day saw the re-

opening of the Adams-Spruce. 

It seemed on July Jl that the strike was nearly 

over. The day before, Teof1lo Petriella, a leader of the 

Western Federation of Miners who appeared on various oc-

casions at Eveleth to promote unionism, was arrested at 

Hibbing on a charge of carrying concealed weapons. 41 In 

addition to newspaper reports that the leader had been 

subdued, the newspapers were already summarizing the strike 

losses in the Eveleth vicinity. Wage losses were estimated 

at $65,000 in the Eveleth area.~2 Virginia, in contrast, 

J 8steel, 2.2• cit., p. 49. 

39Ellard Prinkkila, miner, personal interview, 
Eveleth, Minnesota, Aug. 13, 1968. 

40syrjamaki, QJ2.• ill•• p. 106. 
41 See Fig. J, P• J5. 
42Eveleth News, July Jl, 1907, p. 1. 
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Tcofilo l'etriella 

.Fi g . J --Agi tat0r or Or ganizer ? 
Teofilo Petriella, leader of 
the w. F. M. Source : Minnesota 
History, XL (Fall, 1967 ), J4J . 
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felt the strike less severely than Eveleth. Reports 

from Virginia indicated that the strike·was hardly noticed. 

That Virginia's economic health was better than Eveleth's 

was attributed to the Queen City's greater industrial 

diversity, for Virginia served as a railroad center on the 

eastern Mesabi and the community had a thriving lumbering 

industry. 

Besides the economic loss that Eveleth suffered was 
·• 

a population loss estimated at 20 per cen~. 4J Of the re-

maining population were some persons who decided to return 

to work. Several hundred members of thew. F. M., in an 

effort to persuade returning workers not to resume work, 

undertook picket duty on the roads leading to the different 

mines. About one hundred deputy sheriffs and special of-

ficers then proceeded to the scene of picket duty and in-

formed the pickets that the stopping of workingmen had to 

cease.44 The deputies' demand was backed up with loaded 

guns. As a result, the pickets, after a short debate, 

left the approaches to the mines and returned to town. 

The special officers continued patrolling the area and 

declared that no more interference with mining activity 

would be permitted.~5 

In spite of the declaration that no more interfer-

ence would be tolerated, some of the returning workingmen 

4Jibid. 
44 See Fig. 4, p. J7. 

45nuluth News Tribune, Aug. 1, 1907, p. J. 
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Here Are Deputies of 19-07 Strik~ 

, I 
1 

THIRTY-EIGHT years ago, back in 1907, there was a mine strike here 
1,hicl1 created quite a furore. Deputies which functioned during this 
trike are pictured above. They are, front row, left to right-Capt. John 

0011, John T. Johns, w. Hosking, Tom Bondy, John E. Crane, D. St~v-
ns. Back row, left to right-Dan Donovan, G. Jewel, Anton Fielclseth, 
s. A. Prince, W. H. Phillips. 

Fig. 4--Some of the deputies at Eveleth in the 1907 strike. 
Source:· Eveleth News-Clarion, July 19, ·1945, p. 1. 
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expected action from strikers. On August 2, the Duluth 

News Tribune reported that men going to work at the Fayal 

mine carried babies in their arms. Supposedly, the in-

fants were kept at the mines all day by the men as a means 

of protection against possible violence. According to the 

newspaper account, apparently the returning workingmen 

were of the belief that the strikers or anyone else would 

attempt no harm while the infants were in the danger 

zone.46 The return to the mines was of sufficient extent . 
I 

that on August 1, at Eveleth, all of the mines with the 

exception of the Troy had small shifts operating. The 

Adams-Spruce was operating on three shifts with 350 men, 

·and the Fayal mine, which had been operating with 200 

workers,· gained an additional 100 men. Eighty-three 

special policemen patrolled the roads leading to the 

Adams-Spruce mine. Since city police could not provide 

protection to the Fayal men because the mine was outside 

the city limits, the protection problem fell upon seventy-

five deputy sheriffs of Fayal township, who, armed with 

rifles, guarded the approaches to mining property. 47 

By August 3, such headlines as "Strike Is Hope-

lessly Broken And Resumption Of Work Is General" and 

''Troops Will Not Be Sent To Range" began appearing. 48 

As the headlines suggest, the strike was not confined to 

46nuluth News Tribune, Aug. 2, 1907, p. 1. 

47Ibid. 

48nuluth News Tribune, Aug. 3, 1907, p. 1. 
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the Virginia-Eveleth district, but was throughout the 

Mesabi. On the eastern Mesabi, the strike activities 

were more pronounced at Eveleth than at Virginia. Reports 

from Virginia indicated that the situation was of little 

interest aside from several hundred strikers congregating 

at So~ialist Hall. Lest the group become active, a spe-

cial force of guards was maintained in case the strikers 

attempted to stop work. Should that occur, the press was w 

of the belief that Virginia would "become. as warm a place 

in the conflict" as reports indicated Hibbing and Eveleth 

already were. 49 

., 

But even at Eveleth by August J, the strike had lost 

momentum to such extent that Carlyle H. Day, a representa-

tive acting for Governor Johnson, found conditions peaceful 

and expressed the belief that there would. be no trouble.5° 

Some citizens were apprehensive because Petriella, arrested 

earlier but now out on bond, appeared at a strikers' meet-

ing at Eveleth, and because of rumors emanating as a re-

sult of a secret meeting of the local union at Mafia Hall 

that a body of men from Virginia would join the strikers 

in a demonstration. Lest the rumored demonstration be-

come a reality, Eveleth's mayor posted a special guard 

on the road from Virginia and increased the force of local 

police deputies to 120.51 Though the governor's represent-

49v1rginia Enter~rise~ Aug. 2, 1907, p. 1. 

50nuiuth News Tribune, Aug. J, 1907, p. 1. 

51Ib1d., pp.land J. 
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ative had been urged by some of the apprehensive citizens 

to send troops, Mr. Day declared that the anxiety was 

greatly overdrawn and unnecessary, and that the deputies 

were sufficiently numerous to thwart any disturbance. 

Nonetheless, the St. Louis County sheriff, upon the request 

of Eveleth's Mayor Jesmore, arrived from Hibbing with fifty 

Winchester-armed deputies, thus swelling the protective 

-·.\~.-~ forces to over three hundred. With such a network of 

special officers around the approaches t~ the mines, 

apparently the strikers were so overawed that few appeared 

on the street.52 

.. 

While Mr. Day was investigating conditions in the 

·virginia-Eveleth district, Governor Johnson issued from 

St. Paul the following proclamation: 

Whereas, By the report of commissioners heretofore 
appointed by me, it appears advisable at this time, 

-in view of the strike conditions prevailing in the 
iron ore mines, ••• that the respective rights of 
individuals and citizens and certain duties of pub-
lic officers in the affected district should be 
clearly defined by me to the end that the public 
peace may be preserved I hereby direct, 

First--That the-rights of all persons irrespective 
of their affiliations with labor unions or other-
wise, to peaceably meet in their respective halls, 
for the purpose of consultation and lawful discussion 
of pending conditions, shall not be interfered with, 
and all public officers are charged with the duty of 
seeing that such lawful and peaceful meetings are not 
interfered with or disturbed. 

Second--It being conceded that the marching of large 
bodies of men from place to place through the various 
towns or to the mines situated in said district tends 
to disturb the public peace, all such marchings and 
demonstrations are hereby prohibited, but law-abiding 
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and peaceful persons ••• shall be permitted without 
molestation to use the ••• common highways throughout 
the district. 

Third--Every individual is hereby prohibited from tres-
passing upon private and particularly private mining 
property and is further prohibited from attempting to 
prevent by intimidation, threats or violence, any 
person desiring to work in such mine, from so doing. 

Every person in any way involved in the conditions now 
prevailing in the mining districts of this state, 
whether as a private citizen, peace officer, or member 
of a labor union, is cautioned to observe the terms 
and directions herein set forth. Those in charge of 
labor unions are warned that a violation of these di- ~.:. 
rections will result in the use of the military forces 
of this state to preserve the public 'peace, and in 
their meetings are cautioned against the use of inflam-
matory language calculated to incite violence and pub-
lic officers are cautioned that in the performance of 
their duties they should use their best judgment and 
refrain from all unnecessary acts which would tend to 
irritate or excite any class of citizens whose rights 
such public officers are bound to protect, as well as 
the rights of all others. These directions and this 
appeal to the people of that portion of our state now 
affected by strike conditions is made in the hope that 
public peace will thereby be preserved, the lives and 
property of the citizens of this state protected., and 
that in the future, as in the past, the ordinary and 
usual course of law will be sufficient to solve all 
questions which may arise affecting the public peace 
or the conduct of the citizens of this state.53 

Thus by proclamation did Governor Johnson indicate 

that the strikers could meet without interference but that 

marching that tended to disturb the public peace would not 

be tolerated. 

The day after Governor Johnson's proclamation, there 

appeared at Eveleth, Petriella and c. E. Mahoney, the 

national secretary of the W. F. M. As on previous oc-

casions, rumors abounded that a demonstration was being 

planned, but as on previous occasions nothing became of 

53Eveleth News, Aug. 3, 1907, p. 1. 
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the rumors. Quiet was prevailing to such extent that the 

local deputies were discharged; but the deputies brought 

from outside the Range remained. The following day, how-

ever, reports that the strikers would take advantage of 

the removal of the special deputies led to renewed depu-

tization. Eveleth 1 s streets and the roads leading to the 

mines were again lined with deputies armed with guns. 

Whatever plans the strikers may have had for a demonstra- u 

tion were ended by the unexpected presen~e of the depu-

ties.54 

On August 5, the ominous rumors emanating upon 

Petriella 1 s visit were dispelled when proclamations 

·printed in English, Finnish, Italian, and Austrian were 

distributed among the strikers. Contrary to earlier 

newspaper accounts that the declarations were intended 

to arouse the faltering strikers, the proclamations, 

which had been brought to Eveleth by Petriella, pro-

claimed support for Governor Johnson and commanded obedi-

ence to the provisions of the St. Paul proclamation.55 

It is surprising how often the newspapers reported 

threatening rumors or presented events as facts only to 

arrive at different conclusions the following day. Where-

as one day rumors would abound that strikers in Eveleth 

would be joined by strikers from Virginia, on other oc-

casions the newspapers would report rumors that Eveleth 

54-uluth News Triaune, Aus.,, 1,17, p. J. 
55I•i•. 
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strikers were about to join strikers at Virginia. Thus, 

. on August 6, one newspaper recorded that the deputy sher-

iff at Virginia, acting on rumors that Eveleth strikers 

were about to join strikers of the Virginia union in 

causing trouble among returning workingmen, proceeded to 

swear.in thirty more deputies in anticipation of trouble.56 

It is significant that the newspaper accounts of impending 

violence were followed by statements that conditions were~ 

tranquil. This recurrent practice tends _to lend credence 
' to Investigator Day's declaration that the anxiety of 

some citizens was unwarranted and greatly overdrawn. 

At any rate, the expectation of trouble was fre-

·quently followed by demands by the mining companies -and 

local officials for additional deputies. The increased 

employment of deputies to thwart the W. F. M. eventually 

came under investigation upon orders of Governor Johnson. 

The governor's concern arose when rumors persisted that 

the mine operators had brought men from outside the state 

to act as special police officers on mining properties. 

Checking on the alleged malpractice of bringing in out-

siders was the state labor bureau.57 Minnesota law for-

bade any man not a citizen of the state from serving as 

a peace officer, but the law was being violated wholesale.58 

56Ibid. 

57nuluth News Tribune, Aug. 9, 1907, p. 1. 

58cheney, Q.:Q.• ill•, p. JO. 
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Shortly after Governor Johnson's calling of an investiga-

tion, the non-resident deputies were quietly shipped back 

home. But at the time they were in the Virginia-Eveleth 

district--as well as in other districts of the Mesabi--

"the local officials of the Oliver Iron Mining Company did 

not concern themselves about the question of citizenship. 

It was sufficient for them that the deputies were on the 

range. 11 59 

The companies' employment of deput~es had some ef-
I 

feet on the back-to-the-mines movement. On August 7, an 

Eveleth newspaper claimed that seven hundred men were being 

employed at the Adams-Spruce mine and five hundred at the 

·Faya1.60 This degree of employment, however, was insuf-

ficient for complete mining operations as Table 4 indi-

cates. 

TABLE 4 

COMPARISON OF MEN EMPLOYED AT SELECT 
OLIVER MINES ON JULY 12, 1907, 

WITH AUGUST 10, 1907a 

MINE JULY 12 AUGUST 10 DIFFERENCE 

Virginia 423 140 283 
Higgins 305 73 232 
Adams 999 520 479 
Spruce 524 237 287 
Fayal 721 504 217 

Total 2,972 1,474 .l ,498 

acompiled from an Oliver report on em-
ployment in districts of the Mesabi Range. 

59nuluth News Tribune, Aug. 11, 1907, p. 11. 
60Eveleth News, Aug. 7, 1907, p. 1. 
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Consequently. to assure full operations. the ·companies 

began to bring in strikebreakers. Nearly two hundred men 

were brought into Eveleth on a special train of immigrant 

cars.61 Most of the men were Slovenians, Montenegrins, and 

Arabians, 150 of which went to work for Drake & Stratton 

at the Fayal stripping operation, and the remainder went 

to other mines. Concerning the newcomers, one of the local 

officials of the steel corporation declared that he was 

anxious that the new miners be men with f~milies, be in-

dustrious, and be obedient of the laws. 62 ' The importa-

tion of Montenegrins did not augur well for unionism, for 

the Montenegrins that had already taken up residence in 

·the Eveleth area were willing to work cheaply and were 

reluctant to join miners' organizations. 

Not long afterward, more strikebreakers were brought 

into the Virginia-Eveleth district. On August 19, the 

Duluth & Iron Range Railroad brought two hundred Polish 

strikebreakers to Eveleth. 63 Virginia, too, witnessed 

strikebreakers, for two days after Polish strikebreakers 

arrived at Eveleth, about three hundred Austrians, Poles, 

and Germans arrived from New York. The men, who were 

members of an eastern union, had come prepared to work 

only on condition that there was no strike. When they 

discovered the strike, they complained and did not hesi-

61 Eveleth News, Aug. 17, 1907, p. l. 

62Ibid. 

6Jnuluth News Tribune, Aug. 20, 1907, p. J. 
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tate to refuse working in the mines. 64 The same day that 

strikebreakers arrived at Virginia found one hundred more 

arriving at Eveleth. 65 Two large camps were built to ac-

commodate the new men, most of whom were from southeast-

ern Europe originally. The strikebreakers had been gath-

ered from various parts of the country and were handled by 

employment companies of New York and Chicago. Not all of 

the newly imported labor remained at work; strikers in-

duced about fifty to quit work. 66 At Vi~ginia, similarly, 

some strikebreakers quit work. But such efforts to induce 

strikebreakers to cease work were of limited success as 

mining operations gained momentum. 

However, since the resumption of mining operations 

was not progressing as rapidly as some people desired, the 

employment of deputies aided in hastening the progress. 

Thus at Eveleth on August 29, strikers thought to have 

gathered at the union hall for the purpose of attempting 

to stop miners from going to work were dispersed by about 

forty deputies armed with rifles and pick handles. 67 Sim-

ilarly at Virginia was the progress not as fast as mining 

officials desired, for at that time, reports indicated 

that from eight hundred to one thousand strikers still had 

64nuluth News Tribune, Aug. 22, 1907, p. J. 
65Eveleth News, Aug. 24, 1907, p. J. 
66nuluth News Tribune, Aug. 25, 1907, p. 4. 
67nuluth News Tribune, Aug. 30, 1907, p. J. 

·•• 
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not returned to work. 68 Nonetheless, by the middle of 

September, the tide had been turned as was manifest by 

the reduction of deputies. Whereas originally there had 

been 107 deputized at the Adams district in Eveleth, on 

September 23, the force of deputies had been reduced to 

ten men. 69 It was just a matter of a short time before 

normal employment again prevailed. 

Just what did the miners gain by the 1907 strike? 

If one.considers the objectives as state~ when the strike 

first began, one must conclude that the strikers gained 

nothing. The contract system and the pre-strike wage 

rate remained in effect. 

Whether the workers were satisfied with the wage 

rate is disputable, but on one point there is no dispute, 

namely, the distorted picture the newspapers conveyed of 

the wages the employees were making. Whereas headlines 

would announce "Miners Earning $4 to $5 a Day," less 

noticeable was a statement buried within an article that 

common laborers were earning $2.10 a day. 70 Although 

average wage rates were higher than $2.10, even the aver-

age rate was far removed from the prosperous $4.00 rate 

given prominence by the newspapers. According to the 

St. Louis County Mine Inspector's Report, the wages 

6Bibid. 
69 Palmer, 212.• cit., p. 62. 
70 Eveleth News, Sept. 7, 1907, p. 1. 
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of employees in the mines of St. Louis County averaged 

$2.46 a day for underground labor and $2.73 a day for sur-

face and skilled labor in the year ending August 1, 1907.71 

Regarding this rate, one must be cautious, for mining cap-

tains, mining engineers, and chemists, with their day 

rates of $4.82, $4.00, and $5.18, were included. 

That the workers did not gain their objectives 

in the 1907 strike can be explained by the failure to 

have an effective union. The ineffectiveness can be 
1 

accounted for by several factors. A communication bar-

rier still persisted as English had not yet become a 

means of establishing a common bond. Considerable dis-

unity of purpose prevailed because many of the immigrants 

had no intention of remaining in the United States. The 

aura of violence which surrounded some of the leaders of 

the Western Federation of Miners had as a consequence the 

failure of some of the workers to accept such leadership. 

The merchants' cessation of credit to strikers exerted 

some influence, the merchants having taken such action 

either because of economic necessity or lack of sympathy 

for the strike. Finally, there was the overwhelming pow-

er that the mining companies were able to employ. The 

use of deputies and strikebreakers would have been a for-

midable task for an effective organization, but the miners 

were far from a cohesive, systematic group. Somewhat 

effective unionism had to remain for the future. 

71Eveleth News, Sept. 14, 1907, p. 1. 



CHAPTER IV 

AN INTERLUDE BETWEEN STRIKES 

The aftermath of the 1907 strike found fewer Finns 

in the employ of the mining companies. As was previously 

indicated, Finns comprised 25 per cent of the labor force 

in the mines before the strike, but only _10 per cent one 
' year later because the mining companies refused to re-

hire many of the Finnish strikers. 1 The blacklisting of 

Finns caused some of them to leave the Mesabi Range for 

·Montana and Colorado, and many others to take up farming 

in areas adjacent to Virginia and Eveleth. Though social-

ist Finns had been predominant in the 1907 strike, the 

Finnish group known as the Temperance Finns also felt 

the effects of the blacklist. Because of the bad name 

the Finnish nationality received in the 1907 strike, the 

non-socialist Finns at a meeting in Eveleth on February 9, 

· 1908, adopted resolutions condemning the ideas and methods 

of the Finnish socialists, hoping thereby to overcome the 

111 consequences whereby many Finns were not able to se-

cure jobs either in the mines or with lumber companies in 

northern Minnesotao 2 The blacklist was and continued to 

1steel, Q.P.. cit., p. 49. 
2 Eveleth News, Feb. 12, 1908, p. 1. 

-49-
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be a powerful deterrent towards efforts at collective 

organization. 

As if blacklisting were not adding woes enough for 

workers in the 1907 strike, the nationwide economic de-

pression made its influence felt in the Virginia-Eveleth 

district. Many unskilled miners were fired, among the 

first being hundreds of Montenegrin and Croatian strike-

breakers.J At Virginia, notices were posted calling for 

a meeting at the Finnish Socialist Hall ~n order to dis-

cuss the unem~loyment problem. 4 Compounding the problem 

unionism faced by the depression was conflict within the 

Western Federation of Miners regarding affiliation with 

·the Industrial Workers of the World. Also, disharmony 

within the federation grew over the necessity to employ 

funds in the ore fields of the West. Finally, there was 

some suspicion that Petriella had absconded with strike 

funds. Such occurrences contributed to the demise of 

unionism in the Virginia-Eveleth district. Before the 

end of 1908, the Miners' Magazine no longer listed the 

Mesabi's local chapters of the Western Federation of 

Miners.5 

Since the power of collective organization was lack-

ing, the workers were in no position to give effective 

voice to their grievances concerning wages, hours, or 

JBerman, Q:Q.. cit., p. 46. 
4v1rginia Enterprise, Jan. J, 1908, p. 1. 

5Berman, 2.:Q• cit., p. 46. 
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working conditions •. Regarding the wages, the picture of 

worker satisfaction or dissatisfaction continued to be 

hazy. Accounts of some miners writing letters to rela-

tives living in the old country varied in the degree of 

satisfaction, some letters indicating that miners were 

plenty satisfied in the United States and that the family 

men felt more financially secure than they could ever 

have been expected to be in their native land. 6 During 

the slump of 1907 and 1908, unlike many industries through-

out the United States, the mining industry maintained its 

wage rates, and in 1910, the Oliver granted to both sur-

face and underground workmen a 10 per cent wage increase 

after havi~g conducted an investigation and concluding 

that the cost of living had risen. 7 Following the Oliver's 

action, the independent mining companies likewise raised 

wages. 

However attractive wages may have appeared in the 

reports by the county mine inspector, 8 several factors 

should be kept in mind lest the economic condition of the 

miners appear overly optimistic. From fifty cents to a 

dollar a month was deducted by the principal mining com-

panies for compulsory accident insurance. Although plans 

differed on the Mesabi, according to one representative 

6syrjamaki, Q:Q.• cit., pp. 104, 145-46. 

?Eveleth News, Mar. 31, 1910, p. 1. 
8see Table 5, p. 52. 
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system, employees were entitled to receive $25 per month 

for a period not exceeding six months when injured in 

the performance of their duties. No indemnity was paid 

for the first four days of disability, and if an employee 

were confined for more than four days and less than a 

month, he received one dollar a day. If a miner suffered 

a permanent injury, he was paid a cash indemnity o'r $240.9 

TABLE 5 
AVERAGE DAILY WAGES, 1908-1916a; 

Fiscal Year Average for Average for Common Labor 
All Labor Surface Under~round 

1908 $2.576 $ .2.67 .$ 2.48 

1909 2.550 2.36 2.65 

1911 2.765 2.10 2.40 

1914 2.947 .2. 00-2. 25 .2. 25-2.50 

1915 2.960 2.00-2.25 2.25-2.50 

1916 3.220 2.25-2.60 2040-2.75 

acompiled from St. Louis County Mine Inspector, 
·Annual Reports, and from Virtue, .Q.I?.. cit., pp. 387-88. 
The average for all labor includes wages for engineers, 
clerks, and others that are today usually considered 
salary men. Statistics for 1910, 1912, and 1913 were 
not available. 

In addition to the deduction for compulsory acci-

dent insurance was a dollar deduction by the mining com-

panies for compulsory hospital and medical service. With 

9LeRoy Hodges, "Immigrant Life in the Ore Region of 
Northern Minnesota," Survey, XXVIII (Sept. 7, 1912), 706. 

·• 
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this money the company contracted a doctor who attended 

the employees in case of accident or sickness, except for 

cases of confinement and venereal diseases, which entailed 

extra charges.10 

Further were wages offset by the high cost of living 

on the Mesabi. In Virginia, for example, a good, modern 

six-room cottage was renting for $40 to $50 a month, as 

compared to $25 to $JO in most other places in the state. y 

A comparable house in the Twin Cities wa~ commanding $J5 . 
or $45. Even dilapidated houses were rented at $8, $10, 

or $15 a month. Although mining companies built fair lit-

tle cottages which they rented to their employees for $8 
·a month, not even half of the workmen were so fortunate to 

be housed in the company cottages. 11 

Similarly were foodstuffs high. The short growing 

season of northern Minnesota, on the average 100 days as 

compared to the statewide average of 132 days, and the 

undeveloped land discouraged the raising of vegetables 

and fruits. Local merchants purchased much of the pro-

duce from Duluth, Minneapolis, and St. Paul at prices 

50 per cent or 100 per cent higher than those prevailing 

in southern Minnesota, Iowa, or Wisconsin. 12 In October, 

1915, porterhouse was selling at 35 cents in Virginia as 

compared with 25 cents in most cities. Fresh eggs were 

lOibid. 
11c. Whit Pfeiffer, "From Bohunks to Finns," 

Survey, XXXVI (Apr. 1, 1916), 8. 
12I bid., p. 9. 
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7 or 8 cents higher per dozen, and potatoes were 20 to 

40 per cent higher in the Virginia-Eveleth district. 13 
Also affecting the cost of living was the fuel bill. 

Anyone acquainted with Minnesota winters realizes that 

thirty or more degrees below zero is not an uncommon oc-

currence. Because of the severity of northern winters, 

the miners had to bear higher fuel bills than many workers 

in other parts of the nation. 

Another factor one must take into qonsideration 

when analyzing the wage structure is the extent of unem-

ployment during which the men did not receive any wage. 

With the cessation of open pit operations at the Virginia 

·mine during the winter of 1911, forty men had to seek 

other employment. 14 Similarly were hoisting crews laid 

off at Eveleth's.Spruce mine. 15 Though satisf~ctory 

statistical information is lacking, Pfeiffer concluded 

with assurance that with the coming of winter, open pit 

mining and loading from accumulated stockpiles ceased, 

with a consequent decline of economic activity despite 

the fact that some men were able to engage in stripping 

operations or in lumber pursuits. 16 In 1914-1915 when 

very few underground mines were operating, the time-

keeper of the Virginia and Rainy Lake Lumber Company said 

l3Ibid. 
14 Eveleth News, Nov. 2, 1911, p. 1. 
15Eveleth News, Dec. 14, 1911, p. 1. 

16pfeiffer, 212.• cit., p. 10. 
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he could have hired five thousand men at one dollar per 

day. Many men were seeking employment on any terms. 17 

Seasonal labor, consequently, meant that there were months 

when many miners were not receiving the prevailing wage. 

Fortunately, not every winter witnessed massive 

unemployment. In 1912, an Eveleth mine was in need of 

between two and three hundred workers, and employers were 

complaining of a scarcity of men. 18 Part of the labor 

shortage might have been attributed to the fact that some . 
Austrians, that is, Slovenians, Croatians, and other Bal-

kan people, were returning to the old country. At the 

time, the Austrian consulate was offering free fare to the 

old country and $10 for traveling expenses across the 

ocean. 19 When the offer was first made, the Austrian gov-

ernment was explaining its generosity by the ostensible 

explanation that it wanted to alleviate a labor-shortage. 

Later, however, the real explanation turned out to be that 

the Austrian government was desirous of upbuilding its 

army. One of those who had returned to his native country 

wrote to an Evelethan that the returning men were being 

enlisted in the Austrian army. 20 

After World War I broke out, the Italian government 

made similar appeals as the Austrian government's. Ital-

17Ibido, p. 11. 

18Eveleth News, Dec. 12, 1912, p. 1. 

l9Ibid. 

20 4 Eveleth News, Apr. 30, 191, p. 1. 
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ians of the Virginia-Eveleth district between the ages 

of twenty-five and twenty-eight were asked to report to 

the consular agent at St. Paul, where arrangements were 

to be made for passage back to Italy for military ser-

vice.21 Though newspaper accounts indicated that many 

men from the Mesabi returned to the old country, the 

reason usually given for returning was not fervor to 

perform military service but the low demand for labor on 

the Mesabi Range at the time. 

Aside from the news the Italians were making with 

respect to military service was news of a different na-

ture. The interlude between strikes found the Working-

·men's Compensation law enacted, and at the time the bill 

was proposed, Italians of Eveleth, many of whom were not 

yet citizens of the United States, were opposed to the 

measure. Under the persuasion of John Manelli, an Eveleth 

audience adopted resolutions opposing the measure on· 

grounds that non-citizens could not share in proportion 

to citizens of the United States in the adjustment of 

personal injury cases. 22 Despite Mr. Manelli's lobbying 

efforts, the bill became a law in 1913. 

The Italians, in 1914, again came into the local 

limelight wnen several rioted in protest against unemploy-

ment, since the mines were operating at about half of 

21 4 Eveleth News, Aug. 13, 191, p. 1. 

22 3 Eveleth News, Jan. 2, 191, p. 1. 
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normal capacity. 23 Some Italians demanded that single 

men be given ten days of work each month and that married 

men, who were being given preference, be given only 

fifteen days a month. 24 A secret meeting at the time 

aroused some apprehension that organization efforts 

would again be resumed. As events proved, there was 

little cause for apprehension. 

During the interlude between strikes, though union- u 

ism lay dormant, representatives of the ~estern Federa-

tion of Miners made their appearance on the Mesabi. To 

this occurrence the Eveleth News responded by declaring 

that emissaries of thew. F. M. were again working secret-

·ly among the Minnesota miners, that a few malcontents 

might listen to their strike agitation, and that the 
I 

greatest danger lay in federation influence over inexperi-

enced foreigners who had come to the Virginia-Eveleth 

district since 1905. 25 In order to forestall trouble, 

the editor suggested that businessmen use their influ-

ence among the nationality groups, warning them that 

nothing but evil can come from such federation leaders 

as William Haywood. 26 

Despite the lack of unionism, one change that had 

occurred between the 1907 and 1916 strikes was a reduc-

23Eveleth News, July 23, 1914, p. 1. 
24Eveleth News, May 21, 1914, p. 1. 

25see Tables 6 and 7, p. 58. 
26Eveleth News, June 1, 1911, p. 2. 
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TABLE 6 

NATIONALITY OF EMPLOYEES OF O.I.M. CO. 
AT EVELETH, JUNE 1, 1909a 

FAYAL DISTRICT ADAMS DISTRICT 
NATIONALITY NUMBER PER CENT NUMBER PER CENT 

Americans 262 20.7 283 21 .. 4 
Austrians 377 29.8 603 45.7 
Finnish 256 20.2 140 10.6 
German 17 1.3 9 o7 
French -- -- 4 .3 
Italian 224 17.7 177 13.4 
Scandinavian 108 8.5 84 6.4 
Polish 23 1.8 20 1.5 

Total 1,267 100.0 1,320 100.0 

acompiled from a table in Virtue, Q.ll• cit., p. 347. 

COUNTRY 

TABLE 7 

FOREIGN NATIONALITIES IN 
VIRGINIA, 1910a 

Austria •••••••••••• 
Canada-French ••••••••• 
Canada-Other ••••••••• 
Denmark • • • • • • • • • • • • 
England • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Finland •••••••••••• 
France •••••••••••• 
Germany • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Greece •••••••••••• 
Hungary • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Ireland •••••••••••• 
Italy ••••••••••••• 
Norway •••••••••••• 
Russia • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Scotland ••••••••••• 
Sweden •••••••••••• 
Switzerland • • • • • • • • • • 
Wales ••••••••••••• 
Other foreign countries •••• 

NUMBER 

615 
74 

330 
17 

121 
1,936 

6 
201 

17 
103 

55 
298 
460 
347 

22 
672 

2 
3 

61 

au. s., Department of Commerce and 
Labor, Bureau of the Census, Thirteenth 
Census of the United States, 1910, p. 625. 
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tion of work hours to an eight-hour day in underground 

mining. After a little more than one year of the new 

schedule, one newspaper declared that change from the old 

ten-hour shift had no appreciable effect on the cost of 

production nor on the output per shift. 27 

One final development that had occurred towards the 

latter end of the period between strikes was the dissipa-

tion of the economic doldrums. The economic stagnation 

which characterized mining operations frqm early in the 

1914 mining season finally began to dissipate in 1915. 

Whereas operations had been conducted at half of normal 

capacity, with the men working three days a week, the 

•first week of April, 1915, found operations being con-

ducted at two-thirds of capacity, and the men were work-

ing four days a week. 28 As the wartime demands for steel 

increased, full operating capacity began to be reported 

in 1916. 

27Eveleth News, Jan. 15, 1914, p. 1. 
28Eveleth News, Apr. 1, 1915, p. 1. 



CHAPTER V 

THE STRIKE OF 1916 

Though the mining companies had broken strikes and 

stamped out unionism at various times before 1916, some 

groups, however small, persisted in their belief that 

unionism was essential if the miners were to secure im-
I 

provements in hours, wages, and working conditions. Ac-

cording to the mayor of Virginia, miners of the Mesabi 

had appealed to the State Federation of Labor prior·to 

·the strike that erupted in 1916. But President E.G. 

Hall of the State Federation of Labor declared: 

We were never called upon by the miners. At one time 
I took the matter up with President Gompers, to ascer-
tain if we might organize the Mesabi miners into Fed-
eral labor unions, but found it could not be done. 
We did this on our own responsibility, but at no time 
did the Range miners seek the assistance of the State 
Federation of Labor.l 

Professor Foner claims that evidence produced during and 

after the strike indicated that Hall was trying to cover 

up for the Federation. 2 Since the state organization of 

the AFL failed to respond, one Virginia worker made an 

1Eveleth News, Feb. 22, 1917, p. 1. 
2Philip s. Foner, The Industrial Workers of the 

World, 1905-1917, Vol. IV: History of the Labor Movement 
in the United States (New York: International Publishers, 
1965), p. 493. 
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appeal to the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW), urg-

ing that organizers be sent to the Mesabi Range. But be-

fore the IWW had a chance to consider the appeal from Vir-

ginia, the Mesabi strike of 1916 had already begun. 3 

Just as in 1907 the strike did not begin at an 

Eveleth or Virginia mine, so likewise did the 1916 strike 

begin elsewhere and then spread throughout the Mesabi. On 

- June 2, 1916, an Italian miner named Greeni of the St. 

James mine near Aurora opened his pay en~elope and saw 
' that his check was considerably less than he understood 

his contract called for. Exclaiming "to hell with such 

wages," Greeni laid down his pick and decided to quit, 

·whereupon, to his surprise, he discovered his co-workers 

expressing the view that the time to call a strike had 

arrived. Thus began the strike of 1916.4 

On June 14, about three hundred strikers from areas 

east of Eveleth appeared in the city. When the strikers 

first arrived in the city, they found that the water sup-

ply had been cut off. After a march such as the strikers 

had undertaken, they were bound to be thirsty, but the 

normal water supply which could have quenched their thirst 

was not available. 5 Nonetheless_, they proceeded to a 

meeting at Urania Hall, where the laborers stated the fol-

3rbid. 
4Ibid., p. 494. 
5John Gruden, miner, personal interview, Eveleth, 

Minnesota, Aug. 14, 1968. 
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lowing demands: 

1--a scale of $3.50 for work underground in wet 
places, $J.OO in dry places, and $2.75 on the sur-
face; 2--an eight hour working day and miners to 
enter and leave the mine on company time; 3--semi-
monthly pay days; 4--immediate payment when a miner 
quits; 5--the abolishing of Saturday night shift in 
mines where it has not been discontinued, the miners 
to be paid for the shift; 6--the abolishing of over-
time work, or payment at double price for overtime; 
7--the abolishing of contract work;

6
8--the release of 

all men arrested during the strike. 

Leaders at the meeting, reported by the press to be IWW 

agitators, took turns addressing the min~rs in English, 

Slovenian, Finn, and Italian. 

The strikers at the meeting were complaining for a 

number of reasons. One of the basic targets for criticism 

was the contract system with its alleged graft, favoritism, 

and resulting low wages. One informant from Virginia in-

dicated that there was "quite a bit of greasing," that is, 

bribing of mining captains by means of liquor or cigars 

in order to secure places in the mines where the digging 

was favorable. Those who were unfortunate to have the 

places of poor digging were not able to earn good wages, 

since under the contract system the miner was paid so much 

for each car loaded. Another injustice under the contract 

system was that if a miner was earning too much, the com-

pany would arbitrarily cut the contract price.? 

The Virginia informant's views were confirmed in an 

~veleth News, June 15, 1916, p. 1. 

7sam Aluni, personal interview, Virginia, Minnesota, 
Aug. 15, 1968. 
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article "When Strike-Breakers Strike," which stated that 

hundreds of affidavits sworn to before notaries public 

related specific cases of mine captains guilty of red~cing 

contract prices if the miner earned too much. Other cases 

related of mine captains guilty of favoritism towards 

those who had given them whiskey, who had bought chances 

in fake raffles, or who had allowed their wives to be mal-

treated.8 

Concerning the wages, complaints a~ounded because . 
the system of payment the mining companies employed gave 

rise to misunderstandings. At the end of the month, the 

miner would receive his pay, less the cost of powder he 

·had used at $7.00 a box, of fuses at $1.00 a hundred, and 

caps at $1.00 a box. Whereas coal miners in the United 

States were given an itemized due bill, the iron ore min-

ers received a due bill that merely stated the total amount 

paid, without showing the varying rates or the deductions 

for supplies. Consequently, the miners often complained 

that the total amounts they received were much less than 

they expected. Many times they expected wages of three or 

four dollars per day, only to find that they actually re-

ce·ived less than three dollars and sometimes less than two 

dollars. Though the mining companies raised the wages of 

contract miners on February 1 from $2.67 a day to $J.13 a 

8Marion B. Cothren, ''When Strike-Breakers Strike," 
Survey, XXXVI (Aug. 26, 1916), 536. 
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day, and on May 1 from $J.1J to $J.40, open pit miners 

were still earning under $J.OO when the wages were raised 

from $2.25 to $2.60. Figures for the entire Mesabi in-

dicated that over 27 per cent of the men were still re-

ceiving less than $J.OO a day. The men working under the 

contract system claimed that the raises 1n wages were off-

set by the deductions, with the result that many men still 

earned less than the desired three dollars.9 

On the same day strikers met at Ur~nia Hall in 
. 

Eveleth to discuss wages and other labor issues, a strik-

ers• meeting was held in Virginia. Whereas Eveleth was 

the center of attention on the eastern Mesabi in the 1907 

·strike, Virginia was the more prominent on the eastern 

Mesabi in the 1916 strike. The union's center of opera-

tions was the IWW Local 490, with headquarters at Virgin-

ia.10 On June 15, 1,500 strikers met at the Finnish So-

cialist Hall where IWW leader Sam Scarlet, reacting to 

resolutions adopted at a citizens' meeting ordering the 

strikers to leave the city, declared, "For every one of 

our members who is a victim of the gunmen that will 

doubtlessly be imported by the mining companies, three 

mine officials will pay the supreme penalty. 1111 Other 

leaders addressed the men in their own language. At 

9Ibid., pp. 5J5-J6. 

lONeil Betten, "Riot, Revolution, Repression in the 
Iron Range Strike of 1916," Minnesota History. XLI 
(Summer, 1968), 84. 

llnuluth News Tribune, June 16, 1916, p. 1. 
\, 
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Virginia, for example, Andrew Dresham spoke in Slavic; 

Joseph Greeni, in Italian; and Joseph Ahlgren, in Fin-

nish.12 Proceeding with organization work, the men sep-

arated into divisions, each with a fellow countryman as 

leader. Scarlet advised the strikers to do no violence, 

but to keep their hands in their pockets. In a manner 

reminiscent of the 1907 strike, 175 deputies took com-

mand of the strike. Scarcely had the strike begun in 

Virginia when one person, searched and fqund to have IWW 
' credentials and pockets full of .38 caliber shells in his 

possession, was sentenced to a term of three months at 

the county work farm at Duluth. 13 Arrests were to be a 

·familiar pattern in removing "agitators." 

On June 16, efforts to gain strike support pro-

gressed in the Virginia-Eveleth district. At Eveleth, 

IWW leaders continued their exhortations, speaking in 

English, Italian, Finnish, and Austrian. Preparation was 

made for the issuance of union cards after payment of an 

initiation fee of fifty cents, a monthly due of fifty 

cents, and· other assessments .,14 Activity at Virginia 

also was characterized by the collection of initiation 

fees and dues. Miners were giving from·one to three 

dollars. Conservative estimates placed the amount col-

12virginia Daily Enterprise, June 15, 1916, p. 1. 

131J2!.g_., pp. 1-2. 

14:Eveleth News, June 22, 1916, p. 1. 

•.:. 
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lected by June 16 at between $2,000 and $2,500. 15 What-

ever progress the strikers were making was insufficient 

to close the mines. 

Lest the IWW gain too many adherents the Virginia 

city council and an Eveleth citizens' group drew up res-

olutions which forbade the IWW from parading on the 

streets or holding any public demonstrations. 16 All the 

parades and processions were forbidden for the ostensible~ 

reason that such measures were deemed neqessary for the 

preservation of public order within the c1ty.17 Of the 

resolutions that were passed in the Vir~inia-Eveleth dis-

trict, the following was typical:. 

WHEREAS, a large number of nonresidents are 
intending to enter our city and actively engage in 
attempting to stir up dissatisfaction and strife among 
the workingmen who live in the city, 

AND WHEREAS, there appears to be no general dis-
satisfaction among the workingmen of the City of 
Eveleth as to conditions under which they work or to 
the scale of wages they are receiving, 

AND WHEREAS, these non-resident agitators in-
tend coming to the city and using public streets for 
the purpose of parading and marching and carrying on 
various forms of public demonstrations, and congregat-
ing in public places for the purpose of stirring up 
strife, and are likely to cause strikes, riots, and 
other breaches of the peace that will bring great 
hardships upon employees, their families and generally, 
if they are permitted to do so, 

Be It Resolved by the citizens of the City of 
Eveleth in mass meeting assembled this 16th day of 
June, 1916, that such efforts will be most heartily 
condemned, and considered to be dangerous to the 
peace and public welfare of the city, workingmen and 
citizens generally, and it is the unanimous demand of 

15Duluth News Tribune, June 17, 1916, p. 9. 
16nuluth News Tribune, June 18, 1916, p. 10. 

17Betten, sre,. cit., p. 86. 
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those present that all public parades, marching, 
demonstrations and congregating in public places if 
attempted by non-residents and strike agitators, be 
prevented, for the reason set forth herein, and that 
all agitators that may come into the city be ordered 
to leave the city at once, and if they refuse to 
leave, that the officers and officials of the city 
immediately remove them. 

Be It Further Resolved, that it is the desire 
of the citizens of Eveleth to be fair to employees 
and employers alike, and if any employees or employee 
in the City of Eveleth feel aggrieved because of their 
conditions of employment or scale of wages paid, we 
suggest that they make such grievances known to a com-
mittee appointed at this meeting for the purpose of 
arbitrating such grievances.18 ·· 

Despite actions by city councils and citizens' com-

mittees, the IWW leadership began to gain such support 

that on June 21, reports indicated that by a unanimous 

vote, more than six hundred miners of Eveleth voted to 

join the strike which had already closed down mines at 

other regions of the Mesabi. Until then, Eveleth had 

been operating at full capacity, but many of the Virginia 

mines had already ceased operations. 19 

The day after the six hundred Eveleth miners voted 

unanimously in favor of striking, Virginia witnessed its 

first tragedy of the 1916 strike, for on June 22, John 

Alar, a striker, was shot and killed. Two others were 

wounded from gunshot: Peter Bukovich, a miner who was 

shot through the shoulder; and Vincel Elias, a grocer 

who was shot through the leg. The latter was merely 

standing in front of his store watching the police and 

18Eveleth News, June 22, 1916, p. 1. 
19nuluth News Tribune, June 22, 1916, p. 5. 
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strikers when a stray bullet struck him. Queried by the 

·press, Elias declared that the police started the trouble 

by attempting to force the strikers to leave the place. 

Several other witnesses claimed that the strikers were 

very orderly and were not armed. Though the strikers 

were requesting that the miners not go to work, they used 

no force in preventing them from working. One witness, 

a businessman, declared that the men were not marching, 

but ten Oliver men suddenly appeared, sho~tly re-enforced 

by about twenty other police, who then started the trouble 

which resulted in Alar's death. 2O 

The shooting occurred shortly after a mass meeting 

of strikers in the Socialist Hall at J:JO a.m. After the 

meeting, the men marched to the Oliver's Alpena mine. Not 

long afterward, Oliver's chief of police arrived with a 

squad of deputies and ordered the strikers to disperse. 

Instead of dispersing, the strikers began throwing rocks 

at the deputies. A little later, a woman with a rifle 

in her hand appeared on the porch of a house in the vi-

cinity and began firing on the deputies. Out of another 

house came John Alar, who also began shooting. In the 

exchange of fire, Alar met death from a wound in the ab-

domen and jaw. Surviving the thirty-five year-old 

striker was his widow and three children. 21 

Alar's death aroused the strike leaders, who pro-

2Onuluth News Tribune, June 23, 1916, p. 9. 
21Eveleth News, June 22, 1916, p. 1. 

• 
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ceeded to arrange for a parade despite the fact that such 

action was in violation of the city council's resolution. 

Milling through the streets were IWW members wearing red 

ribbons on their hats bearing the inscription, "We Never 

Forget." Carlo Tresca, another of the IWW leaders, an-

nounced, "The strikers were previously warned to do nothing 

more violent than keep their hands in their pockets. Now 

we will arm for self defense. The clash ••• was with 

private guards and not authorized police .of the city. On 

Saturday the strikers of all Range towns will be here to 

march with the funeral of our brother."22 

On June 23, the strikers held the parade which the 

·strike leaders had spoken of shortly after Alar's death. 

Walking two by two along the sidewalks, they wended their 

way to the house of Alar's widow, where a committee pre-

sented her with a purse of $68.75. 23 
A few days later, the funeral for John Alar was 

attended by friends and strikers numbering between 2,500 

and 3,000. Strikers came to pay honor to one whom they 

considered the first to give his life for "the commence-

ment of a strike which will give a laboring man his just 

earnings." The funeral procession marched from the So-

cialist Opera House through the city streets to the local 

cemetery. At the head of the procession were IWW leaders 

Sam Scarlet, Carlo Tresca, and Joe Schmidt, followed by 

22Duluth News Tribune, June 23, 1916, p. 9. 
23Duluth·News Tribune, June 24, 1916, p. 1. 
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women and children carrying a twelve-foot-wide red banner. 

Scarlet eulogized Alar and Tresca administered the fol-

lowing oath: "I solemnly swear that if any Oliver gunmen 

shoot or wound any miner, we will take a tooth for a 

tooth, an eye for an eye, or a life for a life."24 

At the time Tresca administered the oath, some of 

the IWW leaders may have felt the kind of bitterness he 

expressed, for the companies had not concurred with the 

demands the strikers had made. One demand that the lead-
' ers had not been making was that of recognition of the 

IWW by the mining companies. Apparently the IWW's demands 

needed clarification, for on June 23, at Virginia, Scarlet 

·declared: 

Recognition of the IWW is not demanded by the 
leaders. We do not ask that our union be recognized 
by the mining companies, but are here to see that the 
workers are to be paid a fair living wage. We are 
making every possible attempt to have a committee of 
miners, not the so-called agitators, but Range miners, 
meet with the employers. If they wish to do an act 
of humanity and get together and confer to settle this 
strike, we will be glad to have them do so. 

Our demands have been printed. We do not expect 
to give in to the employers, but a fair conference 
might bring about a slight modification of those de-
mands. If a satisfactory settlement can be made, the 
leaders of the strike will leave the Range. We are 
only interested in seeing that they are given fair 
treatment. 

We are not afraid that the starvation plan, . 
held above us as a manner in which to force the miners 
to return to work, will have any effect. We are pre-
pared t~

5
continue our fight for nine months if nec-

essary. 

Following Scarlet's statement, one newspaper re-

24nuluth News Tribune, June 27, 1916, p. 5. 
25nuluth News Tribune, June 24, 1916, p. 9. 
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ported that a large number of citizens were favorable to 

the suggestion that a conference be held between the miners 

and the mine operators. 26 A prominent Virginia attorney, 

Louis M. Osborn, said that he believed: 

that the operators should get together and talk things 
over with ·the miners as suggested by Scarlet. They do 
not ask recognition of the union and may even modify 
their demands. I would be glad to investigate any def-
inite statement as to one or more miners employed in 
any local mine, who is, or was, not satisfied with his 
wage. It is hard to get any definite information. A~ 
conference between operators and a miners' committee, ·· 
not to include agitators, could do no harm and might 
be of great benefit.27 · 

Unlike Attorney Osborn and other citizens who 

thought a meeting between the miners and the operators 

might·be desirable, the mining companies were unalterably 

opposed to such a suggestion. The corporations wanted 

nothing to do with the socialistic Industrial Workers of 

the World. That the IWW advocated socialistic principles 

was indicated in the preamble to its constitution, which 

contained the following provisions: 

The working class and the employing class have 
nothing in common. There can be no peace so long as 
hunger and want are found among millions of working 
people and the few who, making up the employing class, 
have all the good things in life. 

Between these two classes a struggle must go on 
until the workers of the world organize a class, take 
possession of the earth and the machinery of produc-
tion and abolish the wage system. 

we· find that the centering of the management of 
industries into fewer and fewer hands makes the trade 
unions unable to cope with the ever growing power of 
the employing class. The trade unions foster a state 
of affairs which allows more than one set of workers 

26nuluth News Tribune, June 26, 1916, p. 7. 
27Ibid. 
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in the same industry, thereby helping defeat one 
another in wage wars. Moreover, the trade unions aid 
the employing class to mislead the workers into the 
belief that the working class have interests in com-
mon with the employer. 

These conditions can be changed and the inter-
ests of the worker upheld only by an organization 
formed in such a way that all its members in any.one 
industry or in all industries, if necessary, cease 
work when a lookout 1s on 1n any department thereof, 
thus making an injury to one an injury to all. 

Instead of the conservative motto: 'A fair 
day's wage for a fair day's work,' we must inscribe 
on our banner, the revolutionary: 'Abolition of the 
wage system.' 

It is the historic mission of the working class ~.:. 
to do away with capitalism. The army of production 
must be organized, not only for the eyeryday struggle 
with capitalists, but also to carry on production 
when capitalism shall have been overthrown. By organ-
izing industrially we are forming the structure of. the 
new society within the shell of the old.28 

The socialist influence was curbed to some extent 

by the arrest of several IWW leaders shortly after the 

Alar shooting. On June 28, the Italian strike leader 

Carlo Tresca was arrested and charged with criminal libel 

for allowing the red banner "Murdered By Oliver Gunmen" 

to be carried at the head of the funeral procession of 

John Alar. The formal charge declared Tresca and others 

guilty of criminal libel in "maliciously, unlawfully, and 

wrongfully carrying or having their agents carry a banner 

for the purpose ·or injuring and defaming the Oliver Iron 

Mining Company and which is alleged to have injured the 

company and also for exposing the mining men of that com-

pany to hatred, contempt, and ridicule on the part of the 

strikers. 1129 

28nuluth News Tribune, June 25, 1916, p. 6. 

29nuluth News Tribune, June 29, 1916, p. 5. 
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In a similar manner, the following day, Sam Scarlet 

was arrested and charged with criminal libel.JO Lesser 

known men met a similar fate. For example, the Eveleth 

News reported that the arrest of one striker was cause 

for two hundred strikers gathering at the City Hall and 

demanding the release of the prisoner, an action which 

resulted in three more arrests.31 The first arrest was 

made when the chief deputy of the Oliver encountered what~ 

he considered a· suspicious-looking indiviftual, whereupon 
' 

he asked the individual what he was doing. According to 

the deputy, the suspicious striker drew a revolver. 

After a short struggle in which the striker sustained a 

·cut on the scalp, he was taken to police headquarters. 

Whatever-- intentions the mass of strikers had of releasing 

the prisoner were soon squelched by the appearance of ad-

ditional deputies. Responding to the situation, IWW 

leaders called a meeting at Urania Hall, where the strik-

ers were again urged not to use weapons to create violence, 

but to use them only for defensive purposes. 

Because of the violence pervading not only the 

Virginia-Eveleth district, but the entire Mesabi, the 

governor, J. A. A. Burnquist, sent a telegram to the St. 

Louis County sheriff, ordering that all persons partici-

pating in riots be arrested and brought before a magis-

trate, preferably one in Duluth. The sheriff was further 

JOnuluth News Tribune, June 30, 1916, p. 5. 
31Eveleth News, June 29, 1916, p. l. 
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ordered to use all his powers, including the summoning of 

a posse, in order to preserve life and property.32 Whereas• 

deputy sheriffs at Virginia welcomed the governor's order 

to disarm all strikers, the strike leaders responded by 

declaring that the governor should have ordered the dis-

arming of all Oliver gunmen.JJ 

Of further concern to the strikers was the request 

by the mining companies that the immigration officer at 

Duluth come to Virginia and investigate ~liens. According 
' to the companies, 90 per cent of the strikers were not 

citizens. A plan was proposed that strike leaders be de-

ported as undesirable aliens, four or more of each nation-

·ality to be deported to Europe to fight in the European 

war, and other aliens to be sent back to their homes until 

labor conditions became norma1.J4 

The press played up the threat to aliens by announc-

ing that federal authorities had the names of those who 

"had been committing offenses" and that the chances for 

deportation of those individuals were excellent. The 

Virginia Enterprise wrote about one case as follows: 

,.,A big number ••• was sought by the IWW for parade 

purposes,' according to N. Brunetti, an Italian grocer, 

who apparently is giving more attention to driving 

'Industrial Wreckers of the World' around in his small 

32nuluth News Tribune, July 1, 1916, p. 1. 

3 3 Ibid • , p. 9. 

J4Ibid. 
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automobile than to his business. 0 35 Although the news-

paper reported one day that Brunetti was prominent in the 

John Alar funeral, and that both he and his partner, J. 

Coppoletti, had aided the IWW leaders in various ways, the 

following day the Enternrise revised its story, claiming 

that deputy sheriffs had inadvertently given· the name N. 

Brunetti instead of Reuben Bucci.36 

Just how many left the area because of the threat 

to aliens is difficult to ascertain, but .some persons 

had already left Virginia, apparently to escape the 

strike. On June 28, local merchants indicated that they 

had sold more suitcases in two days than they had in 

months. An official of the Duluth, Winnipeg, & Pacific 

Railroad reported that about twenty persons had bought 

tickets for Duluth, with the final destination being 

Milwaukee, and thirty others had purchased tickets for 

the north. Within several days an estimated two hundred 

people had left y1rginia by way of the one railroad, but 

many of them returned when times became norma1.37 

That times were not normal was manifest by the fact 

that Oliver police, armed with repeating Winchesters, 

patrolled the mining properties and were prepared to shoot 

to kill any strikers setting foot on company property. 

Though open pits were still operating, abnormal times were 

35virginia Daill Enter~rise, July 14, 1916, p. 1. 

· J6v1rginia Daill Enter~rise, July 15, 1916, p. 1. 

37virginia Daill Enter~rise, June 28, 1916, p. 1. 
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indicated further in that the underground mines were not 

very active. Of the properties that were active, large 

numbers of young boys were being employed. To counteract 

the strikers further, boarding cars were provided the 

workers in the mines so that they would not have to run 

through the pickets of strikers while going to and coming 

from work.38 In addition, whenever rumors began to cir-

culate that the IWW was about to attack, more and more 

deputies were sworn in. Not only was th~ ever-increasing 
' force of deputies evidence of abnormal times, but the 

Oliver police began to undertake duties on the streets of 

Eveleth. Because the Oliver police were extending their 

·sphere of influence beyond mining property, the strikers 

sent the following protest to Eveleth's mayor: 

"Dear Sir: 
"We, the striking miners, earnestly request that you 
use your best offices in removing the mining company 
guards from the streets of Eveleth. We, the miners, 
wish to conduct a peaceful strike, but we find that 
we are being attacked on the streets of Eveleth by 
mining company guards. 
"If you cannot comply with this request, please state 
so, as we will then proceed to arm ourselves (which 
is our constitutional right) and defend ourselves, 
our wives and children, even though our lives be lost 
in the effort. 
'~e refuse to a~cept any responsibility or any con-
sequences in the event you do not remove the compa~y 
guards from the city. 
ttTrusting that you can settle this matter immediately, 
we are, 

"Yours very truly, 
"Miners' Union of Eveleth"39 

Not long after, Eveleth's mayor, Jacob Saari, re-

J8nuluth News Tribune, July 2, 1916, p. 6. 

39nuluth News Tribune, July 3, 1916, p. 12. 
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plied to the striking miners 1 communication concerning the 

removal of Oliver policemen from the city streets: 

"Miners' Union, 409 
"Eveleth Branch 
''Eveleth, Minn. 
''Gentlemen: 
"I beg to acknowledge receipt of your communication, 
the contents of wh1oh I have carefully noted. 
"I believe that there are in this city a number of 
men who have been deputized by the sheriff of St. 
Louis County. They are officers of the county, sworn 
to enforce the laws of the city and state. I have no 
power of authority to remove them from the streets of v 

the city of Eveleth. ··• 
''As mayor of Eveleth, I have sworn to enforce the 
laws of the city, state, and nation. · ;This I intend 
to do without fear or favor. I shall see to it that 
all violations of the law shall be punished. Strik-
ers shall have the rights to prosecute their efforts 
in every lawful manner without unlawful interference 
by anyone. On the other hand, all unlawful acts 
whether by strikers or others, shall be prosecuted 
and those committing them held to'strict account-
ability for their unlawful conduct. 
"The people of our city are confronted by an exceed-
ingly unfortunate and deplorable condition. As mayor 
of the city and as an individual, I hold it to be my 
duty to do everything in my power to restore harmony 
and to protect the lives and property of all our cit-
izens. This cannot be accomplished without the co-
operation of all concerned, strikers and non-strikers 
included, as no action that·I shall take will be 
·without full consideration, so ought the conduct of 
all be without undue haste and with full apprecia-
tion of the rights of others and the consequences of 
their acts. Let us all act with the ultimate object, 
the good of all, as our guiding principle. 
"Assuring you an impartial, yet firm, enforcement of 
the law in·the city of Eveleth to the full extent of 
my power, I am yours very truly. · 40 "J. s. Saari, Mayor" 

About the same time that Eveleth strikers were 

writing to the mayor, the Virginia strikers were ·sending 

a telegram to Governor Burnquist regarding an instruction 

to the St. Louis County sheriff to disarm the miners. In 

40nuluth News Tribune, July 5, 1916, p. 12. 
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the telegram, which was signed by Scarlet, Tresca, and 

other leaders, was the message: 

We submit herewith gross violation of personal liberty 
of miners and ask you to remove all mine guards from 
within city limits of mining towns. Otherwise, our 
miners will be instructed to defend themselves by 
constitutional rights. 41 

While events were unfolding in the Virginia-Eveleth 

district, William Haywood, secretary-treasurer at head-

quarters in Chicago, remained in communication with IWW 

organizers on the Mesabi. In a letter a~dressed to Carlo 
1 

Tresca at Virginia, Haywood indicated that Organizer Frank 

Little would be sent to the Mesabi, that a strike commit-

tee be maintained, that the IWW demands be stated in such 

n:anner that the miners would have no difficulty in under-

standing what they are fighting for, and that Elizabeth 

Gurley Flynn and other organizers would be sent if nec-

essary.42 Haywood apparently realized that the organi-

zers would be inactive at times because charges of unlaw-

ful assemblage and inciting riots would result in arrests. 

Throughout the strike, leaders were jailed, only to be 

released on bail. Tresca, for example, was re-arrested 

several times. Since the arrests did not bring about 

the resumption of normal operations, additional deputies 

were assigned to guard mine property and to suppress 

disturbances. The sheriff at Virginia declared that no 

more meetings or assemblies would be permitted, and that 

4lnuluth News Tribune, July 3, 1916, p. 12. 
42Ibid., p. 1. 
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s·trikers' parades or any other offense would be countered 

by arrests. 43 

Meanwhile, violence erupted in Biwabik, where a 

deputy sheriff and a delivery man for the Biwabik Bottling 

Works were killed. Virginia and Eveleth were involved to 

·a limited extent. At the jail in Virginia, those con-

sidered guilty of the shooting were held, and at Eveleth, 

there was a verbal exchange with the Biwabik newspaper 

because of the latter's accusation that Eveleth strikers . 
I 

were responsible for Biwabik miners not returning to work. 

To the accusation, the Eveleth News editorialized that no 

one city was responsible, and that the strike could end 

·if everyone wishing to go back to work would set acer-

tain date and then proceed to return in one united 

movement. 44 

Meanwhile, on July 6, the strike was still in 

effect, but activity at the mines was increasing and 

conditions had improved to such extent that newspaper 

accounts began reporting that the militia would not be 

necessary. Nevertheless, a general strike committee at 

Virginia continued its efforts to convene municipal and 

county officials, mine operators, and miners. While 

efforts at settlement through discussion were being 

suggested, the local scene continued to witness the 

arrest of strikers on charges of unlawful assemblage. 

43nuluth News Tribune, July 4, 1916, p. 9. 

4¼veleth News, July 6, 1916, p. J. 
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The arrest of leaders caused the local unions to appeal 

to Haywood at Chicago for additional organizers. 45 

Responding to the call of the local unions at Vir-

ginia and Eveleth, Haywood sent more organizers, but their 

efforts were in vain, for by July 7, of the 2,000 men 

normally employed in the Eveleth mines, 1,500 were working. 

Similarly, at the Alpena and other open pit properties at 

-.--.-. ;:- •. Virginia, production df ore was nearly at full capacity. 

Whatever decline in ore production there.had been because 
I 

of the cessation of underground mining was shortly over-

come by rushing open pit operations, with the result that 

a greater volume of ore was produced with fewer men. 

·Nonetheless, many of the underground mines were still 

without their work force. 46 

The fact that a significant number of men had not 

returned to work caused Governor Burnquist to send Gus-

tavus Lindquist as a special representative to resolve 

the strike. Though the governor's envoy investigated 

Range towns for several days, Mayor Boylan of Virginia, 

Commissioner Murray of Eveleth, and other Range officials, 

meeting on July 7, at Virginia, in a resolution denounced 

Lindquist on charges that during his investigation he 

ignored officials of Range municipalities and failed to 

consult the striking miners. The officials also drew up 

a resolution urging a meeting between mine owners and 

45nuluth News Tribune, July 7, 1916, p. 1. 

46Ibid., p. 9. 
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miners.47 As chairman of the committee of officials, 

Mayor Boylan sent copies of the resolutions to the gov-

ernor, along with a letter urging that he use the in-

fluence of his high office in aiding the committee to 

arrive at a fair adjustment of the strike. 48 

The governor's representative later responded to 

the action taken by the municipal officials by asserting 

that he had spoken to about two hundred miners, city of-

ficials, and others during his investiga~ion of Range 

conditions. 49 Further did he declare that any laborer 

has the right to strike, but any man also has the right 

to work without interference. To that end, Lindquist 

·said, "The state will see that those who wish to work 

have an opportunity to do so and the state will do all 

in its power to give such men protection without pre-

judice to the striker.n50 

About the same time the Range officials were com-

municating with the governor, they also sent a letter to 

the superintendents of the mining companies. Along with 

copies of the resolutions drawn up by the committee re-

presenting the Range municipalities was enclosed a state-

ment of the demands of the striking miners and an invita-

tion to the superintendents to attend a meeting at the 

47nuluth News Tribune, July 8, 1916, p. 1. 
48nuluth News Tribune, July 11, 1916, p. 5. 
49nuluth News Tribune, July 13, 1916, p. 5. 
50nuluth News Tribune, July 14, 1916, p. 5. 
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City Hall in Virginia for the purpose of effecting a peace-

ful solution to the strike. The efforts proved fruitless, 

however, for the companies failed to reply to the letter 

and did not attend the proposed conference.51 To the 

Virginia Daily Enterprise the minir.g officials asserted 

that the miners' demands were preposterous, that they 

would grant no concessions, and that, therefore, a meeting 

with municipal officials would accomplish nothing.52 

Not long after the mining companie~ rejected the 

invitation to a meeting and Gustavus Lindquist had in-

vestigated the strike, the State Federation of Labor held 

its thirty-fourth annual convention at Hibbing. On that 

·occasion, the federation went on record in support of the 

striking miners, a minimum wage of three dollars a day, 

and the abolition of the contract system. Included in a 

motion endorsing the striking miners was a provision that 

the federation's endorsement of the miners was in no 

sense to be interpreted as recognition of the IWW. In 

further action the federation set aside surplus money 

which supposedly was to be used for organizing Range 

miners and for promoting the labor movement among the 

nationality groups.53 

Meanwhile, the strike continued, but just how many 

were being affected was difficult to ascertain. Charles 

51Dulu.th News Tribune, July 11, 1916, p. 5. 
52v1rginia Daily Enterprise, July 11, 1916, p. 1. 

53nuluth News Tribune, July 19, 1916, p. 1. 
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Jacobson, the president of the strikers' local of Vir-

ginia claimed that of the 900 miners in Virginia, not 

more than 150 were working. Mining officials, on the 

other hand, claimed that strike conditions had improved 

greatly and more men were returning to work each day.54 

That conditions remained far from normal could not 

be doubted, for William Fairley and Hywell Davies, spe-

cial agents of the federal Department of Labor, upon the 

request of Virginia's Mayor Boylan and a_few other Range 

officials, arrived to get facts from anybody and every-

body, regardless of his affiliations, in order to make 

an impartial survey of the strike.55 A member of the 

·Virginia local said he did not feel confident that the 

federal agents would be able to adjust the strike troubles, 

but that organized labor in all parts of the nation would 

learn of the strike; thus would more funds be raised for 

the miners. Moreover, about twenty-five men a day were 

leaving for the harvest fields, and the union's hope was 

that the men would send back funds whereby benefits could 

be paid as long as the strike continued.56 

About the time some miners were leaving for the 

harvest fields, the IWW sent to the Mesabi two of its 

foremost leaders--Elizabeth Gurley Flynn and Joseph Ettor. 

On July 27, at eight o'clock in the morning, about two 

54nuluth News Tribune, July 26, 1916, p. 5. 
55nuluth News Tribune, July 27, 1916, p. 1. 

56nuluth News Tribune, July 28, 1916, p. 5. 
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hundred miners left Hibbing for Virginia, where Miss 

Flynn and Mr. Ettor were to provide leadership at a 

strikers' demonstration. The miners, carrying signs 

bearing inscriptions such as "The Cost of Living Is Going 

Up, Wages Must Also" and 11Higher Wages, Eight Hours and 

Abolishment of Contract Labor," increased in numbers as 

they passed through Chisholm, Buhl, Kinney, and Mountain 

Iron. After being on the road about twelve hours while 

the thermometer registered more than lOO_degrees, about 

450 footsore, weary striking miners arriv~d in Virginia, 

where they heard an address by Miss Flynn in which she 

attacked the Steel Trust for claiming that the miners, 

·working under the contract system, were satisfied. She 

also attacked the mining companies for using deputies.57 

Some of the criticisms uttered by Miss Flynn were 

also made by George Parsons West, who was sent by the 

federal government's Commission on Industrial Relations 

to investigate the strike.58 Concerning wages, Mr. 

West's report indicated that after the Oliver had given 

raises, laborers were earning $2.60 for ten hours' work. 

With six days' work a week for every week in the year, the 

miners would have earned a little less than the amount 

agreed by government authorities as the minimum on which 

a family can be supported in decency and health. However, 

57Ibid. 

58Duluth News Tribune, July 20, 1916, p. 5. 
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in actual practice, open pit laborers did not work every 

week of the year, since the cessation of operations during 

the winter meant.several months of unemployment in the 

mines.59 

Mr. West also confirmed the abuses of the contract 

system whereby a miner's rate per ton of ore mined was 

fixed arbitrarily by the mine authorities. Not until the 

end of the month did the miner know what his income for 

the month would be. If a miner's tonnage_ for the week 

was disproportionately high, the rate was cut. Further-

more the government report indicated that the contract 

system was basically a speeding-up device. If the miner 

·complained of his check, he was told to work harder. 

Finally, the contract system was a device which tended 

to encourage favoritism and corruption on the part of 

petty bosses. The federal investigator related that Mr. 

Davies and Mr. Fairley, federal mediators, had in their 

possession affidavits alleging the extortion of bribes 

by mine bosses. 60 

Another criticism in the government report was 

leveled at the mining companies for using deputies who 

went ''forth to attack picket lines, menace strikers' 

parades, and brow-beat strikers wherever they should be 

met, singly or alone. 11 61 Moreover, of the men deputized 

.59George P. West, "The Mesaba Range Strike," 
New Republic, VIII (Sept. 2, 1916), 108. 

6oibid. 

61Ibid., p. 109. 
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by Sheriff Meining of Duluth, the sheriff made no in-

vestigation of the character of the men armed with fire-

arms and public authority.62 

Mary Heaton Vorse, in an Outlook article, reviewed 

some of the criticisms made by George P. West. In addi-

tion, she mentioned injustices regarding the work day and 

the method of payment. Concerning the work day, the 

miners were supposed to work only eight hours; but, in-

stead of their time being counted from t~e mouth 9f the 

mine until they were above ground again, their working 

time was reckoned from the moment the picks were in their 

hands. As to the method of wage payments, the miners 

·were paid monthly. If they were discharged or if they 

desired to leave for other parts of the country, they 

had to wait until pay day for their money. 63 

In another article, Tyler Dennett presented the 

company viewpoint. He stated that notwithstanding the 

fact that the methods and practices of the Oliver were 

not in every case ideal, during his investigation of the 

Mesabi about a year earlier, he found that the Oliver had 

won the good will of the employees to a notable degree, 

and that he was unable to uncover among the employees any 

accumulating irritation such as would result in a strike.64 

62Ibid. 

63Mary Heaton Vorse, "The Mining Strike in Minnesota 
From the Miners' Point of View," Outlook, CXIII (Aug. 30, 
1916), 1045. 

6~yler Dennett, "The Other Side," Outlook, CXIII 
(Aug. 30, 1916), 1046. 
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That Mr. Dennett might not have been able to uncover 

grievances by talking with miners might be explained by the 

fact that complaining miners might be discharged. Con-

sequently, they might be reticent to speak. Professor 

Gulick writes that 1n a survey conducted of the Pittsburgh 

steel mills, a writer and labor expert named Mr. Fitch 

found employees of u. s. Steel to be a suspicious body 

of men. During his survey, Fitch was repeatedly suspectedw 

of being an agent of the U. S. Steel Cor~oration_. When-

ever he shifted his conversation to steel operations, the 

men immediately became ret1cent. 65 Although Pittsburgh 

and the Mesabi are not the same area, the policies of the 

·oliver, as a subsidiary of U. s. Steel, were basically 

the same as those in effect in the East, and were thus 

capable of arousing the same kind of reaction. 

Mr. Dennett, while attempting to portray the com-

pany viewpoint on the strike, discovered that the Oliver 

maintained firm opposition to unionism. He discovered 

that there was a complete absence at the mines of any 

machinery for collective organization. There were no 

committees through which the miners could express their 

grievances; instead, the company preferred to deal with 

the men individually, inviting each man to come to the 

office and state his grievances. Moreover, Dennett found 

the mining superintendents strongly opposed to any form 

65Gulick, .QJ2.. cit., pp. 114-15. 
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of collective representation among the men.66 

During the month of the Outlook articles on the 

Mesabi strike, other information began to come to light 

which provided a clearer picture of what was happening. 

By August, defections in the ranks had begun and many of 

the original strikers had left. 67 What was of greater 

significance is that with the arrests of many leaders, 

the strike was frustrated. Just how extensive arrests 

had been was revealed in newspaper accolll1ts. Whereas in 

June, 1915, 49 persons were jailed in Virginia at the 

county courthouse, in June, 1916, 97 were jailed. In 

July, 1915, 46 were jailed, but during July, 1916, 84 

·persons were held at the county courthouse. The in-

crease in arrests was attributed largely to arrests of 

IWW leaders and pickets on charges of intimidating miners, 

unlawful assembly, and assault. 68 Similarly did the city 

records show large increases of arrests due almost en-

tirely to the arrests of IWW leaders and those charged 

with unlawful assembly. Records revealed by Virginia's 

Chief-of-Police Owen Gately showed that whereas 148 ar-

rests had been made in June, 1915, 237 persons were ar-

rested in June, 1916.69 

66 . Dennett, 2.:Q.. cit., p. 1047. 

67seiig Perlman and Philip Taft, Labor Movements, 
Vol. IV: Histor of Labor in the United States 18 6-
l.2J1. (New York: Macmillan Company, 1935, p. 389. 

68nuluth News Tribune, Aug. 2, 1916, p. 5. 
69Ibid. 
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Because so many leaders had been arrested, Organ-

izers Flynn and Ettor were sent to the Mesabi to bolster 

a strike that was already beginning to crack. After Miss 

Flynn's appearance at Virginia, she, along with a few 

other speakers, accompanied about five hundred striking 

miners to Eveleth. Lest trouble erupt, deputy sheriffs 

had prepared to protect workingmen at the pits. As on 

previous occasions, IWW leaders advised the avoidance of 

violence. Miss Flynn asserted that violence would not 

be needed, and that the miners could win the strike 

merely by keeping their hands in their pockets. She 

told the Eveleth miners that they were holding back the 

·strike by their failure to cooperate with other Range 

to~ms. Further did she declare that though many people 

had the idea that the strike was over, they would find 

before long that the strike was just getting a good start.7° 

In addition to the efforts of Miss Flynn, Finnish, 

Slovenian, and Polish speakers tried to arouse the miners, 

after which the strikers marched again to Virginia, where 

the woman organizer continued to speak against the con-

tract system and endeavored to increase the IWW membership. 

What the membership was at the time is difficult to ascer-

tain, but the IWW leaders ·claimed a membership of eight 

hundred at Virginia and three hundred at Eveleth.71 

While Miss Flynn and other organizers were trying 

70Eveleth News, Aug. 3, 1916, p. 1. 

71nuluth News Tribune, Aug. 5, 1916, p. 11. 
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to increase the IWW membership, investigators of the State 

Labor Bureau were preparing a report on the strike. About 

mid-August, the report submitted to Governor Burnquist 

was made public. In their report, Deputy Labor Commis-

sioners Martin Cole and Don Lescohier declared: 

We are entirely satisfied that the mine guards have 
exceeded their legal rights and duties, and have in-
vaded the citizenship rights of the strikers. Such 
violence as has occurred has been more chargeable to 
the mine guards and police than to the strikers, and 
the public police departments have entirely exceeded ·• 
the needs of the situation and have perpetrated seri-
ous injustices upon the strikers. Every shooting af-
fray that has occurred on the Range has occurred on 
public property. In no case have the so-called riots 
occurred on or even near company property. The pa-
rades of the miners have been peaceful; the public 
police have had no trouble in maintaining order, 
and if the private guards had been compelled to re-
main on company property we do not believe that there 
would ever have been any bloodshed on the Range.72 

Among other complaints which the investigators reported 

were the abuses arising from the contract system, namely, 

the bribery of mine captains in order to get easier con-

tracts and consequently higher pay, and the revising of 

contract rates downward when the ore was soft, but not 

vice versa.73 Whereas Lescohier and Cole reported that 

the IWW were on the Range before the strike started, the 

federal investigators, Fairley and Davies, concluded 

otherwise. Fairley declared, "Everything we have been 

able to learn leads us to believe that the strike started 

72Duluth Herald, Aug. 16, 1916, p. 1. 

7.3Ibid. 
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before the IWW organizers came here. 11 74 

After the investigators lefu the Range, evidence 

continued to mount that the strike was doomed. Men con-

tinued their return to work in increasing numbers. Re-

garding the "scabs," one Virginia couple--a husband striker 

and wife picket in the 1916 strike--indicated that even 

the clergy played a little role in the labor dispute. The 

couple, who expressed their desire to remain anonymous, 

·declared that the priest of the Polish cnurch urged the 

miners to return to work. Queried as to why the church 

became involved, the wife could offer no explanation. A 

possible explanation lay in the welfare program the mining 

·companies had adopted. In his sociological study, Pro-

fessor Syrjamaki indicates that the mining companies were 

willing to supply equipment or funds to the churches of 

all the nationalities. Consequently, if the church ac-

cepted a donation, it would be reluctant to offend the 

donating mining company.75 

Another indication that the strike was failing be-

sides the fact that more men were returning to work was 

the reduction in the number of arrests of strikers. Al-

though the number of persons arrested and detained in the 

county jail in Virginia during August, 1916, was 74 as 

compared to 54 for August, 1915, a reduction in arrests 

74nuluth News Tribune, Aug. 18, 1916, p. 10. 

75syrjamaki, QI?.. cit., p. 207. 
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from the preceding month was in evidence.76 Among the 

more notable among those arrested were Carlo Tresca and 

Sam Scarlet, who were charged with being "accessories 

after the fact" for the murder which had occurred at Bi-

wabik. Although they were released later, according to 

Professor Foner, the period during which the strikers 

were without experienced leadership seriously affected 

the strike efforts.77 Nevertheless, the strikers main-

tained some hope during August, buoyed b~ the expecta-. 
tion that the federal investigators, Fairley and Davies, 

who were still undertaking their investigations.during 

August, would turn the tide in favor of the striking 

miners. The investigators• efforts to secure informa-

tion were hampered by the fact that the strikers were 

afraid to face the men they accused of exploiting them 

for fear of reprisals.78 But, continued efforts by the 

federal investigators enabled the officials to provide 

a sufficiently accurate survey of the strike. When their 

report became public, more than one newspaper became 

somewhat more conciliatory in its attitude towards the 

strikers. Even the Duluth News Tribune, which had been 

hostile to the strikers, conceded that the miners might 

have had legitimate grievances when they decided to 

76nuluth News Tribune, Sept. 5, 1916, p. 8. 

77Foner, Q.12.• .Q.11., p. 501. 

78Ibid., p. 509. 
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strike.79 

The strike came to an end in September, 1916, 

when the miners voted against its continuance. 80 There 

was talk of resuming the strike in the spring, and sporadic 

incidents broke out, but nothing significant ensued. In 

Eveleth, for example, a plan calling for a strike in 

November was voted down. Those who had proposed the 

plan hoped to close the underground mines, thus making 

it impossible to stockpile ore as is don~ during the 
1 

winter. 81 In Virginia, too,. sentiment of the miners was 

favorable to resumption of work. Economic necessity was 

the compelling force motivating such sentiment, for the 

investigators of the strike had found real grievances; 

yet, when the mines first resumed operations, major 

grievances still remained. The contract labor system re-

mained, although the strike leaders maintained that be-

cause of the agitation, less corruption existed. Neither 

were there changes in the hours of labor nor in the form 

of payment as demanded at the beginning of the strike. 

Finally, and most important, the mining companies did 

not change their attitude toward organized labor. They 

maintained their rigid stand of non-recognition of union-

ism.82 

79Ibid., p. 510. 
80Eveleth News, Sept. 21, 1916, p. 1. 

81nuluth News Tribune, Sept. 22, 1916, p. 5. 
8211The End of the Mesaba Strike," Survey, XXXVII 

(Jan. 6, 1917), 412. 
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Not long after the strike, however, one change did 

occur, for on November 22, 1916, the u. s. Steel Corpora-

tion announced a 10 per cent wage increase for all its 

employees. 83 When the Oliver announced the wage increase, 

it declared that the strike had no bearing on the com-

pany's decision to grant the increase. A Survey article 

commenting about the wage inc_rease declared:• "It is 

impossible to prove that this rise in wages which took 

effect all over. the country was actuated.by the Mesaba 
I 

strike. It is quite probable that general labor dis-

content and the good wages prevailing in other industries 

were contributory causes."84 Professor Foner, commenting 

·about wages, indicated that Commissioners Fairley and 

Davies were able to report to the federal Secretary of 

Labor of an increase in day wages of thirty-five to 

sixty cents per day in the month after the strike and 

increases in the same period in contract rates. Overall, 

wages had been increased 15 1/2 to 20 per cent since the 

strike. 85 In addition, there was the 10 per cent wage 

increase announced in November and which went-into effect 

for Oliver employees on December 15, 1916. Writing about 

the reason for the wage increase, Foner states: 

Although U. s. Steel attributed its decision to a 
desire to have the workers enjoy the fruits of war-
time prosperity, the IWW correctly claimed that it 

8Jibid., p. 411. 

84Ibid., p. 412. 

85Foner, 2.12.• cit.,· p. 513. 
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was due to the strike of the past summer and the 
threat of a new walkout in the spring. Fairley and 
Davies agreed with this conclusion, and even the 
Duluth News Tribune conceded that the wage increase 
was 'the Steel Corporation's answer to the threat of 
a renewed IWW strike on the ranges next spring. 1 86 

Having had access to the Labor Department Files, the pro-

fessor came to several conclusions. For one thing, 

though the companies did not recognize the union, the 

organization, nevertheless, remained intact after the 

struggle. Second, though the companies did not eliminate ... =. 

the contract system, they promised to grant every con-

tractor the right to select his own partner and to fix 

the contract rate on the first of the month, which would 

then be the prevailing rate for the month unless the con-

ditions indicated that the miner would be unable to make 

average wages. In addition, most of the companies accepted 

the recommendations that monthly statements be furnished 

each worker, ~utlining his credits and debits in detail, 

and that mine captains and shift bosses found guilty of 

exploiting the miners be. dismissed promptly. 87 Thus, 

according to Foner, the 1916 strike was not a complete 

failure. 

86Ibid., p. _514. 
87Ibid., p. _51J. 



CHAPTER VI 

LATENT UNIONISM, 1917-19)2 

Though the 1916 strike may not have been a complete 

failure, whatever successes that hag been achieved were 

very limited. As one article stated: "What appears 

rather drearily on the surface, in spite .of the assur-

ances of the Industrial Workers of the World that an ad-

vance has been made, is that the advance is pitifully 

small. They have established a permanent organization, 

·but none of their demands has been granted. 111 That this 

evaluation was probably correct was the opinion of one 

Virginia miner interviewed. If there were gains attrib-

utable to the IWW, they were not very visible, for the 

miner, when queried what the strikers gained in the 1916 

strike, replied, "Nothing. All they gained was worn out 

shoes from marching. 112 Concerning the aftermath of the 

1916 strike, Landis, in his sociological study, stated, 

"Workers have been disillusioned regarding the merits of 

unions, and some have lost faith in the ability of the 

workers to successfully band together for a-common end."J 

l 11The End of the Mesaba Strike," Q.12.. cit., p. 412. 
2George Brajkovich, personal interview, Virginia, 

Minnesota, Aug. 21, 1968. 
)Landis, 212.• cit., p. 217. 
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Though many miners may have been disillusioned with 

unionism after the 1916 strike, the company, nevertheless, 

began taking precautions in anticipation of renewed labor 

disturbances in the spring of 1917, since the IWW leaders 

had indicated upon their departure from the Virginia-

Eveleth district in December, 1916, that new efforts 

would be made. The operators of open pit mines bought 

more steam shovels and promised to maximize ore produc-

tion no matter what labor developments mi~ht erupt. 4 

The press, too, was preparing for the anticipated 

labor disturbance. Hoping to influence the public against 

the IWW, an editorial in the Eveleth News emphasized the 

·revolutionary character of that organization by displaying 

red IWW stickers with such inscriptions as "Sabotage Is 

labor's Winning Weapon" and "Slow Down, the Hours Are 

Long, the Pay Is Small, So Take Your Time and Buck Them 

All."5 

Even stronger opposition than that of the news-

papers' came from the state legislature, which passed a 

law against organizations or persons advocating criminal 

syndicalism, sabotage, crime, or violence in labor dis-

putes. By the law, which was aimed at the IWW, teaching 

criminal syndicalism or participating in meetings where 

the system was taught became a felony. 6 Not long after, 

¼veleth News, Feb. 8, 1917, p. 1. 

~veleth News, Mar. 15, 1917, p. 4. 
6Eveleth News, Apr. 19, 1917, pp. 4 and 7. 
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police officers in the Virginia-Eveleth district served 

notices on the owners of halls and public meeting places 

that the new law prohibiting meetings of organizations ad-

vocating "sabotage" was to be strictly enforced. Thus 

were IWW meetings to be prohibited.? 

Nevertheless, the IWW held secret meetings. During 

the several months prior to August, 1917, the Virginia 

branch of the Metal Mine Workers held meetings in the 

woods on the outskirts of the city. On August 2, a re-
' port came from Virginia that seventy-five IWW members held 

a meeting in the basement of the Socialist Opera House.8 

However, the activities of strike-minded persons were 

·severely controlled by means of arrests. Some men near 

the Alpena mine at Virginia were arrested for posting and 

distributing strike handbills.9 

Further was the IWW curbed when some of its leaders 

and organizers were arrested on charges of sedition, among 

the prominent le~ders being Scarlet, Tresca, and Elizabeth 

Gurley Flynn, names not unfamiliar to the 1916 strikers 

of the Virginia-Eveleth district. In addition to these 

prominent IWW leaders, the secretary of the Virginia local 

was arrested, although he claimed that he had deserted the 

IWW and no longer had any connection with the organiza-

?Eveleth News, May J, 1917, p. 6. 

Bnuluth News Tribune, Aug. J, 1917, p. 5. 
9nuluth News Tribune, Aug. 9, 1917, p. 5. 
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tion.10 

About a year later, IWW literature on the Range 

made an appeal for a strike. Bills which were distributed 

read: "The organized labor movement of America demands 

the liberation of Tom Mooney and 100 other workers con-

victed at Chicago. Prepare for a strike. Strike starts 

in West, Tuesday, Sept. 10." The mining officials at 

,. · ;··.:- Eveleth indicated they had no trouble and that the miners 

were not in favor of the movement called.by the rww. 11 

After the IWW movement collapsed, the American 

Federation of Labor extended an invitation to the miners 

to become affiliated. The Eveleth News reported the 

·following reaction to the appearance of an AFL organizer: 

It has long been whispered that the mining companies 
of the Range would welcome the idea of their employes 
becoming affiliated with an organization that stands 
for the high ideals the American Federation of Labor 
stands for. The mining companies have had more than 
their share of unrest and grief, started in every 
case by disreputable organizations in years past, and 
it is claimed that a business-like organization like 
the A. F. of L. will be welcomed in many quarters. 1112 

Although the mining companies may have stated that they 

welcomed an organization with high ideals such as the 

AFL, the companies' actions were the very antithesis of 

a welcome, as will be pointed out later. 

In the latter part of October, 1918, meetings held 

in the Virginia-Eveleth district extended invitations 

l'Eveleth News, let. 4, 1,17, J. 1. 
11Eveleth News, SeJt. 12, 1,11, ,. 4. 

12Eveleth News, Oct. 24, 1918, p. 1. 
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to the miners to join the AFL. The vice-president of the 

State Federation of Labor, J. W. Greene, explained to the 

miners that the lack of organization among the miners was 

responsible for the dissatisfaction that had grown among 

the miners. Moreover, the labor official declared that 

organization of the miners was going to be difficult be-

cause of the reaction to the IWW, which, according to 

Greene, was led by unprincipled men whose actions set 

back the labor movement in the Virginia-Eveleth district. 

Local chairmen were elected for setting dates of meetings, 

making arrangements for meeting places, and directing the 

program. At Eveleth, Michael Teplicky was appointed chair-

·man. Though the newspaper indicated that a ·large number 

of miners became members, no figures were given to indi-

cate precise union strength.13 

As the AFL continued its drive for organizing the 

miners, the press began to mount its anti-union viewpoint. 

Declared the Eveleth News, nwe have always understood that 

labor unions were designed to operate where unjust condi-

tions and unfair wages prevailed, and what organized labor 

can do for the iron miners that has not already been done, 

we fail to see."14 Besides granting large wage increases, 

according to the newspaper the iron ore operators had im-

proved conditions about as the men wanted. Moreover, the 

company provided machinery for settling grievances through 

13Eveleth News, Oct. 24 and 31, 1918, p. 1. 

l¾:veleth News, Nov. 14, 1918, p. 1. 
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what was called the Mutuality Plan. 15 

The Mutuality Department of the Oliver began actual 

work on May 22, 1918, and by July 1, 1918, fifty-one dif-

ferent committees had been appointed and instructed as to 

their duties. 16 Of the fifty-one committees, it is im-

possible to determine how many were in the Virginia-

Eveleth district, for the Oliver's Mutuality Report in-

cluded the western Mesabi as well as areas of Michigan. 

When the Mutuality Plan was first put in~o operation, 
' many of the committeemen were non-committal about it, 

but as the work progressed, they began to bring up griev-

ances and make recommendations. Settlement of grievances 

·arranged themselves in four classes: cases adjusted by 

committees, by investigation, by the mutuality chairman, 

and by recommendations made at regular meetings. 17 

According to the "First Mutua.li ty Report,'' the 

greatest source of dissatisfaction among Oliver employees 

was housing facilities. The employees, insisting that 

outside toilets are unsanitary and inconvenient, wanted 

running water, baths, and toilets in their houses. Some 

locations were equipped with the modern facilities, but 

in many other places, since only the foremen and office 

15Ibid. 

16,,First Report of Mutuality Department Covering the 
Period Beginning May 22, 1918 and Ending December 31, 1918, 
Inclusive" (The report, dated March 14, 1919, had been in 
the Oliver's General Files at Virginia, Minnesota, but is 
now in the possession of Mr. James Steel), p. 1. 

17Ibid., p. 4. 
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men had been taken oare of, complaints could be heard 

that certain persons had a privileged position because 

of "pull."18 

Of four oases reported as adjusted by committees, 

none was from the Virginia-Eveleth district. Three cases, 

however, were adjusted by investigation, one having to do 

with an Oliver policeman abusing a small boy at the Hig-

gins Location in Virginia, another concerning complaint 

from a locomotive engineer that he had b~en discharged 
' without cause when an engine was derailed because of an 

open switch, and a third case having to do with a theft 

charge. In the locomotive-engineer oase, a committee 

·held that an engineer-is responsible for the mistakes of 

his orew. After the Mutuality Committee rendered its 

decision, the matter was referred to the general super-

intendent, who refused to re-employ the man. The deci-

sion of the committee was then taken to the district man-

ager, who also declined to re-employ the trainman. Fi-

nally, the president of the Oliver affirmed the decision 

and announced the rule that "engineers who are in charge 

of trains are responsible for the aots of all other mem-

bers of the orew."19 

Another example of a oase adjusted by investigation 

concerned the discharge of a car repairer who was al-

leged to have stolen tools at the Alpena mine in Virginia. 

18.Illi., p. 2. 
19 6 Ibid., pp. -10. 
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When he appealed to the Mutuality Committee, it referred 

the matter to the mine captain and superintendent, who 

refused to make an adjustment, whereupon an investigation 

was ordered. During the investigation, the discharged 

miner had used abusive language toward the mining captain, 

but no proof was provided as to the miner's guilt of theft. 

The decision of the Mutuality Committee read as follows: 

The committee does not find sufficient evidence pro-
duced as to the stealing of tools to warrant the com- --.:. 
plainant's discharge but on account of the language 
used, we are unanimous in upholding t~e Mining Cap-
tain in his discharge of this man. We, however, think 
that should he make ap~lication to this mine or any of 
the other Company mines, he be given another oppor-
tunity to work.2O 

According to the report, the decision proved satisfactory 

to the discharged employee as he merely wanted to clear 

his record of theft. Since the decision was acceptable to 

the mine management, the proceedings of the case were then 

filed with the Employment Record.Department. 21 

Besides cases adjusted by investigation were cases 

adjusted by the mutuality chairman. One case arose on 

June 7, 1918, when a miner employed at the Norman mine in 

Virginia stated that he had worked during the preceding 

month on two of the Oliver's properties and had been 

charged twice for the same doctor fee. Since the chief 

clerk made no adjustment after the matter had been re-

ferred to him, the mutuality chairman referred the matter 

20ibid., p. 6. 
21Ibid. 
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to the assistant general superintendent, who advised that 

an adjustment be m·ade.22 

Another case adjusted by the mutuality chairman 

was reminiscent of the complaints raised in the 1916 strike 

against the contract system. On June 20, 19~8, a party of 

contract miners employed at the Alpena mine reported that 

they had been unjustly used by the mining captain as to 

their place of work which was on a contract basis. The 

case was referred to ·the mine superintenqent, who indicated 

that management was ready to adjust the grievance, but the 

miners had, in the meantime, taken leave.23 

-Of more significance than the cases just cited to 

•indicate the nature of some of the cases adjusted by a· 

mutuality chairman was the company viewpoint concerning 

seniority. Before an actual presentation of specific 

cases arising under the mutuality system, the Mutuality 

Report related some general conclusions regarding out-

comes of cases. With respect to seniority, the report 

said: 

Through some unknown process of reasoning, 
there had grown up among the open pit employes what 
they chose to call their 'rights• or •seniority.' In 
July 1918, meetings were called at the various open 
pit mines of the Mutuality Committees. The members 
of these committees were made up of skilled employes, 
mostly, who were the originators of the claim of 
'rights' among shovel and engine men. The case was 
put squarely up to them that in the first instance, 
seniority as they considered it could not be recog-
nized on an open shop job; that an employe's job de-

22Ibid., p. 12. 

23Ibid. 
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pended entirely on his personal efficiency or, the 
best job to the best man. They were told that all 
things being considered, efficiency included, of 
course the oldest man received the preference over 
the younger man. They were shown and readily under-
stood that in case seniority was a recognized factor 
on any job, that it would take only a short while 
until the job was filled by mediocre men. The men 
were quick to see the point of this argument. On 
being asked if any one of them would agree that some 
other man on the job was a better man, that is, if 
he knew that he, himself, could not perform his work 
with the best of them, would he care to hold any job 
under these conditions, the men with but few excep-
tions replied that at any time they could not keep 
up 'their end' of the work, they would be satisfied 
to take a 'back seat.• Since these talks the ques-
tion has not been broached in the Mutuality Committee 
meetings and we expect it will not come up again. It 
simmers down to a matter of personal ~~ideas to per-
sonal efficiency in nearly all cases. 

One case concerning seniority specifically referred 

to an incident arising at the Missabe Mountain open pit 
' 

mine in Virginia. On July 10, 1918, three firemen made 

a complaint that it was their belief that partiality was 

being shown in the setting up of firemen to be engineers. 

As matters developed, one of the three men had a complaint 

which involved seniority. Since the other two men de-

sired·to know if the company recognized seniority, they 

accompanied him to make inquiry of the mutuality chairman, 

who, not having sufficient knowledge of the matter, told 

the men to come to the office the following day. After 

making an examination of the affair, the chairman con-

cluded that the man against whom complaint had been made 

was the more efficient worker. Consequently, when the 

complainant returned to the office the following day, he 

24Ibid., pp. 3-4. 
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was told: 

that the Mutuality Department could not investigate 
something that did not exist, namely, seniority; that 
the proposition of seniority rights was not at this 
time nor never had been an adopted policy of the Com-
pany; that any man's promotion in this Company depended 
only on his ability to 'deliver the goods,' which in-
cludes punctuality, constant service without loss of 
time, ability to perform the duties in which he is 
then engaged in the best possible manner and that when 
the complainant could show that he possessed these 
qualities, he would in all probability receive his 
promotion.25 

After the complainant was informed of the company's pol-

icy regarding seniority, he "was perfectiy well satis-

fied."26 Thus was the seniority policy of the Oliver 

Iron Mining Company explained in the Mutuality Report. 

When the report states, "Since these talks the 

question of seniority has not been broached in the Mu-

tuality Committee meetings and we expect it will not come 

up again," one must be careful about interpreting the 

statement as the miners• general acceptance of the pol-

icy with satisfaction. The miners simply did not broach 

the matter of seniority because discretion demanded that 

they refrain from vigorously opposing a company policy 

lest they be discharged. Miners realized that a less 

desirable job was better than no job at all. If a miner 

had family responsibilities, he would feel even more 

keenly the necessity for remaining silent. 27 

25Ibid., p. lJ. 
26Ibid. 

27sam Swanson, former staff officer of the CIO, 
personal interview, Ely, Minnesota, Aug. 2, 1968. 
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The final category of cases included in the Mu-

tuality Report was the cases adjusted on recommendations 

made at regular meetings. In this classification was a 

hodgepodge of grievances or recommendations. One recom-

mendation concerned the building of a root house for the 

winter storage of potatoes, since many employees had not 

sufficient cellar room. At Eveleth, the recommendation 

was rejected after a survey indicated that many people 

would not care to use the storage facilit~es that had 

been proposed. In Virginia, on the other hand, the rec-

ommendation was put into effect. Another recommendation 

which was made and passed concerned the cleaning of toi-

·1ets and putting them in good order at Adams Hill at 

Eveleth. A third proposal suggested, but rejected, was 

that of building a dry and change house at the Fayal 

shops, since the men had no place except the shop itself 

where they could change their clothes or wash. 28 

In apprais;ng the Mutuality Plan, overall one 

must conclude that many of the grievances brought be-

fore the Mutuality Department were of a minor nature. 

Whenever a major grievance such as seniority was ques-

tioned, the mining company simply rejected the idea. 

Furthermore, the Mutuality Report did not reflect a true 

picture of dissatisfaction among the miners. Fear of 

, discharge prevented many miners from freely speaking of 

grievances. 

28"First Mutuality Report," 212.• cit., pp. 24-26. 
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Nonetheless, some miners did secure relief from 

injustices, and the mining company did improve working 

conditions somewhat. However unsatisfactory the improve-

ments may have been from the miners' point of view, cer-

tainly some improvement was better than none. Table 8 

indicates a summary of the disposition of the cases en-

compassed in the Oliver's "First Mutuality Report"~ 

TABLE 8 

SUMMARY OF OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY'S 
FIRST MUTUALITY REPORTa 

For ~gainst 
Cases Ad .iusted Bv Comnlainant Comnlainant 

·committees 4 

Investigation 5 4 

Mutuality Chairman 18 11 

Recommendation at 
Regular Meetings 27 4 

Total Cases 54 19 

Pendin~ 

4 

20 

24 

acompiled from the "First Mutuality Report," 
2J2.• cit., p. 31. The figures include not only the 
Virginia-Eveleth district, but also the western Mesabi 
and mines in Michigan. 

In order to alleviate grievances through organiza-

tion, therefore, the AFL continued the drive it began 

shortly after the 1916 strike. J. w. Greene, the state 

secretary of the American Federation of Labor spoke to 

the miners in the Virginia-Eveleth district. To be 

more effective in making an appeal for membership, the 
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leaders spoke in foreign languages. In Eveleth, for 

example, Henry Tehnunen spoke to the Finns, asking that 

they join the federation. By December 12, 1918, the 

Eveleth News was able to report that many miners had 

signed up, but no specific figures were revealed to in-

dicate the federation's membership successes. 29 

One improvement that was occurring was the increase 

in wages. Since the 1916 strike, the mining companies had~ 

granted several voluntary wage increases~ The wartime . 
prosperity permeated life in the Virginia-Eveleth dis-

trict to such extent that the press declared that though 

necessities of life cost more than they did in 1914, if 

·the miners were to vote on the question of $2.75 per day 

and 1914 prices, or the average wage for 1920, $736, and 

the prices current then, not many miners would vote for 

a return to the old days.JO 

The optimistic economic picture in 1920 was short-

lived, however, for in 1921, the Virginia-Eveleth district 

was affected by the nation-wide economic slump. In May, 

the U. s. Steel Corporation announced a wage reduction of 

20 per cent extra for overtime, the change amounting to 

a reduction of 8.6 per cent in the day laborers• earnings 

for a ten-hour day.31 Nearly two thousand men were af-

29Eveleth News, Dec. 12, 1918, p. 4. 

JOEveleth News, Feb. 26, 1920, p. 1. 

31Eveleth News, Sept. 1, 1921, p. 1. 
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fected in Eveleth alone.32 Greater cause for pessimism 

was manifest in June when the Oliver laid off approxi-

mately 40 per cent of the working force. At the time, 

the company laid off non-residents first. Thus, in 

Eveleth, about 250 men not living in the city were dis-

charged first, followed by a 650-man reduction of work-

ers living in Eveleth proper.33 Of those discharged, 

services of single men without dependents were terminated~ 

first. In some departments, however, where the required 

quota to be reduced exceeded the number of single men, 

married men were laid off. Fortunately, some of the 

unemployment was cushioned by road work then being under-

taken. 

By September 1, 1921, further gloom pervaded the 

Virginia-Eveleth d.istrict because a third wage reduc-

tion of the postwar depression occurred. With the third 

reduction, every department of the company's operations 

was affected, and common labor made JO cents an hour. 

The men lucky enough to be working earned a bit more than 

half of what they used to get. The Eveleth News expressed 

the consternation of many when it wrote: 

Prices have come down to a certain extent, but on 
the heels of the announcement of the cut in wages, 
wholesale grocers tell us that groceries are going 
up, and that they will be still higher in sixty days. 
Something must be wrong somewhere. With the cry of 
back to normalcy, the main problem was which was to 
come down first, labor or commodities. No one ex-

32Eveleth News, May 5, 1921, p. 1. 

33Eveleth News, June 23, 1921, p. 1. 
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pected that commodities would go up when labor came 
down. Wholesalers should get together, and investi-
gate this situation. Now is no time for a rise in 
prices of commodities, and if the matter is looked 
into properly, we feel that a mighty unpleasant sit-
uation can be avoided.34 

Conditions being what they were, about fifty Austrians, 

that is, persons who had once resided in Balkan lands 

within the Austro-Hungarian Empire, returned to the old 

country. Some of the Eveleth residents had been planning 

to return, and the depression provided the extra stimulus~:. 

to take leave.35 

As unemployment grew more acute, the people of the 

Virginia-Eveleth district turned to the city government 

to provide employment through such public improvement 

programs as the extension of water and sewer lines, and 

the building of a new hockey rink. J. s. Saari, the 

president of the People's State Bank and former mayor of 

Eveleth, said that people were not paying their bills 

because they were not getting enough to live on. In his 

view, if the men were paid better wages and a bond issue 

were passed providing for permanent public improvements, 

the unemployment problem would be alleviated.36 That 

unemployment had reached the crisis stage was in evidenQe 

when an estimated 750 people in Eveleth met at the city 

auditorium to express their concern over the economic 

34Eveleth News, Sept. 8, 1921, p. 2. 

35Eveleth Clarion, June 23, 1921, p. 2. 

36Eveleth News, Dec. 8, 1921, p. 1. 
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slump. Some indication of conditions was revealed by the 

mayor, who said that 186 men had applied to his office 

for work and the city engineer had a total of 170 names 

listed as being out of employment. In the mayor's opin-

ion, the total number in need of work was about 700. He 

further thought that JOO of the 1,200 employed at the 

time were not working for a living wage. The mining com-

pany had put 110 men to work during the week preceding 

the mass meeting ~t Eveleth, but many pe~ple were still 
1 

in need of work. As a consequence of the meeting, a res-

olution urging the mining officials to provide work was 

· drawn up.37 A little later, a committee on unemployment 

·conversed with the Oliver's general superintendent in the 

Eveleth area, who told the committee that the mining com-

pany would do everything possible to employ as many men 

as the work could stand, but at the time, the Oliver was 

employing the limit. The committee also went to Duluth 

to confer with w. J. Olcott, the president of the Oliver, 

who stated that he could not assure the men of adqed em-

ployment a·t the time, but he would do his utmost to help 

out the situation.38 

Fortunately, the dismal economic slump began to 

· dissipate in 1922. Men were provided employment on a 

new school, state and county roads, and other public 

projects, but even more significant was the increased 

37Eveleth Clarion, Dec. 15, 1921, p. 1. 

38Eveleth News, Dec. 22, 1921, p. l. 
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employment by the mining companies as market conditions 

for iron and steel improved. Moreover, in September, 

about a 10 per cent increase in wages was announced by 

the Oliver, and shortly after, by the other companies 

as well. As a result, common labor received $3.75 in-

stead of $3.25.39 And in 1923, another increase of about 

10 per cent increased the $3.75 rate to $4.20 a day. 40 

Though wage rates advanced in 1923, by that time, 

and in succeeding years as well, a number of men were not 

enjoying wage increases at the mines, for the mining com-

panies, responding to a labor shortage during World ·war I, 

met the challenge by devising mechanical improvements. 41 

·Technological change, coupled with economic slumps such 

as that of 1921, added to the precariousness of union or-. 

ganization. Men about to be displaced by machines would 

hardly seek the enmity of the mining companies by parti-

cipating in union activities. It is true that the mining 

companies could employ the power of discharge regardless 

of technological improvement, but if the worker was not a 

"troublemaker," there remained the .possibility, at least 

for some workers, of securing a different kind of job. 

There was reason for fear over job security. In 

the open pits, steam shovels were replaced by electric 

39Eveleth Clarion, Sept. 14, 1922, p. 1. 

40Eveleth News, May 10, 1923, p. 1. 

41 11 Jim Kennedy Started Something," US Steel News, 
II (June, 1937}, 16. 

··• 
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shovels with buckets which could scoop up four cubic 

yards of ore, instead of three-quarters of a cubic yard.42 

Whereas steam shovels were tended by eight to ten men, the 

new electric shovels required but two men. Ten shovels 

operated by electricity eliminated a total of eighty men 

directly tending the shovels, and at least two-thirds 

of the track gang. 43 Development of a crane reduced 

track gangs from thirty to twelve men. 44 Locomotives 

were increased in size and efficiency, a~d drilling equip-

ment was also improved. 

Nor were improvements confined to the open pits; 

the underground mines experienced change, too. One change 

was the loading of ore by means of air-driven scrapers in-

stead of by hand shovels and wheelbarrows.- Another change 

was in the hauling of ore by electric locomotives instead 

of by mules. Thus old methods and equipment were giving 

way to new improvements which increased productivity, 

reduced employment opportunities among the unskilled, 

and aggravated the problem of job security in the post-

World .War I period. 

There was not much the workers could do about job 

security in the 1920's, for true collective organization 

was lacking. The International Union of Mine, Mill, and 

42Ibid. 

43 2 Landis, .QJ2.. cit., p. 09. 

44steel, Q.12.. cit., p. 156. 
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Smelter Workers, an affiliate of the American Federation 

of Labor, had established chapters in the Virginia-

Eveleth district, but its activities were so confined that 

organization of the time might be described as latent 

unionism. During the 1920's, the mining companies main-

tained an open shop policy. Elbert Gary, chairman of 

u. s. Steel, declared, "We stand for the open shop, which 

permits a man to work when and where he pleases, on terms~ 

mutually agreed upon whether he does or does not belong 
t 

to a labor union. We do not combat union labor as such. 

We, of course, acknowledge the natural right of labor to 

organize. 114.5 

The Oliver's policy, as reflected in M~. Gary's 

statement, was at variance with the facts·, for the U. S. 

Steel subsidiary and other companies were opposed to the 

organization of labor. More than one person interviewed 

indicated that unionism was taboo during the 1920's. One 

former miner, when queried as to whether there was any 

talk about unionizing in the 1920's, said, "Not much. 

There was some talk in the shops, but it didn't amount 

to much. Everybody was afraid. If the company found 

out that you were talking about unionism, you were fired 

the next day. 1146 Another individual said that when a 

person applied for employment, he was required to write 

45Eveleth News, Apr. 22, 1920, p. 1. 
46Brajkovich, interview. 
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on his application blank that he was not nor.had he ever 

been a member of a labor union. 47 Mr. Sam Swanson re-

lated that in his early mining days, on one occasion when 

he asked a foreman why there wasn't a labor union in the 

mines, the foreman replied, "Kid, if you want to work 

around here, you just don't talk unions." Further did 

Swanson relate that whenever engineers, firemen, and 

brakemen joined the Brotherhood, the foremen, who quickly v 

learned by means of an efficient spy sys~em about their 
' joining, would declare that if the locomotive men de-

sired to continue working for the company, they had bet-

ter drop their membership. This may well explain why a 

... ··• 

·preface to an Oliver report indicated that· during the years 

1928-1932, efforts were made by the Brotherhood of Railway 

Engineers and Firemen to organize the locomotive men, but 

only a comparatively few employees became members of 

that union. 48 

Frank L. Palmer's Spies in Steel relates some as-

pects of the spy system employed by the Oliver. Spy 

reports were sent to Mr. Charles Pray at the u. s. Steel's 

Wolvin Building in Duluth,. after which Mr. Pray would go 

over the reports and issue "any orders that may be neces-

sary, such as that a superintendent be instructed to 

47swanson, interview. 
48Preface to an untitled Oliver Iron Mining Com-

pany report on labor developments, Virginia-Eveleth 
district, March 13, 1946. The preface was in the pos-
session of Mr. James Steel. Hereafter the preface will 
be referred to as the "Oliver Iron Mining Company Summary 
on Labor." 

/ 
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discharge a man who has been reported as joining a 

union. 1149 Afterward stenographers would copy on a com-

prehensive card index information about individuals or 

about the activities of labor organizations. 

Having gained access to the Oliver files and having 

made photostatic copies of the contents relevant to labor 

activities, Palmer was able to write of many incidents, 

several of which occurred in the Virginia-Eveleth dis-

trict. One incident involved Fulvio Pet~inelli of Vir-

ginia, who had the confidence of local members and the 

international organizer of the Mine, Mill, and Smelter 

Workers because of his active and, apparently, loyal par-

·ticipation in the union. In 1919 at the time preparatio~s 
( 

were being made for the nation-wide steel strike and or-

ganization work was getting underway, a report was made 

indicating Pettinelli's activities in behalf of the Oliver •. 

According to the report, despite the fact that Pettinelli 

missed the meeting he was able to "get his man." Having 

met Alfred Bordson, the international organizer, Pettinelli 

was able to learn and to inform the mining company the fol-

lowing day that forty-seven persons attended the meeting, 

six were initiated, and sixty-two formed the membership of 

the local at the time.5° 

Palmer related that a week later, "No. 16," who was 

able to attend a meeting, reported that two men, N. E. 

49Palmer, .Q12.• cit., p. 9. 
50rbid. ,- p. 18. 

/ 
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LeFever and c. A. Erickson, had joined the union. More-

over, the report related: 

I personaly have asked Mr. Borden why, they do not 
send bills out, and call a mass meeting; and he told 
me that their system of organizing was to do business 
behind closed doors at start, so as not have the Min-
ing Companies to get hold of the names of the members 
and fire them from their jobs.51 (§pelling and punctu-
ation is that of the reportJ 

Another item which appeared in the files of the 

mining company was the following letter from Virginia, 

Minnesota: 
I 

"Virginia, Minn. 
"Jan. 6th 1919 

"Dear Sir: 
"Sunday after noon the Miners Mill & Smelters Work-
ers Union h~ld their meeting in Virginia, but I was 
unable to attend it due to the fact that after having 
asked that day off I was refused on account of not 
having a man to take my place. 
"I felt unable to fullfill my duties as I should, 
due to the reason that the position which I held 
didn't allow me the proper time to attend the meet-· 
ings so as to get the necessary informations, there-
fore this morning I give up my position and I will 
look elsewhere for a position which will allow me 
more time so as to work my plan satisfactory.52 

In the course of interviewing, the writer became 

acquainted with a Virginian familiar with Palmer's book. 

Queried as to whether Palmer was exaggerating, since the 

publisher, the Labor Press, might suggest a pro-labor 

bias, the Virginia i_nformant said that Palmer's informa-

tion about an Italian from Virginia was true. Said the 

informant, "I read the Italian fellow's letter in Palmer's 

book. I could swear that he wrote that letter. That was 

51rbid., p. 19. 

52Ib1d. 

/ 
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exactly the way he talked. He wrote these letters that he 

was going down 'to do his duty' to labor, and on the other 

side 'his duty' to the mining company. I am convinced that 

letter was true, that it was written by the Italian fel-

low. 11 53 

Another case Palmer writes of is an August 14, 1922, 

summary on one of Oliver's filing cards about an Otto Leino, 

Virginia: 

Was ordered discharged from the company, for the 
reason that he was alleged to belong'to the Finnish 
Socialist Federation, the I. w. W., the hall associa-
tion and the board of directors of the workers' co-
operative store. But as he does not belong to either 
of the twp former, only a little blemishes his 'repu-
tation.' 54-

·commenting about the report, Palmer indicated that the 

quotation marks appeared around the word "reputation," and 

that he did not understand why Leino should be blemished at 

all for being a director of a co-operative store. 

At Eveleth, too, were the labor "agitators" being 

watched. On Sunday, June 8, 1924, the Hilltop City was 

the scene of a festival for Finns of the Iron Range. The 

following day the Oliver spy headquarters had a report 

from Leo Kummer which declared that Ed Saarito gave a wel-

come speech and complained because the workers were not 

taking the interest they should in the working class move-

ment, that William Ahrnberg from Port Arthur, Cana~a, spoke 

53Aluni, interview. 

54Palmer, .Q12.. cit., p. 39. 
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in behalf of the IWW, and that the entire festival was 

unsuccessful since not much agita~ion was done by the 

three hundred to four hundred persons in attendance.55 

Palmer gives an interesting presentation of how the 

Oliver recruited its spies. Briefly, the company would 

probe its files of records on persons, and then decide who 

had the "right connections" and the confidence of others. 

This action was followed by an investigation of the po-

tential spy to learn about the size of hi~ family, whether 

there was any sickness in the family, whether the person 

was buying a home and how his payments were being made, 

whether he was paying his debts, or whether he was or had 

been in any trouble. Using this information as a lever, 

the company would approach the potential spy and make a 

proposition of offering money in return for information 

about labor activities. In order to assure the spy 

that he would not be found out, the company would give 

him a number so that he would not have to use his name 

in correspondence. In addition, the spy candidate would 

be provided with a bundle of self-addressed envelopes 

with a post office box number different from the usual 

ones in order to prevent leaks.56 

Sam Swanson, who became an Iron Range staff of-

ficer of the United Steelworkers of America, informed 

the writer that he had heard talk among the workers that 

55l12ig_., p. 17. 
56Ibid., pp. 26-32. 
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they were marked men because they were subscribers to the 

radical Finnish newspaper Tyomies. That this condition 

prevailed was confirmed in Palmer's book, in which he as-

serted ·that the company files indicated that the Oliver 

had researched the labor newspapers to secure the names of 

contributors in money-raising campaigns, along with the 

amount given.57 What is more, though Elbert Gary of 

U. s. Steel had declared that the discharge of men be-

cause of membership in labor unions was contrary to com-

pany instructions,· Palmer declares, t 1The fact is that men 

are discharged for belonging to unions. More than that, 

they are rlischarged for subscribing to radical and labor 

·newspapers. 11 58 

Since the indictment which Mr. Palmer made of the 

Oliver was so strong, it was natural to expect that pro-

company persons would not be pleased with the contents of 

the book. According to one informant, one official at 

Eveleth tried to buy up the books in order to keep them 

out of the hands of the people. Moreover, the official 

went to the public library and had the two copies of 

Spies in Steel removed. And if pro-company persons learn-

ed that a person had the book, they would try in the worst 
I 

way to get it from him.59 That the book is not available 

in the Virginia and Eveleth public libraries today is 

57rbid., p. 37. 

58Ibid., p. 49. 

59Gruden, interview. 

I 
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known for certain; the writer had a difficult time secur-

ing the source. 

Just how much credence can one place in Spies in 

Steel? That the mining companies engaged in-activities 

that are strongly condemned today was admitted to the 

writer by one mining official who, still being employed 

by a mining company, desired to remain anonymous. He 

declare~ that the mining companies were not "clean 11 in 

the early decades of the twentieth centu~y. However, he 
t . 

stated that all companies, not only mining companies, 

operated in much the same manner. The timber barons, 

for example, were guilty of practices similar to those 

·employed by the mining companies. In the mining offi-

cial's words, "Those were just the times. That is the 

way things were done in those days." 

Furthermore, concerning Spies in Steel, Professor 

Berman writes that he approached the book with skepti-

cism :until checking out its veracity. Berman relates 

that "Mr. James Steele, Engineer-Historian of Oliver, 

revealed in a seminar talk. that such a summary existed 

in the files and his description of its contents coin-

cided perfectly with Mr. Palmer's reproduction. Mr. 

Steele further stated that he had never seen a copy of 

Spies in Steel."60 

Contrary to Berman's statement, however, Mr. Steel 

related to the writer that the professor misinterpreted 

60 4 Berman, .Q.12.• cit., p. 1. 
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the statements of the aforementioned semirtar. According 

to Mr. Steel, Berman asked him if he had read Spies in 

St·eel., whereup~n the mining official indicated that he 

had not, and then he proceeded to describe what he heard 

was in the book. Mr. Steel related that Berman must have 

taken this description to mean that he had found such 

occurrences described in the Oliver files.61 

I~formation from one informant was somewhat rem-

iniscent of Palmer's book. According to.a retired busi-
I 

nessman in Virginia, he knew of a case where a company man 

made the proposition to a barber that if he would report 

what the miners said in_ h~s ·barber shop, he would be put 

·on the company's pay roll. In that particul~r case, the 

barber declined the offer. There were pther instances, 

however, where persons had turned .'-'stool pigeon," and some 

of their activities were known in Virginia. What was es-

pecially distasteful to those who knew of these occur-

rences was that the informers, on occasion, made converts, 

thus increasing their ranks.62 

One other practice which deserves mention is the 

mining companies' use of the blacklist as a means of sup-

pressing unionism. The writer attempted to question 

several mining officials about the practice, but the only 

response given was that a blacklist, in writing, would be 

difficult to prove. Miners themselves concede that a 
\. 

61James Steel, personal interview, Eveleth, Min-
nesota, December 19, 1968. 

62Aluni, interview. 
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blacklist, in writing, is not obtainable, but they main-

tain that a cause and effect relation explains the black-

list in practice. When a person does his work well and is 

discharged without a reason, what other explanation is 

there? Thus do persons familiar with blacklisting re-

spond to inquiries about the practice. 

During his interviews, the writer met a family that 

apparently was a victim of the blacklist. A husband and 

wife--referred to also in chapter five--~ad been parti-. 
cipants in the 1916 strike. Having learned of this, the 

writer approached the couple, hoping to secure some first-

hand information, especially about the Alar shooting. The 

·inquiry at first appeared to be fruitful, for the husband 

began to relate a few statements about Iv~l activities. 

Unfortunately, the wife commanded the husband "not to 

get involved," and with that statement the husband became 

silent. By posing a few questions to the wife, it became 

apparent that the wife's reluctance to speak emanated from 

her fear of the results of the blacklisting her husband 

had incurred in the 1916 strike. The difficulty of secur-

ing employment affected not only the husband but also two 

sons. Both young men had sought employment with the 

Oliver, but, according to the wife, the two sons failed 

because of the blacklist. 

Another case which the husband related concerned an 

injustice because two men happened to have exactly the 

same names. One of the persons happened to be a "labor 
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agitator,11 but the other person apparently became a victim 

of the blacklist because of the similarity ~n names. On 

the day he was discharged, he asked why such action was 

being taken, but no reason was given. Other informants 

indicated similar incidents where persons were discharged 

from their jobs without an explanation. 

Thus from such incidents as were cited, it is not dif-

ficult to understand why union activities were confined. 

Latent unionism was somewha~ safe, but i~effective, union-

ism. The miners had to wait until national legislation pro-

vided the protection which would permit activities that 

the company was opposing. 



CHAPTER VII 

STABLE UNIONIZATION 

The latent unionism of the post-World War period 

to 1932 continued into the depression era. Just as in 

1921 unionization efforts would have been futile, so like-~ 

wise would the efforts have been without ,results during 

the economic slump which made its influence felt shortly 

after 1930. The people of the Virginia-Eveleth district 

were not unlike the nation-wide public whose thinking 

·about economics was less than optimistic. The dominant 

sentiment was that of fear about the economic future. 

Fear is hardly the emotion by which collective or-

ganization is effected. And there was reason for fear. 

Whereas labor unions characteristically employ the strike 

to secure their ~emands, the early 1930's were not a time 

for striking even with a strong union, and the Virginia-

Eveleth district's unionism was superficial. With markets 

for iron and steel on the decline, fewer and fewer per-

sons were needed to produce the ore. Market demands could 

be met with relatively few men. By May, 1931, several 

mines in the Virginia-Eveleth district had suspended the 

night shift, 1 and the working schedules were further re-

lEveleth News, Apr. 30, 1930, p. l. 
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duced by July 2, 1931. 2 

The unemployment problem had become so serious in 

1932 that the American Legion undertook an advertising 

campaign to stimulate the local economy. An appeal was 

made to do a service to the community by providing.those 

without work little jobs around the home. Legionnaires 

went from house to house with pledge cards, hoping that 

more fortunate individuals would permit an unemployed 

worker to do such jobs as mopping the ba~ement, repairing 

fences, rebuilding coal bins, paintin~ cement floors, 

moving ashes, scrubbing porches, shoveling snow, and any 

other chore which the homeowner frequently did himself.) 

The intent of the Legion program was to put purchasing 

power in the hands of the unemployed, which in turn would 

stimulate the economy by increasing the demand for con-

sumer goods. By April, 1933, the unemployment problem 

had reached the crisis stage. 

In order to alleviate the crisis somewhat, the city, 

county, state, ·and federal governments provided jobs. 

Throughout the depression the local newspapers referred to 

various employment-producing projects such as work on sew-

er lines, construction of highways, rebuilding of boule-

vards, repair of roads, and reforestation. The host of 

New Deal agencies became familiar to many of the unemployed 

2Eveleth News, July 2, 1931, p. l. 

)Eveleth Clarion, Feb. 18, 1932, p. 7. 
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miners of the Virginia-Eveleth district, among the prom-

inent names being the Civil Wor~s Administration, Civil-

ian Conservation Corps, Public Works Administration, 

Works Progress Administration, and the Emergency Relief 

Administration. 

Not only did the federal·government provide employ-

ment, but through its National Recovery Act of June 16, 

1933, a plan for collective bargaining came into being. 

by the famous Section ?a which provided ~hat: 
I 

Employees shall have the right to organize and bar-
gain collectively, through representatives of their 
own choosing, and shall be free from the interfer-
en_ce, restraint, or coercion of employers of labor, 
or their agents, in the designation of such repre-
sentatives or in self-organization or in other con-
certed activities ••• and that no employee and no 
one seeking employment shall be required as a condi-
tion of employment to join any company union or to 
refrain from joining ••• a labor organization of 
his own choosing. . 

Shortly after Section ?a was effected, the presi-

dent of the Oliver sent the following letter to the com-

pany's employees urging them to support the proposal: 

"To employes of Oliver Iron Mining company: 
"It gives me pleasure to announce that Oliver Iron 
Mining company, adhering to the principles set forth 
in the 'National Industrial Recovery Act,' sponsored 
by the president of the United States, has inaugurated 
a plan of employe representation, under the provisions 
of which the employes of our various plants and opera-
tions will have a voice in matters pertaining to in-
dustrial relations. 
"A copy of the plan may be obtained at the general 
office of your district or from your mine superin-
tendent. It is hoped that you will secure a copy of 
the plan, read it carefully, and give it your hearty 
support. We would suggest that arrangements be made 
promptly to have this plan become effective by nomi-
nation and election of representatives, as provided 
under the plan. 
"The whole-hearted support of the plan by'you and 
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your fellow employee will be appreciated. 
"Yours very truly, 
"LEROY SALSICH, president"4 

The plan of employee representation for collec-

tive bargaining purposes had been drafted on May 20, 19JJ. 

Known as the Employee Representation Plan, it provided 

for the election of a representative for each classifica-

tion of labor for each mine to·represent·employees as a 

bargaining unit. Elections were held by secret ballot·on w 

June 26, 1933, and the eight elected rep~esentatives form-

ed a committee to bargain for all the employees in the 

Virginia-Eveleth district. The company, in turn, ap-. 

pointed a committee for the purpose of meeting with the 

·employees' representatives. The management and employees' 

-· 

. representatives formed a joint committee, whose purpose was 

· · to discuss m~tters pertaining to labor relations. 5 
On paper, the entire plan gave a semblance of true 

collective bargaining, but in actual practice the employ-

ee committee was dominated by the company. As a general 

rule, the men nominated for the employee committee were 

individuals who supported the company.6 Because of this 

condition, the Employee Representation Plan became bet-

ter known by the name "company union." To_give the im-

pression that the workers were in full accord with the 

~veleth Clarion, July 6, 1933, p. 1. 

511011ver Iron Mining Company Summary on Labor," 
.. .Q.12.• ill•' p. 1. 

6swanson, interview. 
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union, the company made sure that everybody voted in the 

election of committeemen. One miner said, "I remember 

when we had days off that the company would come and get 

the individual at his home, and make the individual go 

vote so that the company could create the impression of 

the strength of the 'independent' union."7 A newspaper 

account of the day seems to confirm the miner's state-

ment, for the report of the second election under the 

Employee Representation Plan recorded th~ amazingly high 

participation as follows: "The total number of employes 

in the Virginia-Eveleth unit entitled to vote is 1,664 
and of the number 1,613, or 96.93 per cent, participated 

·in the ele·ction. 11 8 Another indication of phenomenal par-

ticipation was reported in 1936 by the Eveleth News: 

''With the unusual record of 100 per cent participation by 

all employes, the annual election of employees' represent-

atives in the Virginia-Eveleth district of the Oliver 

Iron Mining company was held Friday. Every one of the 

984 eligible voters working in the district cast a ballot 

on the election day. 11 9 

Just what influence did this employee-elected body 

exert on two matters of prime importance tq labor unions, 

namely, wages and grievances? Considering wages first, 

on April 1, 1934, a 10 per cent wage increase was put into 

7Gruden, interview. 
8v1rginia Daily Enterprise, June 16, 1934, p. 5. 
9Eveleth News, June 18, 1936, p. 1. 
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effect for Oliver employees. 10 Though the local news-

paper indicated that the raise came as a result of con-

ferences between company officers and employee repre-

sentatives, the fact that a similar wage increase was 

made at the same time throughout the steel industry 

strongly suggests that the wage policy was established 

not because of meetings between the management and 

employee-representative committees but in spite of the 

meetings. Apparently, the wage increase· .was given vol-
I 

untarily by the company, and not because of some employee-

.negotiating force. 

Just as the employees had no power over wages, 

·likewise d:id they not have any effective power over 

grievances. Under the Employee Representative Plan, 

the number of grievances settled in favor of the em-

ployees was probably.l per cent. 11 What is more, the 

workers were reluctant to bring up ·grievances because 

when they did, the miners would ·find the foremen harder 

to work for. One Eveleth miner recalled one of the monthly 

meetings the employee r~presentatives had with w. F. 

Pellenz, Oliver's general superintendent at Eveleth. 

At the meeting, Ellard Prinkkila and Einar Suomi rose to 

present a grievance on working conditions, whereupon Super-

intendent Fellenz told them, "Sit down; I'm running the 

show." Then he took a box of cigars, passed one cigar to 

10Eveleth News, Apr. 5, 1934, ·p. 1. 

llswanson,-interview. 
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each man, and said, "Good afternoon, gentlemen." Thus 

was the grievance disposed or.12 

Another matter of concern to the union besides 

grievances was the workday. Here, again, the National 

Recovery Act played a role. Operating under the Federal 

Recovery Code, the Oliver shortened the workday for sur-

face mine employees from the ten-hour to the eight-hour 

day. Moreover, the company increased the daily earnings 

of the surface mine employees by 10 per qent,. and the . 
underground and all other eight-hour employees received 

an hourly wage increase of.about 15 per cent. 13 Shortly 

after, the other companies took the same action. Thus 

·national legislation·accomplished some programs that 

unionism had failed to do. 

Regarding legislation as a means of promoting union 

aims, if such legislation was to be effected, men favor-

able to the union had to be elected. Here, again, could 

the influence of the mining companies be felt~ In the 

study by Landis, a high school teacher declared, "The 

Oliver puts up a certain man for office and tells their 

employees that they must vote for him or lose their 

jobs. 1114 Similariy, a library employee said, "A few 

years ago all Oliver employees were called together 

and counseled on how to vote previous to election. If 

12Gruden, interview. 

13virginia Daily Enterprise, July 18, 1933, p. 1. 

14Landis•, 2J2.• cit., p. 198. 
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an employee voted for the wrong man and it was afterward 

found out he was discriminated against."15 Several in-

formants mentioned that labors' voting power in the 

Virginia-Eveleth district was curtailed by the Oliver. 

One informant summarized the condition by asserting that 

the mining company exerted pressure ·on miners in the pri-

mary election by posting observers to determine whether 

employees secured a Farmer-Labor ballot or a Republican 

ballot. Since persons asking for the Fai:mer-Labor bal-
' 

lot might be dismissed, many miners, fearful of the com-

. pany observers, failed to participate in elections.16 

Because of this sit~tion, the State Federation of 

·Labor adopted a resolution favoring a change in the Min-

nesota law requiring the voter to designate the political 

party he favors. The resolution, though acted upon favor-

ably by the 1924 convention of the State Federation of 

Labor but which had relevancy to the 19JO's, read as 

follows: 

Whereas, Under the present Primary Laws of the State 
of Minnesota, it is required of the voters to desig-
nate the Political Party he favors, by calling for a 
Party Ballot; and 
Whereas, In many sections of the state the voters are 
spied upon by stool pigeons of the big employers and 
trusts, especially the United States Steel Corpora-
tion in Northern.Minnesota and the communities; and 
Whereas, Employees of the large corporations and the 
farmers are subjected to coercion and threatened with 
the loss of their jobs and homes if they call for 
some certain·ballots; and 
Whereas, These conditions prevent many individuals 

15Ibid. 

16Louis Indihar, retired businessman, personal 
interview, Gilbert, Minnesota, Aug. 15, 1968. 
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from exercising their free right of franchise. 
Therefore, Be it Resolved, That the Minnesota State 
Federation of Labor in convention assembled, hereby 
goes on record as favoring and recommending that the 
primary law in its present form be amended so that 
all parties will be one in their free exercise of 
franchise.17 : 

Despite the shortcomings in political persuasion, 

some union-oriented individuals attempted to organize a 

union. Th~ough their efforts, the Queen City Local No. 

92, International Union of Mine, Mill, and Smelter Workers~. 

was organized in 1932 at Virginia. 18 AcQording to one 

miner, that was the year a charter was granted, but the 

organization existed in Virginia before that time. 19 

Though the organization was presen~. its influence was 

·limited because of the persistent company opposition to 

a true collective bargaining agent. An effort to make 

the Queen City Union more effective was taken in 1933 

when Dan Orlich, an organizer and member of the execu-

tive committee, arrived from headquarters in Salt Lake 

City, Utah. At the time he came, the union was quite 

small and lacked the finances necessary for effective 

organization. Furthermore, many of the men were fearful 

that if they joined a union, they would be laid off and 

be denied opportunities for work at other mines. Never-

theless, efforts to strengthen the union were undertaken 

17George w. Lawson, History of Labor in Minnesota 
(St. Paul: Ramaley Printing Co., 1955), pp. 377-78. 

18The Virginia Story: Historical Souvenir Booklet 
of the Virginia Centennial Celebration, July, 1949, p. 53. 

19Brajkovich, interview. See also p. 117. 
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by the local leaders: Claude Gill, president; Andrew 

Johnson, vice-president; Fred Brown, recording secretary; 

and Clyde Semon, financial secretary. 20 

A little later, the International Union of Mine, 

Mill, and Smelter Workers became established at Eveleth, 

too. About February,' 1934, Dan Orlich organized the Gov-

ernor Olson Local No. 32. 21 Just as in Virginia the union 

was weak, so was it not a viable organization at Eveleth.~ 

The union had to contend with three forces or conditions. 
1 

First, there was the powerful mining company that contin-

ued to use the blacklist and informer-system to ferret 

out union-minded individuals. 22 One miner who had par-

•ticipated in unionism and who had twenty-three years of 

service with the mining company claimed he could not 

get back with the Oliver shortly after a big layoff at 

Virginia in 1934. · The miner, who claimed that he was 

blacklisted by the Oliver, said that he repeatedly ap-

proached a Reverend E. H. Polster, who headed. personnel 

relations, but each time he was turned down. Eventually 

he secured employment with the Snyder Mining Company. 23 

With regard to the informer system, the company 

used its own policemen as well as employees looking for 

20ibid. 
21Eveleth Clarion, Mar. 29, 1934, p. 2. 
22Elio Pietrini, miner and businessman, personal 

interview, Virginia, Minnesota, Aug. 14, 1968. 

23Brajkovich, interview. 
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favors as sources from which to secure information. Dur-

ing the time of the Mine, Mill, and Smelter Workers, the 

company was able to get the union secretary on the pay 

roll. Because the secretary turned over to the company 

the names of the members who had joined the union, in 

1936 those men who actually· belonged to ·the Mine, Mill, 

and Smelter Workers were called into the company office 

and requested to relinquish their union books. The mines~ 

had been shut down, and when operations were resumed, the 

men were called individually by Arne Matala, an Oliver 

official, who told them that if they turned in their 

Mine, Mill, and Smelter book, they would be rehired. Many 

·men did and were rehired, but a group of about 120 did 

not. 24 

A second force that the union had to contend with 

was the depression. ~ccording to the newspaper accounts 

throughout the period, men, if they had any work at all,. 

were employed only four, five, or six days a month. Con-

sequently, in many. instances, whatever thought men may 

have had about unionizing was quickly dispelled by the 

thought that their own precarious economic condition 

could be further jeopardized by the mining officials. 25 

Finally, there was an inherent weakness of the·Mine, 

Mill, and Smelter Workers Union. The union could not 

unite on common goals because of the diverse groups that 

24~ietrini, interview. 
25Ibid. 

·•• 
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were permitted membership. City, county, mine, and WPA 

workers--all were permitted in the union. Thus unified 

effort was impossible to secure, although occasional 

meetings were held to bind the group together. 26 

It is interesting to note some of the matters 

discussed at one Eveleth meeting in 1935. Besides the 

general castigation of the mining companies, speakers 

denied to a group of about ninety persons that a strike 

had ·been contemplated for the Iron Range~ In addition, 

those present, aware of a strike-call in Michigan, were 

of the belief that they should give some means of sup-

port to the Michigan strikers, since the Michigan group 

·had given aid during the 1916 Mesabi strike. Finally, 
-one other development which occurred durin~ the.meeting 

was the distribution of communist literature in the 

building where the session was being held. Martin Maki 

of the Virginia local was one of the speakers at the 

Eveleth meeting, and later he became involved in the 

communist issue af~er the Steel Workers Organizing Com-

mittee made its appearance in the Virginia-Eveleth dis-

trict.27 

The Steel Workers Organizing Committee (SWOC) first 

made its appearance in the Virginia-Eveleth district short-

ly after John L. Lewis and several other leaders, coming 

. into conflict with the AFL over the promotion of indus-

26Gruden, interview. 
27Eveleth Clarion, May 16, 1935, p. 8. 
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trial organization in the mass-producing industries, 

were expelled by the federation in 1936. On June 3, 1936, 

in Washington, a Memorandum of Agreement was drawn up 

between the Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel, and 

Tin Workers and the Committee for Industrial Organization, 

whereby procedures for an organizational campaign were 

established. 28 At that time, the SWOC declared that its 

purpose would be: 

to establish a permanent organization of the workers 
for the orderly and peaceful presentation and negoti-
ation of their grievances and demands •••• Our 
purpose will be to avoid industrial strife and the 
calling of strikes, if we are met in a reasonable 
spirit by the employers, and to concentrate all our 
efforts on recruiting members into the Amalgamated 
Association of Iron, Steel, and Tin Workers.29 

No sooner did the SWOC announce its program for 

industrial unionism than Mr. William A. Irwin, president 

of u. s. Steel, reacted by declaring that employees, un-

der the Employee Representation Plan, had "full oppor-

tunity to express their views to the management, without 

duress from either self-appointed union leaders or the· 

employers."30 In reference to the drive for industrial 

~ionism, the steel executive said, "We will resist with 

all our strength all efforts to impose such an organiza-

tion upon the employees.rr3l 

... -· 

28vincent D. Sweeney, The United Steelworkers of 
America: Twenty Years Later, 1936-1956. J!l• p., 195~p. 11. 

29Ibid., p. 13. 

JOv1rginia Daily Enterprise, July 10, 1936, p. 14. 

31Ibid. 
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By August, 1936, the opposition that had been 

voiced by the president of U. s. Steel had reached the 

local level, for a District Employees' Representative 

Committee, composed of the chairmen of the thirteen 

divisions of the Virginia-Eveleth district, adopted a 

reso~ution which pledged opposition to any attempt by 

John L. Lewis's Committee on Industrial Organization to 

disrupt operation of the Employees' Representative or 

so-called company union plan of collecti~e bargaining 
1 

among the 1,100 employees of the Oliver in the Virginia-

Eveleth area. The resolution read: 

Whereas, the Employees' Representatives Committee 
has been very successful in its negotiations with 
the management, 
And because we feel that we understand the problems 
of our fellow workmen better than outsiders not con-
nected with the mining industry, 
And because we feel that there should be some pro-
tection for the employee from coercion or intimida-
tion by outside interests who are not concerned with 
our local problems or well-being, 
Therefore, this Committee shall go on record to op-
pose any and all attempts of outside interests to 
disrupt the orderly operation of our Representative 
Plan of collective bargaining, and shall oppose any 
attempt by anyone to create discord or discontent 
among our fellow employees. 
And further, that this Committee shall see to it 
that every employee shall be given full protection 
and security in performing his duties, free from 
outside interference. 
And further, that a copy of this resolution shall be 
sent to each employee of the Virginia-Eveleth DistriQ~ 
to advise him of the action taken by this committee.J 

Nonetheless, unionization efforts by the Committee 

on Industrial Organization (CIO) proceeded in the Virginia-

Eveleth district. By April 1, 1937, the Eveleth News was 

32Eveleth News, Aug. 13, 1936, p. 1. 
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able to report the first local meeting called to stimulate 

the interest of the miners in affiliating with the CIO. 

Speakers on that occasion included Congressman John T. 

Bernard and Henry Burkhammer, the district director of 

the CIO, both of whom stated that the time had come for 

joining the CIO. Of the local leaders, Martin Maki of 

Virginia presided ahd Florinda DeLuca remarked about the 

need for true collective bargaining.33 

The impetus towards true collectiv~ bargaining_ 

occurred not long after the Eveleth meeting. was held, for 

the Supreme Court, upholding the Wagner Labor Relations 

Act, guaranteed collective bargaining to workmen in nego-

·tiating with employers on wages, hours of work, and other 

labor conditions. Since the Wagner Act was applicable to 

all businesses held to be in interstate commerce, -the min-

ing companies were within the scope of this important 

national legislation. What is more, the National labor 

Relations Board, which had been established by the Wagner 

Act, upon investigation of company unionism, declared that 

under that system the employees "possess only the shadow, 

not the substance of collective bargaining."34 

As a consequence of the April 12, 1937, Supreme 

Court decision upholding the Wagner Act, u. s. Steel 

announced that it'would ·comply by dissolving its Employee 

Representative Plans. Thus the Oliver, as a subsidiary 

33Eveleth Clarion, Apr. 1, ·1937, p. 1. 

J4sweeney, 2.12.• cit., p. 26. 
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of u. s. Steel, declared it would discontinue financial 

contributions, would no longer furnish any facilities 

for the election of employees, and would no longer furnish 

any stenographic or other office service or facilities 

for the activities of the employees under the Employee 

Representative Plan.35 

By the time the Employee Representative Plan was in 

process of disbanding, the employees of the Virginia-

Eveleth dist·rict were sharing in the ben~fi ts the SWOC had 
1 

secured in a contract with u. s. Steel on March 2, 1937. 

LeRoy Salsich, the president of the Oliver, announced ·that 

effective March 16, the employees of the Virginia-Eveleth 

·district would share in the increase of the base wage rate 

to $5.00 per day. Another c~ange effective at that time 

was the establishment of the forty-hour week, with pay at 

time and.a half for overtime in excess of eight hours 

per day, and forty hours in any one week.36 

Despite these gains, the SWOC was far from being 

an effective organization in the Virginia-Eveleth dis-

trict. The Employee Representative Plan, which had been 

dissolved, was reorganized, void of those features which 

had been in violation of.the Wagner Act. The reorganized 

group, named the Virginia-Eveleth Employees Association, 

was formed in May, 1937, when about three hundred Oliver 

employees of the Virginia-Eveleth district met in Virginia. 

35Eveleth News, Apr. 29, 1937, p. 1. 

3~veleth News, Mar. 11, 1937, p. 1. 
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At the time, the group claimed that it was completely 

independent of the Oliver.37 A former staff officer of 

the United Steelworkers of America, on the other hand, as-

serted that "it was a well-known fact that the Employees 

Association was still a company union and that the men 

who were leading the organization were looking for pro-

motions, or for other reasons. ,,38 

Not long after the Employees Association .. was formed, .. 

an election was held to determine the ri~ht to represent 
' the Oliver employees. Participating besides the Employees 

Association were the newly formed CIO group and the Mine, 

Mill, and Smelter Workers. Apparently, members of the 

·latter group were already being absorbed into the CIO, for 

at a CIO mass meeting held in Virginia were Andrew Tomasich 

and Martin Maki of Virginia, two organizers of the Mine, 

Mill,.and Smelter Workers.Union, who later worked under 

the SWOC banner. In addition to Tomasich and Maki, other 

speakers included Congressman John T. Bernard; George 

Cole, state director of the CIO; Florinda DeLuca, Virgin-

ia, field director of the CIO; Henry Burkhammer, Duluth, 

CIO field director; and William Hartman, Duluth.39 De-

spite the efforts of those participating in the mass 

rally, the employee representatiye election was won by 

the Employees Association. Thus of the 1,600 employees 

37virgin1a Daily Enterprise, May 10, 1937, p. 10. 

38swanson, interview. 

39Eveleth News, June 10, 1937, pp.land 8. 
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of the Oliver Iron Mining Company in the Virginia-Eveleth 

district, the Employees Association claimed more than 

·1,400.40 

At the time of the election, there seemed as if a 

three-way fight for union members was about to occur. 

William Wright, a district organizer of the American 

Federation of Labor, announced that the national office 

of the AFL was preparing a new international union with 

which miners could affiliate.41 However,. since nothing 
1 

significant became of the plan announced by the AFL, the 

competition for members remained with the Employees 

Association on the one hand, and the CIO and remnants of 

·the Mine, Mill, and Smelter Workers on the other hand. 

Several months after the employee representative 

election, the International Union of Mine, Mill, and 

Smelter Workers received some local attention when Clyde 

Semon, the financial secretary of the Queen City Local 

No. 92 reported that Thurlow Smoot, an attorney for the 

National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) was in Virginia 

investigating charges that the Oliver had allegedly vio-

lated the ~agner Act. The alleged violations, which 

dated from July 5, 1935, and which were filed against the 

Oliver on August JO,. 1937, with the national director 

of the NLRB at Minneapolis, affected about 120 former 

Oliver employees who were discharged because of activities 

,, -. 
~ 0 zveleth Clarion, June 17, 1937, p. 1. 
41Eveleth Clarion, June 10, 1937, p. 1. 
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in a labor organization. According to the charges filed 

with the NLRB, under the Wagner Act the men should be 

reinstated, together with full wages for time lost. 42 

As a result of a decision by the NLRB, sixty-six members 

of the Queen City Local No. 92 at Virginia who were locked 

out of mines owned by U. s. Steel on November 9, 1934, 

were ordered reinstated on December 23, 1937, with back 

pay amounting to $33,000. According to the NLRB's ruling,~ 

the sixty-six miners were locked out bec~use of their 

union activity. 43 Of the sixty-six men, twenty-five 

declined reinstatement and received a cash settlement 

averaging $450 per man, based on the rate of pay earned 

by the men prior to their discharge. 44 Those who accepted 

reinstatement were put to work without loss of seniority 

after they had passed a physical examination. The outcome 

of the case was psychologically beneficial, but it by no 

means opened the floodgates to organizing. The union lead-

ers used the case as an argument in securing support by 

telling the non-union employees that there were workers 

who previously belonged to a union, who were fired, and who 

were taken back by the company, which was required to pay 

back the wages lost during the illegal layofr. 45 

In the foregoing account of the lawsuit instituted 

42v1rginia Daily Enterprise, Sept. 2, 1937, p. 14. 
43virginia Daily Enternrise, Jan. 5, 1938, p. 5. 
44virginia Daily Enterprise, Feb. 4, 1938, p. 16. 

45p1etrini, interview. 
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by the Mine, Mill, and Smelter Workers, dates suggest 

that the Virgin~a local still existed at the beginning 

of 19}8. However, no precise date can be established as 

to when the union ceased to exist. Similarly does vague-

ness prevail as to the dissolution of the Governor Olson 

Local No. J2 at Eveleth. In July, 1938, H.J. Bearson and 

Paul Spolarich, who claimed to be the president an~ sec-

retary, respe·cti vely, of the local, announced that charges .. 

had been filed with the NLRB against the ~liver for viola-

tion o.f the Wagner Act. 46 But at that ti~e, a Virginia 

newspaper reported that negotiations·were in- progress to 

determine just what the status of Local No. J2 was, since 

... ··• 

-·confusion arose when the .International-Union of Mine, Mill, 

and Smelter Worker$, the parent body, .was outlawed by 

William Green of the.AFL for h~ving aided the·cro.47 Such 

· confusion as to the status of.the local union suggests that, 

for a~l practical purposes, it ceased.to exist. Further 

confirmation that the Governor Olson Local No. J2 apparent-

ly ceased to exist was rev·ealed. when an Eveleth attorney, 

M. H. Greenberg, responded ·to a July 20, 1938, resolution 

purpor.ting to have been adopted by the Eveleth union. Ac-

cording to Greenberg, the resolution, which condemned him 

for settling the case~ in a manner unfavorable to. the Mine, 

Mill, and Smelter Workers, was prepared by a handful of 

disgruntled former clients who were dissatisfied because 

46virginia Daily Enterprise, July 28, 1938, p. 5. 
47Ibid. 
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they did not get back their jobs with the mining company. 

· Moreover, the Eveleth attorney asserted that the resolution 

could not have been drawn up by the union on July 20, 19J8, 

because the union had he_ld no meetings since June, 1936. 48 

Though the Mine, Mill, and Smelter Workers apparently 

was no longer an organized group in the Virginia-Eveleth 

district, some of its members were among the nucleus of 

the Steel Workers Organizing Committee, which had con-

tinue~ unionization under the Amalgamate~·Association of 

Iron, Steel, and Tin Workers in 1937.49 The SWOC began 

to seek members a bit more vigorously du.ring 1938, but 

since economic conditions and continued company opposi-

•tion to unionism were not conducive to union success, 

whatever progress that w~s achieved was slow in coming. 

The miners, working only three or four·days a week during 

· most of 1938, aclmowledged that effective unionization 
... 

would be the only solution to their problems, but fear 

that had been built up over a g·eneration was a powerful 

deterrent to actually joirting a union.SO Nevertheless, 

some local leaders emerged. 

At Eveleth, the primary local leaders were Ellard 

Prinkkila, John Gruden, and Percy Rowe.51 After spending 

48virginia Daily Enterprise, Aug. 5, 1938,-. p. 5. 
49souvenir Booklet in Commemoration of Eveleth's 

Diamond Jubilee, 1892-1967, Eveleth, Minnesota, July, 
1967, p. 38. 

5°swanson, interview. 

51Pr1nkk1la, interview. 
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many evenings together in planning the organization of the 

miners, the leaders began recruiting and did secure a few 

members.52 In 1938, when the first meeting was held, there 

were only about twenty-five members.5.3 But organization ef-

forts continued throughout 1938, and on January 1, 1939, 

the Eveleth SWOC Lodge No. 2078 received its charter from 

the Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel, and Tin Workers. 

Officers at the time were Ellard Prinkkila, president; 

Frank Jagunich, recording secretary; Maty Pouchnik, finan-
' cial secretary; John Gruden, treasurer; and Percy Rowe, 

chairman of the grievance committee.54 About the same time, 

at Virginia the officers were Fred Westling, president; 

·Bennett Venaas, vice~president; Clyde Semon, financial 

secretary; and Marrio Farconi, recording secretary.55 

In the early organizational drive, the leaders 

confronted many problems. Meeting expenses was difficult 

because many of the organizing costs were borne by the 

individual local leaders. During some of the early local 

union meetings, the hat was passed around, and the amount 

collected would be used to meet part of the expenses that 

otherwise would have come out of a local leader's own 

pocket.56 Dances and picnics were also ~mployed in rais-

52see Fig. 5, p. 148. 

53Prinkkila, interview. 

54Gruden,. interview. 

55Recording Secretary's Minute Book, SWOC Lodge 
No. 1938, June 25, 1939 • 

. 56swanson, intervie~. 
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STEEL WORKERS ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 
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ing funds.57 

Because of company opposition to unionism, another 

problem was that of· securing members. Though the Wagner 

Act was in effect, the mining company persisted in sti-

fling.unionism·. One miner related that in May, 1939, at 

a time·when the SWOC had not yet been recognized ~Y the 

Oliver, the union sponsored a picnic as a means of rais-

ing money.· On several occasions during the ensuing month,~ 

various company officials approached him.about his union . 
activities. About one month later, however, harrassment 

had gone beyond provocative questioning. The Oliver super-

intendent, Joe Wilson, began to pressure the worker-by 

·claiming that he·was not doing enough work. At the time, 

the miner was unable to help his partner because of con-

fined quarters, but when this condition was called to 

Superintendent Wilson's attention, he said, "Never mind." 

This incident was followed by a transfer from the 

underground where the miner had· been working to an open 

pit. After being -on the job an hour, he was transferred 

to still another job, where the wage rate was lower. The 

miner, realizing that pressure was being applied to him, 

called upon the president of the union and the .chairman 

of the grievance committee, who told him to request a 

meeting with Wilson to find out why the job transfer had 

occurred. Having secured a meeting with ~ilson, the 
. . 

miner, Gruden, was told, "You know, John, we got all the 

57Gruden, interview. 
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complaints. No boss wants you. All the bosses are against 

you." To this the miner replied, "What do you mean all 

the bosses are against me? I only work for one. I'm 

going to tell you what this is all about. You're just 

trying to break me because of union activities." When the 

miner said he_was going to have a member of the NLRB look 

into the matter, Wilson grabbed him by the shoulder and 

said, "Oh, no, no, Johnny!" The miner then demanded a 

return to the underground mine, and Wils~n conceded.58 This 
1 

was just one example of the importance national legisla-

tion had in protecting those promoting unionism. 

Another deterrent to union growth was the economic 

·conditions. It is true that in a sense.the depression was 

a stimulant to unionism in that some of the miners began 

to believe that improvement in their economic conditions 

would not occur without collective organization. On the 

other hand, depressed economic conditions were a deter-

rent in that miners needed work to support their families, 

and if they engaged in union activities, layoffs were im-

minent. As it was, the men, if they were working at all, 

were working only three or four days a week in 1938. One 

Eveleth union leader related that many wives of husbands 

who had joined the union had given considerable difficulty. 

They would say, "Are you going to take the bread and but-

ter away from our husbands? Are you going to take the 

bread and butter away from our kids?" The miner stated 
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that at many Slovenian homes did he hear this expression, 

since the women were afraid that the husbands would lose 

their jobs. This attitude made the signing up of mem-

bers very difficult. Because of the wives• resentment 

of the union organizers, success in membership drives 

might have been a little easier had the non-union men 

been approached away from their homes.59 

In Virginia, the union faced the same problems as 

in Eveleth. Since the union treasury wa~ often empty, 
' the leaders used their own money for attending conferences. 

There was the same fear of the mining company. When the 

mines at Virginia closed in the mid-19JO's, many persons 

-spoke apprehensively to union men with an I-told-you-so 

attitude. When the SWOC began its efforts, this attitude, 

which was not conducive to unionism, still prevailed~ One 

Virginia union leader claimed that fear was t~e biggest 

obstacle to overcome. Many miners were of the belief 

that unionization had failed in the past and it would fail 

in the future. There were instances when the union leader 

would approach a miner to ask him to join the union, and 

the answer would frequently be, "Maybe later." But the 

next time, upon seeing the union leader·approaching him, 

the miner would cross the street to avoid the expected 

request to join the union. If the organizer called at a 

miner I s home·, often he was asked to leave. The· people 

were afraid to have any_thing to do with unions because of 
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the consequences which might be forthcoming from the 
60 mining company. 

Another problem in unionizing concerned the·leader-

ship. Of the local leaders, there were a few who lacked 

the experience to be effective in organizing. Because 

union·activities were completely foreign to some leaders, 

they were unable to cope with problems which arose.61 In 

addition to lack of experience, a few leaders failed to 

gain the full support of the membership ?ecause they 

talked down to the men. There were instances when lead-

ers gave the impression that the rank and file were noth-

ing but an ignorant lot.62 Then, too, there was an instance 

·of one leader whose social life had an adverse effect upon 

some of the union members. His own social improprieties 

caused some to ~hink that the individual was hardly the 

person to lead them. 63 

Another leadership ·problem concerned the attitude 

of the rank and file towards Henry Burkhammer, the CIO 

field director. In talking with several local union lead-

ers, the writer discovered that the workers had a mixed 

opinion of the field director, some praising him as_a con-

vincing speaker and effective organizer, others critioiz-

60Pietrini,
1

interview. 

61Prinkkila, interview. 

62Pietrini, interview. 
6Jibid. 
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ing him as an ineffective speaker and a poor organizer. 

One local leader declared that under Burkhammer•s direc-

tion, the SWOC undertook a token organizational drive. 

The organizers would be sent into the area, but would only 

stay for a short time. Concentrated effort to secure mem-

berships was lacking. 64 

Another union leader, on the other hand, claimed 

that Burkhammer's duties were to instill determination 

into his staff men and to provide them with the benefit 

of the experience he had gained as an organizer for the 

United Mine Workers in West Virginia. His duties in the· 

organizational drive were not supposed to be to go among 

·the rank and file and actually ask the men to join the 

union. 65 That there was more than one miner who did not 

believe the organizers were helping sufficiently was evi-

dent in the October 10, 1941, minutes of the Recording 

Secretary's Minute Book, SWOC Lodge No. 1938, which men-

tioned a discussion about organizers not helping the local 

sufficiently in attaining members. 

Another problem concerning the organizers was that 

they tended to promise too much. As a result, when the 

promises remained unfulfilled, the organizers, who thereby 

lost prestige, were hampered in organizing the employees. 

Some of the organizers, for example, promised that the 

signing of a union contract with the mining company would 

64Prinkkila, interview. 
65Pietrin1, interview. 
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require only a few months, whereas years passed before a 

contract was actually _agreed upon.66 

The leadership problem was not confined to the upper 

.echelon of the organizational team. Among the local or-

ganizers of the Virginia-Eveleth district were Florinda 

DeLuca, Andrew Tomasich, Fred Brown, and Martin Maki. Ac-

cording to one informant, DeLuca and Tomasich seemed to 

have a very limited way of expressing themselves. They 

were not effective in providing concrete.reasons why 
1 

unionism was necessary. In addition, they did not seem 

to be able to stimulate memberships outside their own 

nationality groups. 67 

Regarding Maki, a more serious difficulty arose 

because he was an avowed communist. Whether because of 

Maki or some other reason, the charge developed that the 

SWOC was heavily dominated by communists. Burkhammer, 

who was very much opposed to communists, finally made it 

clear to his staff men that they would have to choose be-

tween the Communist Party and the SWOC. 68 As a re.sult, 

Maki 11departed" from his position with the swoc. 69 One 

informant, queried as to whether communism was a hind-

rance to the union movement, said that though there were 

a few communists, most of the members did not have any-

66swanson, interview. 
67Ibid. 
68Ib1d. 

69see Fig. 6, p. 155. 
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Lodge 1938 Meeting of June 9, 1939 
I·Ield at I.Ioose Temple, Vir(jinia, · 1.Unn. 

A Rider to 
Ask Congressman 
Pittenger's opinion 
on Bil. ioe. yes 

or no on his vote. 
Carried 

Ryder; 
T½e Pres. apnoint a 
~o:-;:·:1i t tee to call a 
co:1 fersnce ·:ri th Tr. 
:·,1rl:ha:nmer wit:1 
re:'er:1nce to Andrew 
Tomas1ch.· Sarrled 

Meeting called to order at 8;15 P.M. by Bro.President 
Fred Westling. 

All officers present except the following; 
I!.ike Kort1a.h, inside guard 
John Ulicsni•, outside Guard 

·nan DeBrito Trustee 
Arthur Erickson " 

Meeting of the previous me~ting,that is of May 12,1939 
were read,accepted and ordered filed. 

The following correspondance was acted upon. H.R.6470 

A motion ~ade and seconded to write all Minnesota 
Congressmen and Senators to vote for H.R. 6470, 
which is. a bill. to provide for a planned program· for 
the relief of unemplnyment upon a public works 
program to persons unable to secure private employment, 

Motion made and carried to write Field Director ff/i0C. 
Henry Bur~1ammer the reason for discharging Andrew 
To:nasich, Loca,l or~anizer, mmc,a.nd asking himx:r.e:~!mn 
to reconsider re~irin5 him to his job as Organizera 
Carried. >I·.·.- > ... ·, / .• ,. -,.l ,,- . • . ., --::_'~ !:._I..:.::._) ___ .... 

Al-1 other communica.tions ·were read and filed, lncludin 
.E.llard Prinltilla' s cominuni.0ation from Lodge l'Jo.2078 
Eveleth. 
/'i resolution vms read but no action was taken on same 
at this ti:ne. The resolution was in the form of an 
ap~lication as organizer for the s·.mc vacancy· as per 
letter from H.:Eurkhammer in stating the discharge of 
Andrew Tomasi ch a.nc1 resignation of Martin Lial{i. 

I•.Iotion made and seconded to hold the next ree;ular 
meeting on Sunday,June 25th instead of Friday the 
23rd, and that the se~retary inform all me~~~rs 0f 
chantT,e and v.,_at of election of offic0rs,iiill tf~k~ . 
place at this meeting. Carried. 

Collection at this meeting amounted to 
~ay 26,1939 Previous balance 
Jun~ 9th Eal to date 

~eet±n~ adjourned at llf40 ~-~-

~~18 0 00 
21to 00 
42.00 

~arriQ Farcon1 R~d-Secy. 
F'ig. o--Fitsignation over the communist issue. Recording 
Secretary's Minute Book, SWOC Lodge No. 1938, June 9, 1939·. 
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thing to do with communism.70 Another informant indicated 

that the charge of communism was not a big hindrance in 

organizational drives; the big deterrent was the fear of 

the power wielded by the Oliver Iron Mining Company.71 

Nevertheless, efforts to increase the membership 

persisted. It is interesting to note how the union lead-

ers hoped to increase memberships by attempting to create 

the impression that union growth was taking place, and 

that more and more miners no longer were .fearful of join-

ing. One informant indicated that the Virginia local 

began numbering at one hundred, instead of at one. Thus 

a miner seeing number 128, for example, might believe 

·that the union consisted of 128 members, instead of 28. 

The particular informant recalled that when he became 

secretary of the union, he was somewhat bewildered to 

see so few members, since his number was 128. However, 

instead of 128 members, there were fewer than 28; even 

some persons that had held numbers between 100 and 128 

had dropped their membership.72 

To overcome this numerical weakness, the union 

·.·1eaders attempted various devices. The SWOC Lodge No. 

1938, Recording Secretary's Minute Book relates on 

various occasions that each member had been urged to 

contact one new non-member. The members were urged to 

70Brajkovich, interview. 

71Pietrini, interview. 

72Ibid. 
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wear their union buttons on the job. At times, the union 

sponsored radio programs on which an appeal for members 

was made. Contests, too, were employed to increase the 

membership, as well as to raise funds. Thus at a union 

meeting on September 11, 1942, plans were made to secure 

more members by offering three prizes consisting of a 

$25.00 War Bond, $10.00 in War Stamps, and $5.00 in War-

Stamps to the three individuals who secured the most new 

members.73 The War Bond device was used _not only to 
I 

secure members but also to raise funds. In May, 1942, 

the Virginia union had secured a profit of $58.95 as a 

result of raffling two· War Bonds.74 

During the time the union was attempting to raise 

money and increase membership by various means, the union 

had undergone some organizational changes. One change 

that occurred in 1940 was that the charters of the Vir-

ginia and Eveleth locals were surrendered to the Amalgam-

ated Association of Iron, Steel, and Tin Workers.75 From 

November 8, 1940, until May 22, 1942, the locals operated 

under a charter issued by the Steel Workers Organizing 

Committee. In April, 1942, the local union adopted a 

resolution expressing its desire to come within the jur-

isdiction of the International Union,76 which was about 

73swoc Lodge No. 1938, Recording Secretary's Minute 
Book, Sept. 11, 1942. 

74Ibid., May 22, 1942. 

75see Fig. 7, p. 158. 

76see Fig. 8, p. 159. 
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Retain This Copy For Your lodge Files 

RESOLUTION 

RESOLVED, That the charter granted to this lodge by the 
Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel and Tin Workers of North 
America be and is hereby surrendered and that this lodge hereby 
accept a new charter in its place and stead from the Steel Workers 
Organizing Committee in its own name and authority; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the officers of this lodge 
are direc_ted to take appropriate action to carry out this resolution, and . 
return the charter of the Amalgamµted Association and the lodge seal 
to David J. McDonald. 

Adopted by Lodge .... /.1.:?..1.. .............. ................ , at a meeting 

on ... 21.~ .... £ ..... , 1940. 

5d. ... u~ 
; ...... d~:.......... ..... . -..................... ! ... . 

RECORDING SECRETARY. 

Impress Lodge Seal Here. 
-------------

Fig. 7--Change of charter. 
Book, SWOC Lodge No. 1938. 

Recording Secretary's Minute 
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WHEREAS, The Steel Workers Organizing .Committee of the 

c.r.o., in the ~hort period of six years, has established a 
structure upon which there is going to be erected one of the 

·greatest labor organizations in America, going forward building 
constructively and improving the wage structure and cor.ditions 
of employment of the thousands of men and women employed in the 
steel industry; and 

V1HEREAS, During the past ;J.._ years, the Steel v:orkers 
Organizin~ Committee has made it possible for us, as employees 
of the (!J,l J 1/£ K J:qo,AI 11'cru1t, to Company, to become mem-
bers of this grea union of Steel Workers; and 

WHEREAS, The Steel Workers Organizing Committee is going 
to have a convention to be held in Cleveland, Ohio, May 19, 20, 
21 and 22, 1942, for the purpose of adopting a constitution pro-
viding for the election of officers, adopting a wage policy 
to ·provide a baso for nogctiatir.g future wage agreements and 
to make plans for the future which will lead tq the complete or-
ganizing of the entir0 st0ol industry in the United States and 
Canada, and to consider such other matters as may serve; the 
best intorosts of the organization and its mombership; and 

'!!HEREAS, The iron ore industry is dofini toly an impor-
tant part of tho steel industry, and which is 0wncd in most 
part by tho steel corporations; now therefore be it 

RESOLVED, That Local Union # /C/J Y , Steul Workers 
Organizing Committ~e11go,9n record ~t this ~ec~~ng held this 

')_ t/ day of-~------' 1942, at 1/~~ , l~~inn., 
roqubsb.ng this conve3nt-ion to include, intnc constitution of 
this great steel union, provisions whereby the iron ore minors 
will rC;main a part and como within the jurisdiction of this 
great stevl union; and bo it further 

RESOLVED, That the Secretary and the President of our 
Local Union be instructed to immediately execute their signaturus 
and impress tho. soal on this resolution, and forward thb same 
to David J. McDonald, Secrotary-Trcasuror of tho Steel Vvorkors 
Organizing Committee, 1500 Commonwealth Building, Pittsburgh, 
Pa.; and be it further 

RESOLVED, That a copy of this· resolution become, and 
remain, a part of the local union minutes tor futuro r0foronces. 

SEAL 

President ----·-----------
Secretary · (f 

Fig.·8--Resolution expressing desire to come within 
the Steelworkers' jurisdiction. Recording Secretary's 

-Minute Book, SWOC Lodge No. 1938. 
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to undergo reorganization; for on May 19, 1942, at 

Cleveland, the Steel Workers Organizing Committee was re-

organized under the name of the United Steelworkers of 

America. _On May 22, 1942, the Virginia and Eveleth locals 

were chartered by the United Steelworkers of America. The 

charter members of Eveleth's Local No. 2078 were.Ellard 

Prinkkila, president; Mike Pocrnik, vice president; Ben 

Ochis, financial secretary; and John Gruden, treasurer.77 

Although the charter of Yirginia's Local.No. 1938 desig-

nates Louis A. McMillan, president; Mark G. Richards, 

vice president; Edward J. Webb, Jr., financial secretary; 

Elio Pietrini, recording secretary; and George Brajkovich, 

·treasurer,· the minutes show Fred Woods and Douglas Jacobson 

as president and vice president, ·respectively, at the time 

the charter was issued. The charter is dated May 22, 1942, 

and McMillan and Richards were elected one month later, 

on June 26, 1942.78 

There remained but two more significant events in 

the development of labor unionism in the Virginia-Eveleth 

district before stable unionism would become a reality. 

One event was the holding of elections to determine who 

would be sole bargaining agent for the miners, and the 

other event was union recognition by the company. The 

Virginia-Eveleth District Employees Association--or com-

77A Souvenir Booklet in Commemoration of Eveleth's 
Diamond Jubilee, 1892-1967, .Q.12.• cit., p. 38. 

78swoc Lodge No. 1938, Recording Secretary's Minute 
Book, June 26, 1942. 
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pany union--had been acting as the collective bargaining 

committee from the-time the Supreme Court declared the 

Employee Representation Plan was in violation of the Wagner 

Act. On November 11, 1942, however, elections were held 

under the auspices of the National Labor Relations 

Board.79 Since the United Steelworkers of America re-

ceived a majority of the votes, it was certified ·by the 

National Labor Relations Board as the exclusive bargain-

ing agent. With regard to union recogni~ion by the Oliver, 
1 

on May 22, i943, exactly one year after the union received. 

its charter from the United Steelworkers of America, a 

contract was signed between the union and ·the mining com-

·pany.80 The stability of unionism-that the miners had as-

pired to for decades had become a reality. 

79 11011ver Iron Mining Company Summary _on Labor," 
QJ2.• cit., p. 1. 

80rbid., p. 2o 



CHAPTER VIII 

CONCLUSIONS 

About a half century was required before stable 

unionism was achieved in the Virginia-Eveleth district. 

There are a number of reasons why so long a period passed~ 

before permanent unionism became a reali~y. In the early 
I 

decades of the twentieth century, one of the obstacles to 

unionism was the communication gap. Effective organiza-

tion required a common language by which the miners could 

·clearly understand their objectives and the methods of 

attaining them. At least until the 192O's was the diver-

sity of languages a disunifying element. As the immi-

grants acquired some rudiments of English while preparing 

for citizenship and as the children of the immigrants 

learned the language in school and spoke it in the home, 

the English language came to serve as a common medium 

of communication. 

Another factor unfavorable to unionism was that 

many of the early immigrants came to the United States 

with no intention of establishing permanent residence. 

Because they came with the intention of making a small 

fortune and then returning to the old country, many immi-

grants cared little about labor organization. Nor was 

labor unionism easy to achieve because of the background 
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of the immigrants. Since many of them came of peasant 

stock, they had no experience with labor organization. 

Besides cultural diversity as a hindrance to devel-

opment of _unionism in the Virginia-Eveleth district was · 

the Oliver Iron Mining Company's efficiency in enforcing 

the basic policy which the United States Steel Corpora-

tion established in 1901, namely, that it is "unalterably 

opposed to any extension of union labor and advise sub-

sidiary companies to take firm position • • II • • From . 
1901 until the 1940's was this basic policy pursued by 

the Oliver. In the 1907 strike when the Western ·Federa-

tion of Miners attempted to establish a permanent labor 

·union, the organizers had to contend not only with the 

cultural diversity mentioned, but also the power of the 

mining company. The newly arrived immigrant could not 

remain on strike for a long time because of limitations 

in his own financial resources. If he wanted to buy the 

necessities of life, he had recourse to two sources--

reserve funds or credit. His reserve funds were far 

from inexhaustible. With regard to credit, the mining 

company was able to exert an influence on merchants to 

deny credit to strikers. The credit facilities of today 

were not available to the early strikers. In many in-

stances, therefore, sheer necessity in meeting family 

responsibilities accounted for a miner's desire to re-

turn to work. 

Another means by which the mining company could 
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,. exert pressure on union-oriented persons was the black-

list. The Finns, for example, were victims of blacklist-

ing in 1907. So extensive was the blacklist applied 

that a significant sociological change was effected. The 

fact that so many Finns live on farms in areas adjacent 

to the Virginia-Eveleth district has its roots in the 

1907 strike. 

The 1907 strike indicated another means at the dis- w 

posal of the mining company in combating.unionism, namely, 
' the use of strikebreakers. Labor agencies were readily 

available to supply men in order that normal operating 

conditions would prevail. The Fedder Agency brought in 

·some Slavic elements into the Virginia-Eveleth district 

in 1907 for the purpose of breaking the strike. 

Complementing the use of strikebreakers was the 

mining company's use of deputies. When men undertook 

picket duty on the roads leading to the different mines, 

the deputy sheriffs and special officers, backed up with 

loaded guns, were able to thwart any efforts by pickets. 

Thus the strike as a means of attaining union objectives 

was seriously hampered • 

. Not all blame for difficulty in the development 

of unionism lay with the mine management i_n the 1907 era. 

The aura of violence associated with the Western Federa-

tion of Miners was unacceptable to many people of the 

Virginia-Eveleth district. At the time the Western Federa-
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tion of Miners appeared on the eastern Mesabi, William 

Haywood, the secretary-treasurer, was on trial for labor 

activities elsewhere, and the publicity of ·the trial 

called attention to the violence and bloodshed associated 

with thew. F. M. in the ore fields of the West. Nor did 

Leader Petr1ella 1s absconding with union funds help es-

tablish prestige for labor organizations. 

In the 1916 strike one again discovers the Oliver's~ 

basic policy of combating unionism. Deputies and com-
I 

pany police, under the guise of preserving life and prop-

erty, were able to curb union activities. That the min-

ing company had the right to guard its own property was 

·undeniable. But the company's use of mine police on 

public property was found by the State Labor Bureau to be 

beyond the ·legal rights and duties of mine guards. The 

efficiency with which the.mining company had union leaders 

arrested had dire consequences, for the 1916 strike was 

seriously affected by the loss of experienced leadership. 

Moreover, on various occasions when leaders were available, 

efforts to gain support were stifled by resolutions by 

city councils which forbade marching or other public 

demonstrations. 

The post-1916 efforts in establishing a permanent 

union continued to be frustrated because of the effect-

iveness of the mining company in combating unionism. At 

times, a semblance of concession to unionism was ~rovided. 

For example, the establishment of the Mutuality Department 
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by the Oliver may have appeared to be a program whereby 

the miner could give voice to his grievances. That some 

grievances may have arisen because of misunderstandings 

arising from language difficulties cannot be denied. But 

major grievances concerning wages and hours were not recog-

nized by the company and were not related to a language 

problem. 

Another program which was intended to convey the 

impression of a concession to labor was ~he establish-

ment of the Employee Representative r1an. The program, 

which became better known as the company union, was es-

sentially company-dominated. Because the company union 

·did not reflect true collective bargaining, the National 

Labor Relations Board declared that under the Employee 

Representative Plan, employees "possess only the shadow, 

not the substance of collective bargaining." 

True collective bargaining was provided for by the 

Wagner Act, which asserted the National Recovery Act 

provision that "employees shall have the right to organ-

ize and ba.rgain collectively, through representatives 

of their own choosing • • • • " With national legislation, 

the workers were able to secure the kind of protection 

··needed to establish a permanent union. 

Even with the very important national legislation, 

however, the development of stable unionism was difficult. 

The fear which had developed over the years could not be 

dispelled immediately by legislation. The fear that the 
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mining company would discharge those attempting to organ-

ize a union was a powerful deterrent to unionism even 

after passage of the Wagner Act. If there is a predom-

inant word which might be used to describe efforts at 

unionization, it is "fear." Miners were afraid to have 

anything to do with unions because of the consequences 

which might be forthcoming from the min~ng company. 

Nonetheless, the Wagner Act was important to labor organ-~ 

ization. 
' Besides the basic fear as a hindrance to unionism, 

there were deficiencies within the union. Financial 

problems, inexperienced leadership, ineffective local 

·leaders, misunderstandings concerning the role of the 

CIO field director, misjudgments in promising too much 

too quickly--all were obstacles to development of labor 

unionism in the Virginia-Eveleth district. But with 

national legislation, affiliation with the United Steel-

workers of America, and the experience which comes w-ith 

time, permanent labor unionism became a reality in the 

district, for in 1943 the mining company recognized the 

union.· 

/ 
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